Installing a W.E. Rotator Antenna Tower?

Then you'll be glad you dealt with the LEADING DISTRIBUTOR IN EUROPE.

We have THE STOCK . . . for quick delivery
THE SPARES . . . for after sales service
THE EXPERIENCE . . . to give you the advice you require

There's more to even a simple job like fitting an AR22R than just buying it and attaching a 4-way cable! Naturally, we don't wish to give away all our "trade secrets" by publishing all the pitfalls! We just recommend you to avail yourself of our services! Our aim is to see you with a safe efficient installation.

ROTORATORS CDR and HY-GAIN

ALL ROTATORS EX-STOCK
24/48 Hour Securicor delivery £1

We stock the best range of rotators, CDE and HY-GAIN and spares. Our stocks are good so you'll get fast delivery plus the after-sales service which counts.

AR20 This model replaces the old AR10 and is ideal for VHF beams, £30 (40p).

AR22 This model will turn HF antennas of TA33 Jrn. size and can be mounted on the top of masts up to 2k" diameter or onto a flat plate. It can carry a dead-weight of 150 lbs. Requires a 4-way cable, £25 (55p).

TR44 This model is also for HF beams as the AR22R but carries a 500 lbs. load and has better braking. The control unit requires a 7-wire cable, £45 (75p).

HAM-M The best of the CDE range. Carries 1,000 lbs, deadweight for large HF beams and employs a solenoid operated brake. Requires an 8-way cable, £70 (85p).

HY-GAIN 400. It's a brute but takes masts up to 3" dia. and automatically rotates to the desired direction by setting the compass control knob pointer as required. Mounts to standard tower plate on Versatower, £69 (€1).

ANTENNAS. (Note—Due to 'the floating £' and Hi-PRICE increases the following prices can be held only whilst current stocks last)

THE FINEST FROM CANADA

GEM-QUAD £74.50

HY-GAIN 18AVT

THE FINEST FROM U.S.A.
Star Your “one stop” single source for masts, towers, rotators, antennas and equipment.

Star Largest stock range in the U.K.

Star Money-saving packaged deals on mast + antenna + rotator.

That great mast at a little price

Look at its uses!
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When you buy YAESU from their U.K. main distributor you get the best engineering standards in the world and superb performance too. All items carry the YAESU 12 months guarantee. We also do free labour on warranty claims, and carry an excellent stock of spares. Remember, we were FIRST to offer YAESU on the U.K. market and FIRST to give you SECURICOR 24-hour delivery - a standard of service which cannot be surpassed.

SHE'S A LITTLE BEAUTY! The FT-75 that is!

A 10-80m. SSB TRANSCEIVER for ONLY £99 (carriage paid)

FT-75

This latest addition to the ever expanding YAESU range is a real winner! Having tested it we can say the receiver side is very good and output power was not less than 15w, R.M.S. on any band. Operation could not be easier! You simply select the band, press the channel button and talk.

SPECIFICATION:

Receiver:
- Sensitivity: 0.5V for 10uV S/N.
- Selectivity: 2.3 kHz (-6dB), 4.5 kHz (-60dB).
- Audio output 9.1 watts.

Transmitter:
- Carrier suppression: better than -40 dB at 1,000 Hz.
- Unwanted sideband: better than -40 dB.
- Response: ± 3 dB, 40-2,700 Hz.

General:
- VFO swing: ±5 MHz, 2 kHz; ±7 MHz, 6 kHz; ±14 MHz, 3 kHz; ±21 MHz, 20 kHz; ≥ 28 kHz, 12 kHz.
- Size: 210mm x 80mm x 300mm. Weight: 313 kg.

Current drain:
- Standby: 50w, 1.4 amp.
- Heaters on: 50w, 3.5 amp.
- Transmit: 80w, 5.5 amp.

Microphone included and 4 crystals (3760, 7060, 14200, 28550 kHz). Our FT-75's have a crystal on 14200 at £1 extra if required. Other frequencies stocked for our customers are: 3737, 3780, 7050, 7000, 14140, 14200, 21240, 21300, 21400, 28490, 28660. Or we will obtain any frequency you wish from Yaesu.

AND HERE's THE NEW 2m. FT-2 AUTO SCANNING TRANSCEIVER

TUNE 144 to 146 MHz in HALF-A-SECOND!

No laborious "Tuning High to Low" or "Low to High"! This highly advanced and superbly engineered YAESU masterpiece automatically scans eight channels in half a second! It will "lock-on" to any channel where a signal is present or can be set to always "lock-on" to a PRIORITY CHANNEL (your favourite frequency) whenever a signal appears.

Controls are:
- AUTO-MANUAL which selects the scanning facility.
- DX-LOCAL for attenuation of strong local signals.
- UNLOCK which re-starts the scanning sequence.
- PRIORITY which overrides other channels when on.

Power requirements AC, 100, 110, 117, 200, 220. DC 12V.

COST SAVING EXTRAS INCLUDED
- BUILT IN AC AND DC PSU.
- BUILT IN SPEAKER.
- COMPLETE WITH MICROPHONE AND 3 CRYSTALS.

PRICE: £146.00

YD-846

SP400

FT-401

FY-401

THE FT401 offers a high power SSB/CW transceiver with many extra features at a minimum price.

SPECIFICATION:
- Power input 560w, p.e.p.
- Built-in CW filter, noise blanker and cooler.
- Complete coverage 80-10m. Plus WWV (10MHz) to check the 25/100 kHz calibrator plus 3 spare band positions. VOX is built-in (not an extra). Dial readout to 1 kHz on all bands.
- Sensitivity: 0.5uV for 0.5S+N.
- Selectivity: ±2 kHz (6dB), ±7 kHz (80dB), CW filter 600 Hz. Clarifier 5 kHz. Break-in CW with side-tone. Selectable USB/LSB.
BUYING A RECEIVER?

THEN DON'T FORGET TO DO YOUR HOMEWORK FIRST! CHECK OUR ARITHMETIC AGAINST THE FACILITIES YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY ELSEWHERE, ADD-IN THE FINEST ENGINEERING STANDARDS IN THE WORLD AND A HOST OF OTHER "PLUSES" AND YOU'LL HAVE TO AGREE THE ANSWER IS THE FR400SDX... From W.E. HOPE WE'LL SEE YOU AT THE LEICESTER EXHIBITION!

FR400 SDX

160m. √
80-10m. √
Full coverage of 10m. 28-30 MHz
70-72 MHz (4m.) √
144-146 MHz (2m.) √
REJECTION TUNING
AM/CW/SSB/FM Filters
FM discriminator
1 kHz Readout
TRANSCIEVES (with FL400)
SUPERB PERFORMANCE

(ALL ADDS UP TO) FR400SDX

+ 1 YEAR GUARANTEE
+ AFTER-SALES-SERVICE
+ 24/48 HR. SECURICOR DELIVERY = YAESU FROM W.E.

NEW/USED EQUIPMENT (3 month guarantee, carr. £1).

Heath SB303 and CWF. Assembled, NEW ... £338
Heath SB300, excellent ... £89
Heath GR78, few months old ... £60
Heath MDP21 Mic. ... £10
Heath MM101, SWR-Meter ... £14
Heath HW32, superb with HP23, SB600 ... £60

Codar AT5 and psu, mint ... £18
Digital 300, Demo, Model ... £225
Eddystone BE15, mint ... £59
Emac TX3 and psu, excellent ... £35
Hallicrafters SX117, good ... £80
Hammarlund HQ170, very good ... £65
Hammarlund Q180, very good ... £80

KW Atlanta, NEW ... £210
KW Atlanta, excellent ... £150
KW 200A, excellent ... £170
KW 2000A, superb ... £170
KW Victor, 150w, AM, Like New ... £49

New CK201, "NEW" Gen. cov. and R.S. ... £28.5

AGENTS: (Glos.) G3UDR, Shipston-on-Stour 61839. (Bucks.) G1PRR, Chesham (02405) 4143. Both will be pleased to demonstrate Yaesu and provide service.

CATALOGUE: 15p please No s.a.e. required.

WESTERN ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD.
OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON SO4 4DN
TEL: (04216) TOTTON 4930 or 2785 (Member A.R.R.A.)
CABLES: "AERIAL, SOUTHAMPTON"
Technical Books and Manuals

(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

AERIAL INFORMATION

ABC of Antennas ........................................ 90p
Aerials (By D. Sjobergs) ................................... 88p
Aerial Handbook (Briggs) .................................. 87p
Amateur Radio Antennas (Hooton) ......................... £1.87
Antenna Handbook, Volume 1 .......................... £1.77
Antenna Round-Up, Volume 1 .......................... £1.47
Antenna Round-Up, Volume 2 .......................... £1.77
Beam Antenna Handbook, 4th Edition .................. £2.10
Ham Antenna Construction Projects .................. £1.47
Quad Antennae, 2nd Edition .......................... £1.80
59 Antennas .............................................. 87p
73 Vertical, Beam and Triangular Antennas (by E. M. Noll) £2.40
73 Dipole and Long-Wire Antennas (by E. M. Noll) £2.20
SWL Antenna Construction Projects ................. O/P

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER

Amateur Radio (Rayer) ................................... £1.80
Beginners Guide to Electronics (N.E.) .............. £1.10
Beginners Guide to Transistors ........................ £1.12
Beginners Guide to Colour TV ........................ £2.82
Better Short Wave Reception, 2nd Edition ........... £1.80
Course in Radio Fundamentals ......................... £2.62
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics ............. £2.02
Guide to Amateur Radio ................................ £2.59
How to Become a Radio Amateur ....................... £1.59
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur ..................... £1.59
Learning the RT Code .................................. £2.79
Radio, by D. Gibson ..................................... £2.59
Radio Amateur Examination Manual (N.E.) .......... £2.89
Short Wave Listener's Guide (N.E.) ................... O/P
Simple Short Wave Receivers (Data) .................. £1.89
Using a Portable Ham Radio ........................... £1.37

GENERAL

ABC of Electronics (by Earl J. Waters) ............... £1.20
ABC of FET's .............................................. £1.35
ABC's of Short Wave Listening ........................ £1.02
ARRL Calculator, Type A ................................ 92p
ARRL Calculator, Type B .............................. O/P
Building Your Amateur Radio Novice Station (by W7OE) O/P
Essaiinder (to hold 12 copies of Short Wave Magazine together) 96p
FET Circuits (by Rufus P. Turner) ................... £1.32
FET Principles, Experiments and Projects .......... £2.15
Having Fun with Transistors .......................... £1.99
How to Listen to the World 1971—Edition .......... £1.37
Know Your Oscilloscope (by Paul C. Smith) ....... £1.80
Practical Ham Radio Projects (by W6NJV) .......... O/P
Practical Integrated Circuits (Newnes-Butterworth) £1.01
Practical Transistor Theory .......................... £1.10
Practical Wireless Circuits ............................ £1.34
Preface List of Countries ................................ 23p
Radio Engineers Pocket Book (Newnes) N.E. .... £1.26
Radio Receiving Tubes Manual ....................... £1.77
RCM Transistor Manual (N.E.) ......................... £1.75
RCM Transmitting Tubes ............................... £1.35
Shop and Shack Shortcuts ............................. £1.75
Small-Scale Ground Band Theory & Practice (by D. H. Hooton) £3.47
Television Explained Vol. II .......................... £1.37

Telecommunications Pocket Book (T. L. Squires) £1.32
World Radio and TV Handbook 1972 Edition .... £2.90
110 Integrated Circuit Projects for the Home Constructor £1.22
49 Easy Transistor Projects .......................... £1.01
110 Semi-Conductors Projects for the Home Constructor (Life) £1.87

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Amateur Radio DX Handbook ........................ £2.17
Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 1 ................. £1.42
Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 2 ................. £1.42
Mobile Handbook, CQ ................................ £1.40
Mobile Manual, ARRL ................................. £1.40
New RTTY Handbook .................................. £1.85
Radio Amateur Handbook 1972 (ARRL) ............ £2.95
Radio Amateur Handbook 1972 (ARRL) (Hard Cover) £3.65
Radio Communication Handbook (RSGB) .......... £4.10
Surplus Conversion Handbook ........................ £1.37
Transistor Substitution Handbook No. 10 ......... £1.12

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS

Amateur Radio SSB Guide ............................. £1.59
Amateur Radio Construction Projects ............. O/P
Amateur Radio Circuit Book ........................ O/P
Care & Feeding of Power Grid Tubes (Elmac Division of Vari) £1.90
Guide to Amateur Radio ................................ £2.59
Engineers' Pocket Book—9th Edition ................. £1.48
'G' Call Book 1972 ..................................... 60p
Hams' Interpreter ........................................ 63p
Hints and Kinks, Vol. 9 (ARRL) ...................... 62p
Radio Amateur Examination Manual (N.E.) ......... £1.89
Operating an Amateur Radio Stat. .................. 25p
Radio Data Reference Book (3rd Edition) ........ £1.00
Radio, Valve and Transistor Data (Life) ......... £1.89
Service Valve and Semiconductors Equivalents .... 35p
Single Sideband for the Amateur (ARRL) ......... £1.67
Single Sideband (Theory & Practice) .............. £3.57
by H. D. Hooton ......................................... £3.47
Sun, Earth and Radio by J. A. Ratcliffe ......... 91p
Surplus Schematics (CQ) ............................... £1.22
Transistor Pocket Book ................................ £1.57

TRANSISTOR MANUALS

ABC of Transistors ...................................... £1.33
Having Fun with Transistors .......................... £1.59
Handbook of Transistor Circuits ..................... £2.35
Transistor Fundamentals: Basic Semi-Condctor and Circuit Principles, Vol. 1 £1.92
Transistor Fundamentals: Basic Transistor Circuits, Vol. 2 £1.92
Transistor Fundamentals: Electrical Equipment Circuits, Vol. 3 O/P
Transistor Substitution Handbook, No. 10 .... £1.12

VHF PUBLICATIONS

VHF Handbook, Wm. 1. Orr ........................... £1.79
VHF Manual (ARRL) ................................... £1.37
VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB) N.E. ....................... £1.80

The above prices include postage and packing.
Many of these TItles are American in origin.

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publication Dept., 55 Victoria St., London SW1H 0HF 01-225 5341
(Counter Service: 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)

GAO A/C. No. 547 8151)
(Nearest Station: St. James's Park)
THE SENATOR CRYSTAL BANK

G2UGY

Phone 01-769 1639

CRYSRTALS FROM STOCK AT KEEN PRICES

SENATOR CRYSTALS: the first place to contact when you need good crystals quickly.

Here are just a few of the popular frequencies actually in stock now:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kHz</th>
<th>MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 in HC13/U</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 in HC6/U</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£1.60

NEW FREQUENCIES FOR POPULAR CHANNELS:

44-593333 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 3 + 10.7 MHz
45-016667 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 3 + 10.7 MHz
48-333333 MHz in HC6/U for RX x 3 + 10.7 MHz

NEW FREQUENCIES now available:

1-602 MHz and 1-618 MHz in HC6/U (spacing 1-8 kHz) at £1-80 each
3-66666 MHz in HC6/U at £1-60
4-33333 MHz in HC6/U at £1-60
46-666 MHz in HC6/U at £1-60
47-3333 MHz in HC6/U at £1-70
48-3333 MHz in HC6/U at £1-70
58-000 MHz in HC6/U at £1-70

Please check up with crystal multiplication data

And here's our STOCK range of BRAND NEW HC6/U MHz for 2M:

- 70-260 MHz 4M Mobile £1-60
- 70-260 MHz 4M Mobile £1-60

Mail Order SENATOR CRYSTALS Dept. S.W., 36 Valleyfield Road, SW16 2HR

FREE

TO ENGINEERS

Whatever your age or experience you must read New Opportunities. It describes the easiest way to pass A.M.S.E., A.M.I.M.I., City & Guilds (all branches), Gen. Cert., etc., and gives details of courses in all branches of engineering, Mechanics, Electrical, Civil, Auto, Aero, Radio, TV, Building, etc. You must read this book. Send for your copy today—FREE!

B.I.E.T., 130, Aldermaston Court, Reading, RG7 4PF

Accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of Correspondence Colleges

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

CHILTERN AMATEUR RADIO CLUB G3CAR

MK. II INTEGRATED CIRCUIT MARKER GENERATOR

When using VHF repeaters, frequency measurement is important. This unit provides the following outputs and harmonics up to 70 MHz: 500 kHz, 100 kHz, 50 kHz, 25 kHz, 12.5 kHz and 6-25 kHz. Kit with full instructions, £6-30 or built and tested units, £10, post paid.

S.A.E. for further details. Mk. II (See Mar. '72 S.W.M.) also still available.

THE TREASURER,
12, ROUNDLANDS, LACEY GREEN, AYLESBURY, BUCKS.
At the

NATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO AND
ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION

GRANBY HALL, LEICESTER.

OCTOBER 26 - 28th

The symbol of quality
MUSEN
UNITED KINGDOM
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR
WESTERN ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD.
OSBORNE RD., TOTTEN, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DN, HANTS.

The symbol of service

SKYWOOD CX203 COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

UNR-10, 4 BAND COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

LAFAYETTE HA800 SOLID STATE AMATEUR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER SIX BANDS 3-5-4, 7-7.3, 14-14.35, 21-45, 28-29.7, 50-54 Mc/s.

LAFAYETTE SOLID STATE HA600 RECEIVER

HANSEN SWR-3 BRIDGE
Impedance 52 ohms. Also operates as field strength indicator, complete with telescopic aerial, £4.25 each. P.P. 174p. PL259 plugs to suit 374p.

HAMGEAR PRESELECTORS

TE51 TRANSISTORISED GRID DIP METERS

LATEST CATALOGUE
New 7th edition gives full details of a comprehensive range of Hi-Fi EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. FREE DISCOUNT COUPONS VALUE 50p. 320 pages, fully illustrated and detailing thousands of items at bargain prices.

NORTH WEST ELECTRICS, G3MAX
769, STOCKPORT ROAD,
LEVENSHULME,
MANCHESTER, 19.
Phone: 061-224 4811

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS & DIECAST BOXES. JACKSON CAPACITORS & DRIVES. DENCO COILS. NEW ITEMS OF BOARDS FOR CLOCKS & FREQUENCY COUNTER, WILL BE DISPLAYED AT AMATEUR RADIO SHOW, GRANBY HALL, LEICESTER, 26th to 28th OCTOBER 1972.

DENCO TECHNICAL BULLETIN DTB4, COIL INFORMATION, 17p, post paid.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS FOR FREQUENCY COUNTERS AND CLOCKS
I.C.'s: 7413N 46p, SN7474N, 45p, 7490N 86p, 7490N 22p, 7473N 55p, 7414N £1-12, 7270N 46p, 7475N 55p. NEW TEXAS HOLDERS for 14 way and 16 way 15p each

DECADe COUNTER BOARD 12 way -15 uses 7490 and 7414N 37p
DECADe COUNTER BOARD with fitting for Quad latch, 16 way 160p RS Type.

NUMICATORS FOR DIGITAL READOUT. £1-50 each. ZM1020 with base. End viewing 1½ dia., 4 for £5, post paid.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. £1-50 each, post 5p.
DIGITAL CLOCK
Uses : 7-5N7490, 1-7413, 3-74141, 1-C407.
Board size : 5½ x 4½".

READOUT BOARD. 4 Digit.
Uses : 4-7490, 4-7475, 4-74141. Ideal for Frequency Counter Readout or Batch Counter.
Board size : 4½ x 3½".

TIME BASE BOARD
Uses : 7400 Osc. (1MHz) 6-7490 Divider chain, 7474 Dual D, 7413 Dual Nand Band, 7400 Pulse output, 2N3726. Reset Latch.
Board size : 4½ x 2½".

ALL BOARDS HIGH QUALITY PRINT ON FIBRE GLASS BOARD.
Integrated Circuit prices as above. Stamped addressed envelope for information sheet.

POLYPROPYLENE ROPE. 500lb. strain. 100 yd. reel, £1, post 15p.

BARGAIN OFFER. 100 yard drum 75 ohm high power coaxial cable. Attenuation per 100ft. 2.4 dB 200 MHz, 4 dB 600 MHz, 5.3 dB 800 MHz, £275, carriage £1.

VIBRATORS. 12 volt synchronous. Type No. 125R7, 50p each.
Special offer 3 for £1, postage 15p.

DIECAST BOXES. With fitted lid. Post 10p per box.
Cat. No. 7969P 3½ x 1½ x 1 7/32", 39p
Cat. No. 7134P 4½ x 2½ x 1", 48p
Cat. No. 6908P 4½ x 3½ x 2", 65p
Cat. No. 6827P 7½ x 4½ x 2", £1-04
Cat. No. 6357P 7½ x 4½ x 3", £1-13
Sizes shown are approx. internal dia.

DENCO COILS. All ranges in stock. 32p each, post 5p each coil. Please state valve or transistor type when ordering.

JACKSONS 6/36 slow motion dial and drive, £1-55, post 15p.

FINNED ALUMINIUM HEAT SINKS. 5" x 2" ready drilled for TO3, 25p. 5" x 4" undrilled, 37p. 5" x 8", undrilled, 65p, post 10p.

IF STRIP. Ex R3673 Rx. 7.5 MHz with circuit. Less valves. 8 87G PTPE holders. Sealed relay twin 500 ohm coil. 12-pin plug and socket, 50p, post 20p.

CONVERTER 20 to 90 MHz. 7.5 MHz IF. Ex 3673 Rx. 2/EF91's. I-6.16 Osc., C125, post 20p. Some less valves, 7Sp, post 20p.

TRANSFORMER. Specially wound for Digital instruments. 200 volt 40 mA HT. 6 volt IA. Two windings LT. Will supply 6v. 2A, or 12v. IA. CT 5½ x 2½ x 2½", £1-90, post 25p.

CV416 (6F17) VALVE, 30p each, post 5p, or 4 for £1-20, post paid.

ALL MINI BOXES. With fitted lid. Post 5p per box.
3" x 2" x 1", 33p
4" x 2½ x 1½", 38p
5½ x 4" x 1½", 43p
6½ x 4 x 2½", 38p
7½ x 5½ x 3½", 38p

INSTRUMENT CONTROL KNOBS. Black with bright Ali. centre, ¼" brass insert with grub screw. 1", 1½" and 2½" dia., 15p each, post 5p each. Any excess refunded.

Business Hours : Tues.-Fri., 9.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
SATURDAY : 9 a.m.-5 p.m. OPEN ALL DAY.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY.

WE WELCOME ALL ENQUIRIES HOWEVER SMALL
Stamped addressed envelope please for special offer list.
TRIO

Prices are down

9R 59DS  General Coverage Receiver  £49.50
JR 310   Amateur Bands Receiver   £75.00
JR 599   Amateur Bands Receiver   £185.00
TX 599   Matching transmitter to JR599 £185.00
TS/PS 515 SSB Transceiver        £210.00
TL 911   2KW PEP Linear Amplifier £140.00
TR 2200  2M Personal Transceiver  £62.50
SP 5D    Communications Loudspeaker £4.50

exclusive United Kingdom distributors
b.h.morris and co.(radio) limited
84-88 Nelson Street,London E1 2DY. TEL: 01-790 5011
New from another winner!...

A KW 2000B with 500 kHz VFO coverage 10-160 metres

Complete with AC PSU £265.00 (Carriage extra)

Includes the following features:
- TOP BAND with switch to legal limit. Reliable 6146’s in PA.
- Built-in Calibrator 100 Hz + WWV.
- "Break-in" CW. All crystals supplied, 10 metres coverage 28.0-30.0 MHz.
- KW after-sales service and spares for 5 years (possibly 10 years).

KW ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1 Heath Street, Dartford, Kent.
Tel. Dartford 2574/2191

EASY TERMS ON EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE OVER 12, 18 OR 24 MONTHS

STEPHENS JAMES LTD.
70 PRIORY ROAD, LIVERPOOL, L4 2RZ
Tel: 051-263 7829

Yasu-Musu
PQ1 Transceiver £459
FT26 2m Transceiver £84.00
FT209 Transceiver £172
PL505 Transceiver £58.00
FR500 Receiver £110.00
FR505 VFO £148
SP400 Loudspeaker £10.00
PL506 Transmitter £125.00
TD84 Table Microphone £12.00
TD846 Hand Microphone £8.00
FT401 Transceiver £230
PL5100 Linear £140.00
FR505 Receiver £59.00
PL508 Transmitter £68.00
FT57 Transceiver £49.00
TP51 A.C. P.S.U. £32.50
DC75 P.S.U. £52.50
FT101 with 160M £320

Hy-Gain Antenna Range
14VQ 10-15-20m. Vertical £16.50
14VQ/A 10-15-20-40m. Vertical £16.50
1848/10/20/40 10 through 40m. £35.00
TH12X Traminder Beam £97.00
TH13X Traminder Beam £97.00
TH2X Traminder Beam £35.00
THZ2X Traminder Beam £51.00
L200 Loading Coil £28.00
BN86 Balun £10.00
2052A 20m. 3 Element £75.00

G-Wing Antenna Range
160m. Range £7.50
160/80m. Chobander £9.00
10-15-20m. Traminder £10.00
Calls for LF Bands each £6.00
Basebands £1.45
2 metre S/SX Vertical £6.20
Multimobile £12.50
G-Whip Booster, 40" fibreglass rod for fixed/ portable working £4.75

Lafayette
HA600A Receiver £130.00
Tech Equipment
Tech IS G.D.O. £13.50
Morane Keys £10.00
50 ohm Dummy Load Wattmeter £23.00
Handset SWR Meter £4.50
Sarreis SWR Meter £3.80
Trend TW60 K Multimeter £2.75
TMLPL436 Multimeter £17.00
Coaxial Pocket Multimeter £9.50
Omega Noise Bridge TE201 £11.50
TE16A Transmitter Sig. Gen. £7.95
Medco High Pass Filters £3.40
TE220 Sig. Gen. £16.50

Microwaves
Shure 210 £35.75
Shure 444 £35.75
Sentry 2m. Converters £13.75
Sentry 8m. Converters £13.75
Sentry 70 cm. Converters £13.75

Codex
EC10 Kit 2 Receiver £86.00
A.C. Power Unit £7.75
60 S.P. Drive £9.50
EB37 Receiver £98.00

J Beam
We are now stocking the full range of J Beam antennae, at current prices. Lashing kits, mass etc.

Plastic QSL Card Holders.

Carriage/postage extra, all items.

Carriage/postage extra, all items.
THE BEST YET
from TRIO

TRIO’s superb new TS-515 TRANSCEIVER has a specification and performance superior to anything found in comparable equipment. Derived from the highly successful TS-510 it incorporates excellent new features including blower cooling.

Unsurpassed value @ £210.

Add to this the exciting new TRIO TL-911 2 KW LINEAR @ £140 and you have a station par excellence.

Send today for full technical details of this fine new combination or see them on demonstration in Birmingham or at our Southern Agents—J.H. Associates Ltd., Cricketfield Lane, Bishops Stortford. Tel: 0279-56437.

We shall be featuring the new TS-515 and TL-911 at the NATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO EXHIBITION at Granby Halls, Leicester, 26-28th October, 1972. This is the Show you can’t afford to miss!

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS G3FIK
ELECTRON HOUSE, 508-514 ALUM ROCK ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 8
TELEPHONES 021-327 1497, 021-327 6313
SOLID STATE MODULES

Telephone: HUDDERSFIELD 23991
SEE YOU AT GRANBY HALL, LEICESTER

SPECIFICATION COVERING ALL OUR V.H.F. CONVERTERS

- Noise figure 1.2dB. Gain 30dB.
- Dual MOSFETs in RF and mixers for Excellent overload and cross modulation characteristics.
- All housed in aluminium cases, stove enamelled silver hammer with black trim.

THE SENTINEL M.F. Primarily for mobile use with a car radio but ideal for use with any B.C. receiver with an aerial socket. IF output 0-3 - 1 MHz (covers 144 MHz to 146 MHz in two switched bands with a third position for "OFF" with the MW aerial switched straight through. Double conversion design with no oscillator multiplication. Size : 15" x 12" front panel 4" deep. Price : £18-75.

THE SENTINEL 2 METER AND 4 METER DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTER

By far the most popular converter. Stock for 2 meters :- 2-4 MHz, 4-6 MHz, 9-11 MHz, 14-16 MHz, 18-20 MHz, 23-25 MHz, 24-26 MHz, 28-30 MHz and 27-29 MHz for receivers that only tune up to 29.7 MHz, 4 meter IF's :- 4-4.7 MHz, 25-26 MHz, 28-28.7 MHz. PLEASE NOTE that we have started using the circuit we developed for the Sentinel M.F. in our low IF Sentinels (2-4 MHz and 4-6 MHz) i.e. they are now double conversion. Size : 22" x 13" x 11" for 2-4 MHz, 11" x 3" x 12" for 4-6 MHz. Price : £13.75.

THE SENTINEL 2 METER AND 4 METER DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTER

This new 2 metre converter is a de luxe version of our well established Sentinel converter. Contains internal mains power supply but can be used with external batteries. It features an RF gain control to reduce cross modulation and overload of the main receiver and may be switched between mains and battery. Size : 5" x 13" front panel 43" deep. It uses fundamental crystals on the required frequency i.e. no multiplication, IFs from stock 28-30 MHz and 4-6 MHz. Price : £19-50 including P.S.U.

Want to pep up your present 2 metre receiver?

THE SENTINEL LOW NOISE FET 2 METER PRE-AMPLIFIER

- Low noise figure 1.2dB. Transistors selected for low noise figure.
- Gain 18dB. 12V, D.C. at 3mA. Isolated supply lines.
- Very good for bringing converted business gear up to scratch. Also helps RF breakthrough by increasing the wanted 2 metre signals. Price £6-50.

63 WOODHEAD ROAD, SOLID, LOCKWOOD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD4 6ER

Want to receive 70 cms. cheaply but well?

SFM70 70 cm. CONVERTER

- Low noise figure 4.5 dB.
- IF output 144-146 MHz. By using the 70 cm. converter with a 2 metre converter you can have a high performance 70 cm. unit at a low price £13.75.

THE SPITFIRE 2 METER A.M. TRANSMITTER AND MODULATOR

- 5 watts input. At least 2 watts output. 12 volts operation.
- Modulation wave shaping gives excellent, clean 100% audio. Sideband suppression 45dB. Carrier suppression 50dB.
- Audio monitoring point for headphones. Size : 41" x 21" x 51".
- Front panel meter indicates RF output and modulation. Price : £25-00.
- The Spitfire Modulator is the same size and appearance as the transmitter.
- 100% modulates our transmitter. Price : £19-00.

SOLID STATE 9 MHz SSBB GENERATOR

- Selectable USB, LSB and CW.
- 0-3 volts into 80 ohms.
- Sideband suppression 45dB. Carrier suppression 50dB.
- A sound basis for your SSB transmitter.
- Internal battery-switches straight through when OFF. Ideal for car radio use when mobile. Price : £7-50.

YAESU HUSEN FROM STOCK

- FT101 £39, plus top box £6.50. FT200 Transceiver £134. AC supply £28. FT460 Transceiver £230. FT400 Super de Luxe receiver £160. Loudspeaker unit £16-00. This we offer with service facilities at our premises—often carried out whilst you wait as we do with our own equipment.
- Internal battery—switches straight through when OFF. Price : £7-50.

SECONDHAND GEAR

- KW202 as new, £115. KW2000 Plus AC and DC PSU, £125-00.

We believe that all units and components advertised will be ex-stock, but you can always ring for confirmation.

SOMMERKAMP

SOMMERKAMP TS 145 XT

A true value in 2m FM, the TS 145 XT is the father of the SOMMERKAMP FM LINE. This small package offers operation at 12 volts, or with the accessory power supply at 110/220 volts, for 10 Watts output. The unit also features a low power position for 1 watt output to conserve battery power. 12 channels, 6 with crystals, built-in calling device 750 kHz with memory lamp. With mobile-mount + microphone. An unmatched design (plug in modules) at any price, the TS 145 XT offers high quality and top performance at a reasonable cost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>£25-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>£20-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-18</td>
<td>£20-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-24</td>
<td>£20-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>£20-00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.F. 221 matching VFO 144-146 MHz ...

soka
CORSO FUSINA 7
CH-6911 CAMPIONE/LUGANO
TEL. (00 41) 91-88543
TELEX (00 45) 79314
Radio Shack Ltd  *  London's Amateur Radio Stockists

Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station

R.L. DRAKE'S MAGNIFICENT R-4B RECEIVER
£230.00

FEATURES

- PASSBAND TUNING
- AVC WITH FAST ATTACK AND SLOW RELEASE for SSB or fast release for high speed break-in CW. Also AVC may be switched off.
- NOISE BLANKER that works on CW, SSB, and AM and NOTCH FILTER are built in.
- CRYSTAL LATTICE FILTER 1st IF prevents cross-modulation due to strong adjacent channel signals.
- PREMIXED INJECTION—Crystal oscillator and low frequency VFO outputs premixed.
- RECEIVES SSB, AM, CW, and RTTY with full RF gain, complete AVC action and accurate S-meter indication.

PRODUCT DETECTOR for SSB/CW—diode detector for AM.

EXCELLENT OVERLOAD AND CROSS MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS; insensitive to operation of nearby transmitters.

TRANSCEIVE CAPABILITY; May be used to transceive with the T-4B or T-4XB Transmitters. Illuminated dial indicator shows which VFO is being used.

25 kHz CALIBRATOR embodies sophisticated design, using integrated circuits and FET's, permits working closer to band edges.

NEW SCRATCH-PROOF EPOXY PAINT FINISH.

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Coverage: 35.0-40.0 MHz, 70.0-7.5 MHz, 140.0-145 MHz, 210.0-215 MHz and 285.0-290 MHz with crystals supplied. Ten accessory crystal sockets are provided for coverage of any 10 additional 500 kHz ranges between 1-5 and 30 MHz with the exception of 5-0-6.0 MHz.

Selectivity: Drake tunable passband filter provides:
- 0.4 kHz at 6 dB down and 2.6 kHz at 60 dB down, 1.2 kHz at 6 dB down and 4.8 kHz at 60 dB down.
- 2.4 kHz at 6 dB down and 6.2 kHz at 6 dB down, 4.8 kHz at 6 dB down and 25 kHz at 60 dB down.
Selectivity switching is independent of detector and AVC switching.

I.F. Frequencies: First I.F., 5645 kHz crystal lattice filter; second I.F., 50 kHz tunable L/C filter.

Stability: Less than 100 cycles after warm up. Less than 100 cycles for 10% line voltage change.

Sensitivity: Less than 0.25 uv for 10 dB signal plus noise to noise on all amateur bands.

Modes of Operation: SSB, CW, AM, RTTY.

Dial Calibration: Main dial calibrated 0 to 500 kHz and 500 to 1000 kHz in 25 kHz divisions. Vernier dial calibrated 0 to 25 kHz in 1 kHz divisions. Calibration Accuracy: Better than 1 kHz when calibrated at nearest 100 kHz point.

RADIO SHACK LTD.

182 BROADHURST GARDENS
LONDON, NW6 3AY
Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station

Giro Account No.: 588 7151
LOWE ELECTRONICS
119 Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3HE
Tel: Matlock 2817 or 2430 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
John: G3PCY  Bill: G3UBO  Alan: G3MME

MAIN DISTRIBUTOR FOR YAESU MUSEN EQUIPMENT

SERVICE AND SALES (evenings and weekends only) : John G3JYG, 16 Harvard Road, Ringmer, Lewes, Sussex. Tel : Ringmer 812071. Sim GM3SAN, 19 Ellismuir Road, Baillieston, Nr. Glasgow. Tel : 041-771 0364. Alan GW3YSA, 35 Pen y Waun, Efail Isaf, Nr. Pontypridd, Glam. Tel : Newton Llantwit 3809.

SERVICE ONLY (evenings and weekends) : Dave Dryden, G3BKQ, 205 Main Street, Thornton, Leics. Peter Ward, G3XWX, 47 Radstock Avenue, Ward End, Birmingham, B36 8HD.

Sim, John and Alan will be happy to demonstrate New Yaesu Gear by appointment. They also have a pretty good selection of second-hand trade-ins at the right price.

NATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION
GRANBY HALLS
LEICESTER

This is the annual big show you cannot afford to miss.

There will be more amateur gear than you've ever seen in one place before.

Leicester can be reached by train very easily from anywhere in the country—a cheap day return is a real bargain.

Leicester can be reached by car very easily as it is on the M1.

No parking problems—huge car parks on the spot.

As there is much more space than the average rally, you'll be able to see the goodies close to instead of fighting your way through crowds six deep.

Our stand will be 40ft. x 20ft. and full of gear and we're just one of a great many.

New equipment? I wouldn't mind a small bet that you'll see some new items that'll make 80m. tongues wag, to say nothing of 2m. tongues!

I realise that, to many Londoners, the world stops just north of Watford, but why not live dangerously—get your arctic clothing on, get your passport in order and brave the barren wastes of the North country.

You may be rather shaken to find that you can get to Granby Halls from Hendon a darn' sight quicker than you can get to the Horticultural Hall.

Northerners—nothing could be simpler than getting to Leicester, but bring plenty of money because you are going to see stuff that you will want to buy.

Look forward to seeing you.
We shall be displaying our complete range of everything for the Amateur.

This includes:

The complete Yaesu Range of Receivers, Transmitters, Transceivers and accessories. It is generally accepted that the Yaesu range offers by far and away the best value for money in the respective price classes. If you are still not convinced, come and have a close look and a chat with our technical lads.

In the second hand line we will have a good range of mint, fully tested items at attractive prices. These will all be guaranteed and, like everything else we sell, if you are not happy with it, you simply have to return it for full money-back without question or quibble. You simply cannot lose and the savings you can make by buying a little used, mint rig are well worth while.

AERIALS

We will be displaying our range of beams, verticals and mobile aerials. They will be erected for your close examination so as to let you see and compare the quality. In the case of beams, we'd like to show you ours which don't droop.

Along with the aerial display will be the associated accessories—rotators, cable, S.W.R. meters, etc., etc.

2m FM

Come and see the latest in the fast growing field of 2m. FM, both fixed station and mobile. Check the Inoue VFO stability on a counter, check the power output on a proper wattmeter. Delve, prod and examine and find out what it's all about.

SUNDRIES

A complete range of accessories for the Amateur and SWL will be on our stand including:

SWR meters, microphones, keys, electronic keyers, headsets, monitors, L.P. filters, H.P. filters, crystal filters, mechanical filters, dummy load/wattmeters, counters, speakers, VFO’s, power supplies, valves, connectors, coax, rotator cable, twin feeder, etc., etc.

There is sure to be something to round off your station that you can’t get at home.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT

If you need service, just phone us—we have a contract with Securicor who will collect from any part of the country at a very cheap rate. We arrange collection, service your rig and deliver it back to you within average three days (excluding weekends). Our best is 48 hours (often) and worst so far five days. If you bought your gear elsewhere we’ll certainly do our best for you, but please remember OUR customers MUST come first.

Have you got gear to sell? Give us a yell, we give good prices and again, our Securicor service will collect.

Look forward to seeing you at Leicester.

Lowe Electronics

119 CAVENDISH ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE, DE4 3HE
Tel. Matlock 2817 or 2430 (9 a.m. - 9 p.m.)
Bill G3UBO, Alan G3MME, John G3PCY.

MEMBERS AMATEUR RADIO RETAILERS ASSOCIATION
Full station flexibility

The maximum receiver from the "Amateurs" at Heath

The Heathkit SB-303 has all the stability, selectivity and sensitivity you could look for in a solid-state receiver... plus an easy-assembly time of only a few evenings.

The Heathkit SB-303 delivers all the signal seeking capability you could possibly want, plus a complement of performance features most other receivers can only offer as a lengthy (and costly) list of options. The "303" brings you USB, LSB, AM, CW and RTTY, 80-10 metres; 15 MHz WWV reception; solid-state instant warmup, 100 Hz stability in 10 minutes, and superior tracking. The exclusive Heath LMO with 1 kHz dial readout is factory-assembled and aligned for peak performance and incredibly smooth linear tuning. And an RF attenuator lets you adjust sensitivity for optimum signal handling. Other standard features are complete SSB/CW transceive compatibility with the famous Heathkit "400" or "401"; three-position AGC (off, fast, slow); 25 kHz and 100 kHz crystal calibrator for spotting the new sub-bands; antenna and power connections for up to two VHF converters, with front panel switch eliminating need for changing cables—four spare sockets on rear panel for connecting a wide range of Heathkit station accessories. Compare the specs... then order your "303" today.

Kit K/SB-303
SBA-301-1, optional 3.75 kHz AM crystal filter
SBA-301-2, optional 400 Hz CW crystal filter

Heathkit SB-401 transmitter... perfect partner for the "303"

Operates USB/LSB & CW, "separate" or "transceive"... Covers 80-10 metres; USB, LSB & CW. Single front panel switch selects transceive or independent operation of "401" and 300-series receiver. Usable with any receiver when optional SBA-401-1 crystal group is installed. Built-in 240/120 VAC power supply. Modular sub-pack packaging and assembly procedure add to kit-building ease.

Kit K/SB-401
SBA-401-1, crystal pack

Heathkit SB-220. Power-up with 1200 watts on SSB, 1 kw on CW...

You can build this Heathkit linear amplifier in just five evenings. Provides 1200 W PEP SSB input, 1000 W CW. Built-in solid-state power supply with circuit breaker protection. Metering for SWR, grid current, plate current, relative power, plate voltage. ALC output. Shielded, fan-cooled amplifier compartment. Pre-tuned cathode input circuit for maximum efficiency and low distortion. The sturdy, yet lightweight construction is achieved with a heavy-gauge one-piece aluminium chassis partitioned for extra strength.

Kit K/SB-200
and new digital instruments

see them all in your FREE Heathkit catalogue

See all the gear in the world's leading ham equipment line plus all the instruments you need to make your hobby complete. Over 350 kits are shown including the famous Heathkit stereo, marine, automotive, shortwave, music amps., intercoms, R/C, portables, and more. Send for your FREE copy today.

New Heathkit 8-Digit Calculator —

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, chain or mixed functions, and constant. Floating or selectable 7 position decimal point. Has plus, minus, and overflow indicators. Overflow protection of most significant 8 digits. Clear-display key erases last entry without losing problem. "Standard" keyboard configuration. American made LSI circuitry. Bright 3½ red digits. 120 or 240 VAC operated. Desk-top black & white cab, 33"×6"×10½ d.

Kit K/IC-2008.

NEW Heathkit 120 MHz Counter—

Measures from 1 Hz to over 120 MHz with 8-digit readout plus overrange, gate and two range indicators. Pre-assembled TCXO time base. 1 megohm FET input. Automatic triggering level. Sensitivity 50 mV or less to 100 MHz. 125 mV to 120 MHz. Uses latest ECL (emitter coupled logic). Assembles in 15 hours. All ICs mounted on plug-in connectors. Plug-in fiber-glass circuit boards. 120/240 VAC.

Kit K/IB-1102.

NEW Heathkit Digital Multimeter—

3½ digit readout, quality digital components and easy calibration, give lab-grade accuracy. Measures 100 uV to 1000 VDC in 5 ranges; 100 uV to 500 VAC, 5 ranges; 10 current ranges, 100 nanoamps. to 2 amps, AC & DC; 6 resistance ranges, 0.1 ohm to 20 megs. 100 megohm input on 2 V range, 10 megs on others. Overload protection. Automatic decimal. Overrange indicator. Calibrator included.

Kit K/IM-102.

Heathkit Portable Solid-state FET VOM

Solid-state circuit-FET input, 4 silicon transistor, 1 diode, 4 AC voltage ranges, 4 DC voltage ranges, 4 ohm ranges. 11 M Ohm input on DC, 1 M Ohm input on AC, 4½". 200µA meter. Battery powered. Rugged polypropylene case with self cover and handle includes storage space for test leads. Easy to build circuit board construction.

Kit K/IM-17u (less batteries)

Open a Heath monthly budget account for continuous credit on all our products.

Write for full details and application form today! Existing attractive credit facilities are also available.

Why not visit your Heathkit Electronics Centres... or contact our Gloucester Head Office.

London 233 Tottenham Court Road. Tel. 01 636 7349
Open hours: Monday—Saturday 9-6.00 p.m.

Birmingham 17-18 St. Martin's House, Bull Ring.
Tel. 021 643 4386 Open hours: Friday—Saturday 10-5.30 p.m.

Gloucester Cole Avenue Roundabout, Bristol Road.
Tel. 0452 29451 Open hours: Monday—Friday 9-5.00 p.m.
Saturday 9-12.30 p.m.

Please address your enquiries to:
Dept. SW 10/72
HEATH (Gloucester) Ltd.,
Gloucester GL2 6EE

HEATHKIT
Schlumberger

Latest free catalogue will be sent to you.
WE ARE THE ANTENNA PEOPLE

SOME ANTENNAS

MONO-BANDERS

A-310 3 Element. 10 metres £24.00
A-315 3 Element. 15 metres £23.00
Classic-203-C 3 Element. 20 metres £70.00
A-92-S 9 Element. 2 metres £11.50
D1-10 Ground Plane. 10 metres £18.00
D2-15 Ground Plane. 2 metres £18.00
MCG-10 10 metre Quad £65.00
MCG-15 15 metre Quad £65.00
MCG-20 20 metre Quad £48.00

DUAL-BANDERS

Elan 2 Elements. 10 and 15 metres £30.00
Elan 2 Elements. 10 and 15 metres £32.50
TD-2 Trap Dipole. 40 and 80 metres £32.50

TRI-BANDERS

Mustang 3 Elements. 10, 15 and 20 metres £44.00
TA-31 Jr. 3 Elements. 10, 15 and 20 metres £30.00
TA-32 Jr. 2 Elements. 10, 15 and 20 metres £24.00
TA-31 Jr. 2 Elements. 10, 15 and 20 metres £15.50
Classic-36 6 Elements. 10, 15 and 20 metres £90.00
V-3 Jr. Trap Vertical. 10, 15 and 20 metres £11.00
El-Toro Cubical Quad. 10, 15 and 20 metres £70.00

QUAD-BANDERS

Atlas Trap Vertical. 10, 15, 20 and 40 metres £32.00

SWL Antennas

SWL/7 Dipole. 11, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31 and 49 metres £11.00
RD-5 Dipole. 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 metres £11.00

Note: All "E" Models (2" mast fitting) £11.00 Plus 50p


Send for HANDBOOK/CATALOGUE containing full details of Antennas and other technical information. 25 pages 15p. Refundable upon purchase of Antenna.
THE MIDLAND
NATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO
AND ELECTRONICS
EXHIBITION
at the
GRANBY HALLS, LEICESTER
OCTOBER 26 TO 28, 1972

Sponsored by the Amateur Radio Retailers Association

COME AND SEE THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS. WORLD-WIDE
CONTACTS FROM THE EXHIBITION

Large Car Parks
Easy Access from M1 Motorway Junction

ADMISSION 20p
(This includes a chance to win a piece of the best in radio
equipment)

Opening Times:
Thursday and Friday 26 and 27 (12 noon to 9 p.m.)
Saturday 28 (10 a.m. to 7 p.m.)

Overseas Visitors from PARIS, FRANKFURT, AMSTERDAM and
BRUSSELS. Please contact

"Midaway Ltd.,"
40a Hillside, Castle Donnington, Nr. Derby.
For information regarding inclusive Air Charter Flights to and
from the Show
NEEDED TO BUY.

FIRE BRIGADE, AIRCRAFT, SHIPPING, etc., BUT THERE IS NO LICENCE

THE PUBLIC) IS REQUIRED FOR RECEPTION OF TRANSMISSIONS BY

N.B.-THE MINISTRY OF POSTS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS HAS

p. & p. or ET dep. and 6 months at £3 (24.50).

PUBLIC SERVICES 135-175 Mc/s.

4.0-12.0

FREQUENCIES : AM 540-1600 kcs.; FM/VHF 88-108 Mc/s.; SHORT

CLARITY FROM EVEN THE MOST DISTANT AND UNUSUAL PLACES IN THE WORLD.

EXPLORING THE WORLD OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

BATTERY OR MAINS MULTIBAND VHF COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

LISTEN ON IN ANY AIRCRAFT, SHIP, OR ON THE MOVE!

BRAND SPANNING NEW!

BATTERIES OR MAINS

PORTABLE RECEIVER

WHAT RADIO PRICED AT UNDER £120 GIVES SUCH A VAUDEVILEUR CHOO CHOO CHOICE OF TRANSMISSIONS?

CASH PRICE £49.50

PROJECT 3 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT AMPLIFIER

CIRCUIT PROJECT 3

RADIO 2 TUNER

PROJECT 2

RADIO 2 TUNER

SIGNAL INJECTOR

PROJECT 1

LOOK FOR THIS COVER ON SALE NOW

FREE VEROBOARD IN OCTOBER ISSUE

PROJECTS

This is much more than just an ordinary radio. Special wavebands bring you the exciting and exotic world of AIRCRAFT, SHIPPING & PUBLIC SERVICE transmissions. You'll actually listen to pilots and ships captains while they're at work in the sky or at sea—day or night PLUS numerous other public services in operation.

Very latest waveband selector switch; on/off, volume and tone controls. Internal ferrite rod aerial PLUS two external telescopic antennae—with sockets for mains.

Complete with carrying handle and FREE batteries.


THE ULTIMATE IN COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS—used by professionals and amateur enthusiasts all over the world. INSTANT CASH REFUND if not overwhelmed by the superb tone clarity and performance range.

THE BEST PORTABLE RADIO EVER MADE! We think so. What about you? As well as the standard long and medium wavebands it has three short wave bands (including the Marine and Trawler Band) AND NO LESS THAN 1,000 LOCAL DX switches. FREQUENCIES:


BUILD A WEATHER VOLTAGE DROPOUT/INTERRUPTER—built into any medium and long wave receiver having a ferrite rod aerial—s a useful and inexpensive item of test equipment.

40 L. E. STEVENS 1768. 1... £11.11111.1.11_7m pL7:1-E-g-

PROJECT 1

SIGNAL INJECTOR

Very suitable for beginners—consists of a wide-band signal injector which is capable of injecting an amplitude modulated signal into any medium and long wave receiver having a ferrite rod aerial—a useful and inexpensive item of test equipment.

PROJECT 2

RADIO 2 TUNER

A fairly complex assembly making full use of the connection points on the VeroBoard.

PROJECT 3

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT AMPLIFIER

Designed around the readily available R.C.A. C.A37302 i.c., this a.f. amplifier offers a high level of performance and relatively few components are needed—output in excess of 300mW, input impedance 50k.

WHAT Radios PRICED AT UNDER £120 GIVES SUCH A VAUDEVILEUR CHOO CHOO CHOICE OF TRANSMISSIONS?

CASH PRICE £49.50

£50 P. & P. OR ET DEP. PLUS 6 MONTHS AT £3 (24.50)
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SSB-ers:

increase talk power. cut "splatter"

Our 444 base station microphone not only gives you increased talk power, but cuts "splatter" (and QRM complaints) to an absolute minimum! It has superbly tailored response, with sharp cutoffs below 300 and above 3,000 Hz and a rising response characteristic for maximum intelligibility. The 444's rugged, reliable Controlled Magnetic element has been proved in safety communications, and other tough professional communications applications. It delivers a clean signal to the transmitter at levels as high as crystal units! (And, unlike crystal and ceramic units, the element is totally immune to the effects of temperature and humidity.) The 444 also features an adjustable height stand that makes for comfortable "ragchewing" sessions, an optional-locking bar for push-to-talk or VOX operation, and a practically indestructible Armo-Dur case. Write:

Shure Electronics Limited
84 Blackfriars Road
London SE1 8HA, England
Exhibition

Since the demise of the Amateur Radio Exhibition in London in 1970, there has been no such show since—our own last appearance at one of these events was in 1968, having supported them every year from the outset in 1947, till ours became the only stand-name paying the full rate for space who had been in it from the beginning.

Many well-known names in the context of Amateur Radio came and went but over the latter years only a handful survived. We warned the organisers in 1968 that the Show could go on only if some radical changes were made. This advice, based on more than 20 years’ practical experience with a stand at the exhibition, was ignored—so, sure enough, the London Amateur Radio Exhibition died in 1970, in an atmosphere of gloom and frustration. * * *

That is now history and, in the present context, old hat—because during the coming month there is to be a new approach to staging an Amateur Radio Exhibition. It is to be held at an important provincial centre (Leicester), under an entirely new promotion (Amateur Radio Retailers’ Association) and with quite a different concept of how such a show should be put on in the Amateur Radio interest.

Of course, at this stage we cannot say what the outcome is likely to be—it could be either a dismal failure or a thumping success.

But what we do say is that the efforts of those undertaking the responsibility of organising a National Amateur Radio Exhibition deserve both the highest commendation and the utmost support.

It will cost you 20p to get into the Granby Halls, Leicester, any day Thursday 26th to Saturday 28th October. With easy access from all over the U.K. by road, rail or air, ample car parking and all the amenities to be expected at an established exhibition centre, it will be well worth a visit to see what goes on within the turnstiles.
COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS

Perhaps the most interesting facet of the DX panorama this time has been the great amount of activity reported on Ten, which, even for those of us who have to earn a crust, has had openings almost daily. Its other delightful characteristic, that of getting a DX reply to a call put out on a “dead” band, has also been the experience of most of the faithful.

Naturally, if Ten is open to DX, it follows that the other bands have also had their share of traffic, although on Twenty there have been times when the European QRM has just smothered the DX.

So, let us commence our look with a few notes on Ten.

G3KMO (Ash Green) runs about 98% of his contacts on CW, with a home-built receiver and linear using a brace of 811A’s and a Vespa to drive it, plus a nice aerial farm—consisting of a til-till tower, on which there is a four-band Quad, with two elements on Forty, four each on Twenty, Fifteen and Ten, plus a 65-foot vertical with twenty radials for Eighty. The latter can also be run as a vertical on Top Band by switching in a loading coil. And that’s about all! (Phew!) After a layoff from serious DX’ing for some years, 1970 onwards has seen a resurgence of interest, with 5BDXCC the aim—over the hundred on 7-28 MHz and not far to go on Eighty, is the present state. As for this month on Ten, Mike had CW contacts with VUX5, 4X4VE, VK6SA, UA9DC, ZS5K1, CT1VX, 912XZ, DJ7ST/OH0, ZS5BS and PJ2VD; the SSB contacts were with 707RF and 9Q5RH.

In the view of G2DC (Ringwood), things have opened up with a bang on Ten, although often hampered by a lack of activity; certainly, there was not a lot of response from the G’s, little QRM from EU’s and DX not getting the nibbles it deserved, let alone a decent bite. Martin mentions first, that the beacons are good indicators, like 388MS on 28-3 MHz before settling on to 28-190. Then there is, for the DX readers, GB3SX on 28-185 MHz, and DL0JGI which normally appears on 28-195 but on occasion lurches off to end up on 28-2 MHz, to confuse everyone. G3USF also thinks many people look on Top Band as “tough DX-ing” and Ten as “easy pickings at sunspot peaks”—when a little of the Top Band DX’er’s application for a Ten minimum would show results to startle us all. Proving his point, he says “Let’s not think about 4X, UA9, 9J2, 5Z4, CR6, CR7, ZS, PY, LU and suchlike—how about 9M2DQ, usually on at 0900-1000 but often working G’s as late as 1600; then VQ9MC at 1800z; 3D6AX, 1515; EP2TC, 1115; VK’s, 0850-0950; 3X1P (Republic of Guinea), 1132; 9G1HE, 1610 SSB, or 1053 CW; VU’s, 0924, 1020, 1040, or 1415z to choose; DU1FH, 1025 or 1130; KG6BO 1012; VK9RY (Papua), 1020; JY9GR, 1045; ET3JH, 1043; UK9AA, 0900; UG6GAF, 1102; UD6BR, 1032; XE1IIJ, 1923; TU2BO, 1025 or 1715; EL2CO, 1350; KZ5AA, 2000; CE3PY, 1925; VO1JN, 1935; KP4DH, 1929; ZD8RR, 1400; and CX1BBR at 1405—but he’s made his point! It was all on ten metres during the last few weeks.

The absence of late of G3NOF (Yeovil) from our columns is a long and interesting letter which there is a four-band Quad, consisting of a tilt-over tower, plus a nice aerial farm festooned with sixteen radials of over a hundred feet, each to trap out. John has been occupying most of his spare time since his last letter on the task of pruning and tuning up his aerials for the LF Bands, a job which is nearly completed. He has a Hi-Tower, set atop a 80ft. building, the roof of which is now festooned with sixteen radials of over a hundred feet, each to trap the unruly.

Now to G3DCS (Ipswich) who only found OESSMML and F3MF/M during his limited weekend operating hours; Enver raises an interesting point, which may well be most important on Ten, when he asks if anyone has tried tilting their beams—he reckons that to concentrate on pure azimuth characteristics could be wrong, with modern talk of chordal-hop propagation in mind.

Our final offering on the subject of 28 MHz this month comes from G3LEQ (Knutsford), who rapidly changed his intention to migrate to Forty when he realised that Ten was peaking up so well. The
local net was all called by ZD8TS one night at 2245z when the band seemed quite dead for DX. Bank Holiday Monday was good for single-hop contacts into Europe, and a few days later the Mauritian beacon 3BBMS was audible strongly and QSO's on SSB were made with CR6TP, CN8CG, PW2WH, ZS6OF, plus ZC4BI on CW. Heard were HK3TM and ET3DS.

Fifteen

G3LEQ says his lot may not be interesting to the Quad merchants, but he is quite happy with his 18AVT/WB, sitting among the dustbins; it stumped up with EP2TC, JA9ANK and G5BAI/AM on Holiday Monday, as well as JA9EQN, X61JG and UK3AAO, with YU2AA as heard.

G3DCS stuck to his key on Fifteen, and made his contacts with CE3ED, CX1JM, PY6AIQ, LU2EN, PY4UZ, PY1DUB, W's, 9V1QK, UM8BB, LU5BB, UA8AB, UA9's, VP9AF and EL0P/MM.

From his hideaway in ZS, ZS6ZE/G3LZQ worked on CW most of the common (to us over here) countries in Europe, plus UA9, UA0, UH8, UL7, UG6, VS6EN, KX6JS and hordes of JA's; and his phone accounted for 9M8WUW, FHODL, UF1L, UA9's, PY4UZ, PYIDUB, W's, 9V1QK, CX1JM, PY6AIQ, VU2AAA as heard.

Day Monday, as well as JA9EQN, JA9ANK and G5BAI/AM on Holiday Monday, as well as JA9EQN, X61JG and UK3AAO, with YU2AA as heard.

G3DCS stuck to his key on Fifteen, and made his contacts with CE3ED, CX1JM, PY6AIQ, LU2EN, PY4UZ, PY1DUB, W's, 9V1QK, UM8BB, LU5BB, UA8AB, UA9's, VP9AF and EL0P/MM.

From his hideaway in ZS, ZS6ZE/G3LZQ worked on CW most of the common (to us over here) countries in Europe, plus UA9, UA0, UH8, UL7, UG6, VS6EN, KX6JS and hordes of JA's; and his phone accounted for 9M8WUW, FHODL, UF1L, UA9's, PY4UZ, PYIDUB, W's, 9V1QK, CX1JM, PY6AIQ, VU2AAA as heard.

What about Fifteen from G3NOF? Don found the mornings productive, particularly for short-path JA's around 1100, and W's after about 1130, Far Easterners in the afternoons, and so on, by way of QSO's with EA8GZ, IH9JI (Pantellaria), JA1JL, JA4RCY, JA8GQ, JA8BXM, SV1FT (Crete), VQ9NEW, VS6EN, WX8EO, ZC4DS, 5B4AD and 9H1CV.

A notable reduction in the commercial QRM, particularly with the beam turned eastwards, was noted by G2DC; Jack worked his CW out to CR7IZ, CX1JM, CX8BBM, EP2CC, FO9ANY/FC, HC1CS, HS4AGN, KA6EE, JA1-9, PY0DVG, VO9R, TX2DD, UL7AW, UG6GAF, UK7EAA, UJ8AB, UK8AH, UM8DB, UM8BB, UA0CAH, VU2AA, WI-0, WX8EV, ZD9BM, ZE1BL,

ZS1RM, ZS5KI and 9V1QK.

Now G3KMO, who again is a CW-man—he worked FO9AHY/FC, KA6AY, UK8HAA, UA9W0, UI8AM, JH1ORA, TX2DD, UM8BB, 9G1H, 9M6AW, PJ2VD, FL8AG, ISA1EW, U25JW (a special to celebrate 25 years independence), CX1JM, CX8BBH, ZS5BS, KL7MF, C31FQ, ZM3IS, W6IUV/HK4, all on the key, and a lone VP2SAM/MM on SSB.

Mixed modes is the motto for G3ZPF (Dudley); he ran CW with UP, HA, VRA and II, in between SSB contacts with EL0G, EL5C, VS9MB, OA4OS, 8R1J, C31EJG, FL8HM, K5LWL/YV6, VQ9MI, OD5FH, VQ9DC, MP4MBB, ZC4DS and CR6HX.

G4ALG (Reading) is experimenting with the popular "dipoles in parallel across a single feeder", sans balun or ATU, and finds he has TVI from his Vespa despite the low-pass filter. If Stephen is in a Ch. I area, this LPF needs to be sharpened up a bit with a quarter-wave stub tuned to lie between the TV sound and wave stub tuned to lie between the low-pass filter.

He has TVI from his Vespa despite the low-pass filter. If Stephen is in a Ch. I area, this LPF needs to be sharpened up a bit with a quarter-wave stub tuned to lie between the low-pass filter.

As for the temptation to westward is concerned; hence his SSB worked out to 5Z4MO, 5Z4ERR, 5Z4IX, OD5BA, ZE7JR, OY5NS, JR1NAV, JR1FVI, JA2SWQ, JH1TQ, W7's and KT0NEB (at the Nebraska State Fair), while CW did the trick with W6MSM, K6QPH, W6PO, W7RM, W7CNL and W7UT.
appeared under the callsigns of KL7AIIZ, KL7GOY, KL7MF, KH6GOQ, KH6OT, W3UMZ/K5S, KY0DYG, 9V1QW, C2ITL, A35FX, F08BY, and VK's and ZL's innumerable. Heard were 3D2AN, KB6CU, WA4DLK/KB6, and ZK1CD.

Sad to say, G2HKU (Sheppey) has been horizontally polarised by the orders of the doctor, so activity on the air has not been high; Ted managed to work UNICEF and VE5ES on SSB, plus W6IVT on CW.

On to G3ZLP (Bristol) who is taking his chance to have a gripe about the splurgy things which wander up and down the 20m. band; when the DX you are working is about RST 439 anyway and their advent turns it into 239—us all, too! Nevertheless, John managed his HW-100 and ground-plane to good effect, accounting for WI-9, VE1-4, VK7CH, FG7XGC, TA2EA, PY's, LU9FAN, JA3MXR, JAZZBO, JA8AA, ZS1OG, ZS6KT, UA9's, UA0's, UM8FM, UH8AE, UF6FAO, UO5AX, UO5AAX, 4X4YL, FP0UX, 9G1HE, C5SCG, KL7GDO and 9H1IZ on the key, while G3DU turned his Phone redesigning up ZS4KL, VE6WL, YN1CC, YB3AAV, 6W8AL, CR6TP, 7X7Y, JH9JT, W's and his prize of the month, C29ED.

G3GUV has a piratical "other half" who signs himself "Tim"—all DX'er's please note, the real one is Tom. G3GUV has a very difficult QTH, radio-wise, with overhead power lines and telephone wires forming a very efficient RF blanket right over the shack, but he persists with his 35 watts and dipole, and in the last month tickled with new countries in the form of CT2BO, 5T5AG, and ZP5RD, plus lots of W's and KV4AA—the latter asked for a QSL and sent an IRC for one direct! Tom has his rig set up in Darlington.

G3ZPF (Dudley) has hard things to say about the people who moan about others using excess power—as he points out, with an FT-DX560 on CW, he could extract around 200 RF watts out while the chaps with 150 watts of Class-C can get 100 watts RF out or more, to make the disparity only about one S-point. Anyway, the moaners have got that back instantly as compared with G3ZPF, who has only a dipole at 15ft. on which to work his DX. Perhaps G3ZPF could have added—but he didn't—that he probably knew more about DX listening and operating before he got his ticket than most, as he was for long a correspondent to our "SWL" feature David's CW netted all the Europeans—one way to practise reading awful signals!—while the SSB, to work the five 9Y4's required for an award, took one hour flat to hook 9Y4LP, 9Y4MH, 9Y4RB, 9Y4PH and 9Y4LH, clinching the bit of parchment. Others worked included TL8SW, 5Z4MO, 7X7K, LG5LG, PZ1AP, CR6OY, 9M2CP, C31PD, 9J2DT, UR8CS, F0VM/FC, MI4TDM, HC1PW, VU25MX, VK4QN/M and E10Z(!).

W6AM (Long Beach) offers, as his contribution for 20m., CW contacts with DU6RH, JT1KAA, A35FX, F08CR, and SSB with VS6DO, HS4ACN, VX5AC, VR4BS, ZM4MZ, VU25KV, YY5BG and VK2ADE.

For G3LEQ, most of the DX mentioned was on other bands, but his vertical was going great guns on Twenty on the Bank Holiday Monday, particularly in the way of VK's and ZL's.

It was mainly CW for G3DCS—he worked SSB to DJ1JUM and C31FD, but keyed with lots of UA9's, IP1VTI, VE3DMC, 4X4VL, EA9EO, ZS6ARS, UH8BO, CT2BO and the U.S. Similarly with ZS6ZE, who worked his SSB with VU25CT and W's, but raised JT0FAF, UI8, UJ8, UM8 on CW.

Gotaway from the clutches of G3RFG was HS4AGN, but Stan made up for it by working FY7AI, JA6CNL, K0MOL, K2JUL, VK2MT, VK3MR, VP7BL, WB4WHQ, YV1AD and ZL1AH.

As so often, the month past has been best between 0700 and 1000 zulu, considering quality of DX against the QRM level, says G2DC, whose log shows A35FX, CX1JMJ, CX1AA, HM0B, KL7GPS, KH6HGQ, KH6RS, O4A4GO, UA1GZ/M (in Antarctica), UG6GAG, UF6FAC, UD6BW, UM8DZ, UM8FM, UM8MAK, UK8IA, UI8LL, UH8DK, VP9AF, VK2-S, VU2AAA, VUZGWL, VS6AO, YA1OS, YV71M, ZL1-S, all W call areas and 9V10K.

We come again to G3KMO, the CW man, who found time to enter QSO's with the following: ZM1BLR, KH6DQ, VP7BL, UM8MAK, UH8BO, TU2DD, UG6GAP, 4S7AB, 9K2BO, CR7IZ, EL19A, EA9EO, JA3BG, FP9VX. UO5AB, JA6PA, FP8DQ, 3A0EZ, K1HIQQ, HR1AT and M11.

The acquisition of a Drake 2B receiver has made a world of difference to G4AMT, who reckons Twenty is about impossible without it—Terry has been, since getting it, experimenting with aerials for the band, in the process working on CW CN2NR, ZM4NH, and SSB with VE3MB, VE8ML, ZS4GK, CR6GY, ZA1B (probably as piratical as most of the other ZA signals!), also ZS5EL, W6NOS, W6PW, WB6KUC and K6UYC/6.

Points from the Post

G3ZAY would be missing some of the DX currently due to hit the band, such as CE6CA/C60, Easter Is. and VK2BQQ/LH on Lord Howe Is., but it just couldn't be helped, as Martin went off to Geneva with G3YMH and G8ASI, for a spell of operating from 4U1ITU on the HF bands and One-Sixty, too, between September 5-15.

To his Maritime interest, G2NJ has now added QRP. Since we mentioned G2BUL's QSO last time out, the latter has worked 14 countries on the tidder rig, the latest being E9CC with 0.8 watt. Another QRP man is G3DOP, who called G2NJ on September 4 at 1515z for a FB CW contact, running 2 watts only. Notice, this sort of thing being done on Forty, notoriously a difficult band from the QRM angle—it proves we could all get along quite happily on a 20-watt limitation worldwide, probably with much less QRM trouble. Another one who likes to play QRP is GI3MIF, Belfast, who uses just the one watt on 40 metres.

Results of the 1971 VK/ZL Contest; there were 42 European entries giving DL8NU top spot with 10660 point on the Phone leg. The U.K. entries were, G3SSO, G8WS, G2DC and G6XL, in that order of placing. On CW, DL8NU again scooped the pool, the only G's this time being G2DC and G5R— which seems to make DL8NU an outstanding signal in either mode.

Quite a programme of awards are
F. Harrison, G3SFL, of 52 Woodlands Road, Cleadon, Sunderland, Co. Durham, SR6 7UD, who for these days is perhaps in the unique category—all his equipment is home-built, including the Rx, which is a double-conversion all-band job with two-metre converter. On the Tx side he has a four-band CW/SSB rig and a transistorised Tx/Rx for Top Band. Not only is the test gear also home-constructed but also the 8ft. x 5ft. shack itself, built as a lean-to and fully weather proofed. G3SFL is a chartered mechanical engineer and mentions that perhaps this is why he has found radio constructional work not too difficult. Anyway, it shows what can be done.

available from the Lowestoft Club, details by way of G3XSK—QTHR. There is the Norfolk Broads award, the Norfolk and Suffolk award and the British Fishing Ports certificate which is an interesting exercise outside the purely Amateur Radio field, as it involves knowing the registration letters of the ports—133 in all are on the list, which contains fishing ports one never thinks of in this context, and omits some that one would think are fishing ports of consequence in their own right. All these awards are quite tough. G3XSK will send you the details.

G3NOF reminds us that 5B4 calls have once again started being issued, although at the time of his letter only five were allocated. Incidentally, after his lay-off, G3NOF came back on only to find he had now got a new bout of TVI, this time with a single-standard 625-line set—no let-up on TVI, is there?

Last time out, we touched on the work W6AM put in, to make sure of his VK9JW contacts; we could have added that Don organised propagation predictions to be airmailed out to the gang, to show them a contact or two on Ten was possible and persuade them to do something about it, rather than sticking to the 14/21 MHz beat. As Don remarks, there might—just might—be a few hundred tiny little details like this which make the difference between him holding on to his place on top of the heap and some other station displacing him—or, indeed not being able to make the contacts at all, as the Liddery daily heard on the bands eloquently displays.

If you hear G3KMO on the CW end of Twenty during October 15 and 20, or for that matter on any other band, listen again more carefully, because, all being well, Mike will be signing G3KMO/VP9 from Bermuda between those dates—lucky chap!

That audio notch filter at G3DCS contains a noise-limiter in the form of a brace of back-to-back diodes, and it is mighty useful once you have the hang of getting it going the right way; but development is ever easier than pure research, which is probably why the G3DCS brain is ticking gently along the lines of a change to the pluggery and a few minor modifications to turn the unit to service as a speech compressor on "transmit" while maintaining the existing facilities on "receive." Sounds an interesting idea.

**Forty**

Much-maligned, but still carries a remarkable amount of DX, both CW and SSB, for the operator prepared to get the best performance from his receiver.

G3ZAY decided to have one session on Forty to see what it could do—his comment on it was one word—"impressive!" However, we don’t quite know whether he meant the QRM of the DX, which last comprised a couple of South Americans in the shape of PY7BRQ and YV4AGP.

Although his activity has been
very limited G2HKU dabbled with Forty, his SSB going out successfully to EA6HJ, EP2WB, PW7BIH, UK9ABA, UK9CAB and UW9WR, with CW to PY7AJB and UL7BAC.

ZS62E found Europe somewhat overcrowded with itself, and so he settled in and worked VK2, VK3, VK4, VK6, VU and dozens of JA's. G3RFG picked his way delicately through the QRN to find and latch on to W6IUV/HK4, KP4DHD, PY1EAT, PY2CJW, VE3XX, VK2EO, WA2UJS, W9CM and W9WR.

Conditions seemed to be improving, in the view of G2DC, with more general DX coming in, particularly in the 0600-0700Z period. Jack worked PY2CJW, PY50F, LU3AU, UA9ACN, UA9TS, UK9MDA, UW9WL, UK8NNN, UL7JE, VK2EO, VK3MR, VK3X and all W call areas.

All CW on Forty from GM3JDR, who mentions UL7MC, 7X7H, VK3MR, TF3AW, TF2IRA, UK7EAB, HK1QO, VP7CQ, 4M5A, 5X5NK, ZS6ARS, 4X4VE, VU2DX, UF6CA, CM2CL, UA9MAX, PB8XX, FOAHY/FC, SV1CH and all W call areas.

Niece to hear again from G8HX (Mansfield) who is still exclusively on Forty, with 2½ years passed since his last Phone contact. As he works longish hours, Frank has been adopting a system of grabbing up to three hours sleep before midnight, then a snack and a couple or so hours on the band. The results look quite good: FP0BG, VU2IN, UH8DK, UA9CCK, UA1KAE/1 (Antarctica), UA9MAX, UA9MAV, CN8P, ZP3A and the usual run of W, VE, PY stuff (which is nice on 40m., in any language). On a different tack, Frank bought a Heath SB-301, and finds it the answer to a key-basher's prayer in terms of its selectivity—and he found it by reading the Small Ads. in Short Wave Magazine.

Between 0900 and 0800 is when most folk are asleep or pre-occupied with the idea of getting off to work—not so G4AAMT, who used the period to tackle Forty seriously; his CW made its way to all W call areas and C31FG, while the SSB got over the water to OA4OS, VK3ZL, VK5PB, and VK7GK.

A contact with SL6DC/MM on the key is G2N2J's offering in the way of Maritime Mobiles to add to his remarkable collection—the ship was in Egersund, Norway, and will in due course go back to Sweden, although there is in the meantime a chance she will be on the air in the Lerwick, Shetland, area.

G3KMO's list is all CW, with C13FQ, HP1AC, FP0BG, VU2AAA, KP4DJI, ZM1AYG, ZS6ARS, 5X5NK, VK2, VK3, 4X4VE, 7X7H, JA0BCO, TN8AG, 8P6BU, 9V1MS, CX1RY, ZC4BI, ZC4KJ, CR7IZ, OK3ZO, WA90TH, UF6CAB, CM2CL, UA9MAX, PB8XX, FOAHY/FC, SV1CH and all W call areas.

To W6IUV/HK4, KP4DJI, ZM1AYG, ZS6ARS, 5X5NK, VK2, VK3, 4X4VE, 7X7H, JA0BCO, TN8AG, 8P6BU, 9V1MS, CX1RY, ZC4BI, ZC4KJ, CR7IZ, OK3ZO, WA90TH, UF6CAB, CM2CL, UA9MAX, PB8XX, FOAHY/FC, SV1CH and all W call areas.

QSL Addressing

G3NOF has his usual contribution to this corner, with: JY9VO, to Box 5289, Amman; ZD9RW, to G8BXU; V09MC to Box 193, Mahé; HS4AGN, to W5LUL; C31FQ, to DJ5PN; TU2DO to WA2DHF, Camp Road, Massapequa, N.Y., 11758; ZC4EJ, to G3ZGG; JY9VR to DK4PP; 9V1RE to P.O. Box 3012, Singapore; SV1FT to Box 15, Crete; IH9JT to IT9JT; YB3AAY, to W3BRB; HS4AGN, to W6RW, in that order; HS4AGZ, P.O. Box 125, APO, San Francisco 96386; ZD9TS to G3WVC; 9G1HE to VE3FCL; V564D to Box 541, Hong Kong; CR5SP to Box 97, Sao Tome; ZC4DS to G3LPQ; and WX8EO to U.S. Embassy, APO, San Francisco 96352.

Top Band

Neither Eighty nor Top Band seem to have made much impression on people of late. GM3YOR (Kirkcaldy) reports his progress again; Drew added some more counties to his score for the table, thanks to GM4ABQ/P in Argyll and Sutherland; GM3XQO/A in Aberdeen; GW4AKA/C in Cardigan; G13S5G/A in Co. Down; G13GDR in Fermanagh and all SSB. Also CW to GM35PS/M in Pebble and Perth. A comment is on the lack of CW activity on Top Band by this year's expeditions—it seems to have been very much a SSB exercise.

GW3WSU (Barry) repudiates the suggestion of taciturnity made last month, with a long screed to prove it—he had a pleasurable time recently when he acted as host to G3WRY, G3ZEM, G3YUV and G3ZXD for a good old natter. Colin adds his new score for the Tables, all raised with a KW-2000B plus 380 feet of wire, sloping from 110ft. down to 20ft., although there is a Vanguard for local AM phone natter.

Summer static has knocked G4ALG (Reading) for six, as far as Top Band goes, but he is standing poised to plant 500 feet of aluminium wire “when the ground gets a bit more supple.” In that case, he should be well away by the time of writing—the G3KFE shack looks out on to mud-bath generated by the rain of the last couple of days (while writing this).

Have you ever wondered who has actually obtained a WAC on Top Band—W4WFL/1 (ARRL) had to find out recently to answer a query, and he gives it as follows—G3OQT, W2KQT, W2IU, K6DZC, DL9KRA, G16TK, W9NNX, W9PK, B11HT, OK2PDN, G63YCB, BH8NL, OK1ATP, HB9CM and W6EOV, in that order. Of course, there may be others who have worked them all but never applied for the WAC certificate to prove they have all continents on Top Band. A mighty exploit, by any reckoning in our DX context. ZS6KE is still looking for a suitable channel on Top Band—he has 1930-1970 kHz in which he can transceive or work split, or he can listen at the low end of the band between 1800-1850 kHz. If you want to try a ZS Top Band contact, drop John a line at Box 27085, Sunnyside, Pretoria, to let him know your usual active times. John will then try and establish if a path opens to ZS; he is game to be on in the evenings up till 2000Z, and 0200 on Saturday nights only.

Sign-Off

That, masters, is that for this month; deadline for next time will be October 9, addressed as always to CDXN, Short Wave Magazine, Buckingham. And our thanks to all correspondents—past, present and future—whose offerings go to make up the picture your conductor sees and writes about each month. 73 till we meet again.
LOOKING AT THE
YAESU MUSEN FT-DX401 AND
FT-DX560 TRANSCIEVERS

NOTES ON PERFORMANCE AND
OPERATION ON THE AMATEUR
BANDS

MAGAZINE TEST REPORT

THIS review covers two pieces of equipment, the Yaesu FT-DX401 and the FT-DX560, both in themselves and in connection with the modification available to give Top Band coverage at a proper power level, which is offered to their customers by Holdings of Blackburn. The '560 in fact came from Holdings, and the FT-DX401, unmodified, from Western Electronics.

The two transceivers are very similar, and it may therefore be understood by the reader that, unless otherwise indicated, the comments apply equally to both transceivers. The FT-DX401 is the same as the FT-DX560, but has a noise blanker to replace the “traditional” noise-limiter of the '560; it also contains a CW filter as standard, and a blower cools the PA compartment. Both equipments have a nominal capability of 560 watts p.e.p. on SSB, and 500 watts of CW; there are taps on the mains transformer which enable the owner to adjust down to either 380 or 160 watts input. Transceivers as supplied by Holdings are normally set by them at the 380-watt level.

Now, to look at them with the eye of a critical reviewer. On the score of appearance, they look quite nice; comparison against the writer's own U.K. commercial rig by four knowledgeable visitors produced a majority—who prefer to use Vox or the control on the microphone, as the case may be. However, it must in fairness be said that Messrs. Holdings mention this problem in their own instructions, and as a result, at no time did your reviewer misoperate the transmitter as a result of this odd quirk of the designer.

Frequency Range

Coverage is complete, if Holdings' Top Band is included, from Top Band to Ten—otherwise, the standard is full coverage from Ten to Eighty, in five hundred kHz segments. The black scale of 0-500 is used normally but for the 3-5, 28-5, 29-5 segments, the red scale, 500-1000, applies. The Top Band mod., which is connected to the Aux. 1 position, also uses the red scale, from 800 to 1000. This produces coverage of all the bands, leaving us with Aux. 2 facility unequipped (Aux. 1 is taken for the Top Band mod. when fitted, but otherwise is also unequipped). Then, as a final segment, there is a WWV position, which tunes 10-10.5 MHz, receive only.

Calibration is therefore pretty comprehensive, as the inbuilt calibrator gives 100 kHz and 25 kHz steps, and, obviously, can itself be calibrated against the WWV signal. To set the transceiver, the rig is tuned zero-beat to a calibrator “pip” and the skirt of the dial is then rotated to its zero or 25 kHz point, as appropriate. Once this was done, the FT-DX560 was uncannily accurate and linear in the VFO depart-ment, albeit the 401 was not quite so good. Both were as good as, or better, than one has any need to expect, with a maximum error of well under a kilohertz, and negligible backlash.

SSB signal quality on the air was more than adequate both as far as the transmitted and the received signals went, and indeed the reports praised the outgoing signals for good-quality audio, even though attempts were made to induce distortion by overdriving the audio—as one may well do in the excitement of the chase when good DX is about.

The noise limiter on the FT-DX560 was tried on Loran—this reviewer's standard test—and worked as well as could reasonably be expected, bearing in mind that it was being used with a SSB IF strip and the narrow bandwidth was reducing its ability to cut spikes (a normal situation). However, it did its job as well as could be reasonably expected and better than many limiters. On the FT-DX401 there is a noise blanker in place of the limiter, which could not be put to a similar test owing to the '401 not giving coverage of Top Band. However, a test was improvised and showed the blanker to be quite effective on signals received by the aerial—after all, one should stop RF getting into the mains leads at source, something we could not do within the confines of our simple test, so this last comment is not a damnation by faint praise.

Output Waveform

The next test was to look at the output waveforms under two-tone test conditions, as seen on a Telequipment oscilloscope, and also as seen by the latest 7000-series Tektronix spectrum analyser, when the transceiver was driven into a suitable non-reactive dummy load and a little RF taken off to the test-gear. This test was carried out on the FT-DX401, if only because the presence of the blower made it more likely we would be able to get some Polaroid pictures before the PA bottles blew up! In the event, it was found that more than about ten
seconds of operation at sustained two-tone or sustained CW key-down conditions would blow the mains fuse, a fact which was surprising and yet confirmed by a few moments with the slide-rule; one must give top marks for such delicate selection of the fuse. Although no photographs were taken, it was confirmed that gross overdrive at the mike input (either by two-tone test signal or speech) would not result in excessive splatter outside the channel in use, or indeed in distortion of the audio to an unreasonable extent. What a pity that the equipment from Tektronix could not have been retained for long enough to enable us to get some more fuses, and to set up completely for the pictures—but after all, the Tektronix spectrum analyser plug-in alone, let alone the scope mainframe, would cost the price of a new Jaguar XJ6!

Temperature was the next question to be dealt with. Here, comparison is fair between the FT-DX560 running at 380 watts input and the FT-DX401 under otherwise identical conditions but running at 560 watts input with PA blown. The test condition was to read a specified passage for a period of ten seconds, the transmitter in each case being run into the dummy load and set for correct ALC operation. The '560 at 380 watts was hot throughout, and very hot over the PA compartment, indicating that convection cooling was doing its best, but nevertheless the PA (envelope temperature of the valves) was so hot that one would have expected the life to be temperature-limited at 560 watts. On the '401, the PA is cooled by the "blower" sucking air out of the PA compartment through a TVI-protected hole, air being drawn in through vents at sides and underneath, the top cover of the PA compartment being changed from expanded metal, as on the '560, to a solid sheet.

The result is quite surprising. The air coming out at the rear resembles the output of a domestic fan heater, and the transmitter, with the exception of a small area almost diagonally opposite the blower, goes cold to the touch! Even if we assume the temperature gradient between valve envelope and air does not change, this is saying in effect that the envelope temperature of the PA valves is falling by 40°C.—in actual fact the fall is much more than this, if the temperature-sensitive paints used to give a guide are to be trusted; and a test piece of aluminium suitably heated showed the paint to be at least generally in agreement with the thermometer.

The importance of this blowing cannot be overrated. It is fair to say that valve life in a PA stage is almost directly related to the envelope temperature, provided there is no disastrous mis-operation. Thus,
the blower fitted on the '401 is possibly the best safeguard for a PA there can be if it is desired to run a brace of line-output TV colour valves at 200 watts or more apiece p.e.p. input—or even, dare it be said, for 807's!

The CW Side

Now, CW operation. The big gripe among CW users of the modern SSB transceivers is either a “bloopy” T9 note or the lack of adequate selectivity for CW. The first failing stems from the use of IVS ratings for the PSU components and iron-core hardware, to give a great reduction in PSU weight while producing good SSB signals out at the specified peak powers. The second is simply a function of the “nose” bandwidth of the SSB filter. To take this first, the additional filter, which is switched in for CW, is 600 cycles wide at the nose and only 1.2 kHz wide at —60 dB. One could have thought 600 Hz rather too wide for a good CW filter, as compared with the 100 Hz or less of, say, an HRO filter at its sharpest. In practice, this does not seem to be so—the receiver, when properly tuned, can sort them out with the best on Forty when that band is doing its frightful worst. The reason for the wide-nose bandwidth is probably to cope with the chirpy signals which become unreadable in narrow passbands such as that of the HRO, while giving a very narrow skirt bandwidth to avoid adjacent-channel QRM—but whatever the reason may be, the result is very fine indeed for a practical CW operator not possessed of “crystal filter ears” and superb receiving technique. For this cloth-eared old reviewer the Yaesu FT-DX401 CW filter was one of the best aids to CW working he has yet experienced.

Signal Outgoing

Now to the consideration of the outgoing signal. It was monitored on an Eddystone 888 receiver, the Tx RF into the dummy load being watched on the oscilloscope, precautions being in each case taken to avoid any form of overload which could give “funny” results. The oscilloscope showed a certain amount of droop, as was to be expected, but the Eddystone receiver made T9 noises in the output, once the signal was taken down to a sufficiently low level—the keying was hard, but not unduly so. Summing up—no complaints from a CW user, especially a 150-watt one!

Under-chassis view FT-DX360, showing general layout and wiring.
Printed Matter

The handbook next. The figures at the start of this piece are taken from the advertisements and the FT-DX560 manual. The FT-DX401 was a rather later specimen, and its handbook showed the CW input maximum had been dropped to 430 watts. There have been rumbles in the past that the JA manufacturers’ products and handbooks are very rarely in step or even near it. Having had to do with changes to equipment and to handbooks, your reviewer’s sympathies are with the manufacturers. Be that as it may, the FT-DX401 handbook contains a fat wodge of amendments, covering circuit, block diagram, noise blanker circuit, four paragraphs, and a deletion of several lines of material, which the user is asked to embody into his manual. If this is done, there is little to complain about, either factually or in the way of “Japanese English”. This book is a model of its kind.

In addition to the book, the paperwork you receive with a transceiver includes a DXCC countries list, a check list for All-JA, All JA districts, WAS, and WAC awards, and the warranty card to be returned to the factory in Japan. They certainly intend their product to be used on the air!

To summarise; the writer, from a practical operating point of view, recommends either the FT-DX560 or FT-DX401 for use in the shack. However, the ’401 is to be preferred, because of its blower cooling, and to a lesser degree for the CW filter, depending on the extent to which the owner is addicted to that mode, and the noise blanker.

Top Band Considerations

Now, to deal in more detail with the Top Band modification offered by Holdings, to equipments bought from them only. Used in accordance with the instruction sheet supplied by Holdings, the output is about twenty watts p.e.p., giving a reasonable margin of error before one goes out of limit. As to the performance, it seems to be able to hear anything audible on the station KW-2000B, and to raise anything workable on the K.W. rig, with somewhat similar reports. Stations worked invariably commented on the pleasant quality of the modulation—again, overdriving the audio did not result in noticeable splatter. Physically, the extra components are so embodied that they can be taken out completely, and the transceiver restored to “works” condition at will, should the owner so desire. This aim is met to some slight extent, at the expense of the PA loading panel markings,
e.g., Twenty tunes somewhat differently from normal, although the method of tuning given in the handbook makes the PA scale markings all but redundant anyway; the reason for this is simply to enable the Top Band mod.
to use the existing switch and components on the loading side.

The FT-DX560, or FT-DX401 supplied with the extra Top Band modification, is a very worthwhile addition to the range of SSB transceivers in this country. It enables one to run within limit on Top Band, and yet approach the legal maximum on the other bands, while giving full coverage of all the bands Top to Ten.

Ancillaries

The transceivers can be used with an outboard VFO if so desired, under the control of a slide switch on the the 401/560 front panel. The metering gives S-meter indications on "receive," reading backwards (meter sits on FSD at zero signal, current falling with increase of incoming signal strength). On "transmit," the meter can give either PA cathode current, ALC indications (meter on VHF, a spare socket on the back-drop of the chassis for VHF, a spare socket on the back-drop of the chassis) or power output at the point of departure of RF from the Tx.

For those who may have ideas about a transverter for VHF, a spare socket on the back-drop of the chassis is taken straight off the PA grid, which enables one to pick up enough drive for a transverter.

A favourite gripe of new transceiver-owners is that no-one told them what sort and how many plugs and sockets they would need to get the rig on the air, Murphy's Law stating clearly you would not have the right ones. No snag here with the Yaesu equipments—a little box contains two resistors for hi-fi headphones, a trimming tool, a UHF connector, five phono plugs, two two-way tip plugs, and one three-way.

Wiring

Mostly on a printed board; and all the joints have been inspected and a dab of colour paint put on as proof. A dab of paint also locks all pre-set potentiometers, save RV203, the "sidetone adjust" on the printed board which is distinctively marked from all the others. Everything was clean and tidy, with the exception of one of the electrolytics in the PSU, which deserved to be better clamped than by just hanging on its own wires.

A couple of points should be stressed. The modification for Top Band is not "works approved" by Yaesu, although the IF and xtal frequencies are the same as the FT-DX101 for which the modification is approved. However, Messrs. Holdings will give the full Yaesu warranty terms themselves; but they cannot undertake to service or modify equipments bought from other suppliers.

ON LEARNING MORSE

WHETHER we like it or not, a pre-requisite for obtaining a full U.K. amateur transmitting licence is the ability to "send and receive plain-language text at a speed of not less than 12 words per minute." Thus, one of the first problems facing most beginners is "How can I learn Morse, quickly and easily?"

First of all, there are the excellent courses designed for learning at home and enabling a high standard of proficiency to be reached, e.g. The "G3HSC Rhythm Method" on LP records, which we have been advertising for years, and by which many 100's of amateur operators have qualified.

There is also the possibility of local tuition, either at a radio club or by some kind friend who is already a competent operator. If no club exists locally and no personal contact can be made with a qualified operator, a box number advertisement in the local paper will almost certainly bring a reply from somebody who knows the Code well enough to get a beginner started.

Self Tuition

But if our beginner is still without his helping hand, he can—strange as it may seem—learn Morse perfectly well all by himself! The first thing to do is to memorise the Code, in terms of dots and dashes buzzed vocally, simply remembering that the length of a dash, dah, is equal in time value to three dots, dit-dit-dit.

This should be practised until any letter of the alphabet can be buzzed instantly, on sight, without having to sort it out in terms of dits and dahs. For example, the letter "Q" should sound like dah-dah-dit-dah, in the same way that it looks like "Q" as printed here, without having consciously to analyse its shape.

Having got thus far, and the alphabet memorised with confidence, tune round on the short wave bands—in the BC and amateur frequency areas—till you hear some powerful station sending repetition signals in Morse—there are many of them, fast and slow, and between the sending of actual traffic, they hold the channel open by idling on the callsigns. These are the repetition signals, and what is being sent may be something like "VVV de WSC," or "ABC de OHX." For some little time, you may not be able to make much of this, especially if the repetition suddenly breaks into high-speed sending; then, you leave him, and tune on to some other station transmitting repetition signals. At first, when listening to these signals, all you will grasp is that is is repetition, because your ear will pick up the rhythm. After careful listening, you will start getting a letter here and there, till finally you have the whole sequence complete—VVV de WSC.

This will be your first big thrill—you have picked up something in Morse, entirely by your own efforts. It is an experience you will never forget.

Now the factor of rhythm will assume its true importance, for if you have been lucky enough to pick
out a steady, well-keyed repetition signal you will automatically begin to get your time values right. Your “VVV de WSC” begins to sort itself out neatly, because there is a definite timing between the letters of each group and between the groups themselves.

Practice

Having learnt the Code by its sound values, and appreciated the importance of rhythm—which really means spacing, exactly as print is spaced in this sentence you are reading—the next thing is practice, and yet more practice.

Apart from the help your receiver will afford you in finding stations to which to listen, you can also practice continuously, almost anywhere and at any time, without even a receiver! How is this possible? It is by buzzing over to yourself in Morse such phrases as newspaper headings, advertisement posters, car numbers—in fact, any piece of print that happens to catch your eye. By this process you get the sound value of each letter and figure impressed on your brain.

Remember, it is by sound that you read Morse, not by analysing each group of dots and dashes into their letter-meanings. The importance of this cannot be overstressed, for if you can acquire it, you cut out the one mental process which is every beginner’s difficulty in acquiring speed and accurate reading. “Q” must mean (buzz it) dah-dah-dit-dah to you, and nothing else. The aim must be to get the sound of each character impressed on your brain, so that you read by ear in the same way as your eye reads print, without having to analyse the shape of each letter, or even the letters of a word.

General Guidance

There are no snags whatever in this process—except perhaps that your family and friends may begin to look at you a bit oddly when they hear the buzzing noises!

Do not be discouraged by what may seem slow progress—in the preliminary stage, some people can learn the Code, letter by letter, very quickly. Others take much longer, especially if, as should they, the Code is learnt not in alphabetical order (which involves another mental process) but by putting letters and numbers down at random. Avoid anything in the nature of the so-called “memory aids”—that “A” is opposite to “N,” or that “U” is “D” the other way round, or that “6” has one more dot than “B.” These are not aids at all; they slow you up by giving your brain something else to remember and work out!

The time factor in learning is only important insofar as you should not overdo it and tire your brain, particularly if in the ordinary way of work or business you have an exacting job. One hour’s practice a day is usually quite enough, unless you feel you really want to give more. A good check on your own progress—in the early stages, the CW station that you find on the amateur bands is pretty poor and does not begin to approach the standard at which the perfectionists aim. The perfectionists stand out because their transmissions are the easiest to copy, irrespective almost of sending speed and receiving conditions.

No Key or Buzzer!

Having decided to learn on your own by the method described here—which is, of course, only recommended where there is no expert tuition available—the one thing to avoid is practice with a friend who is at the same stage as you are! The worst and most difficult way in which to learn Morse is to sit down, buzzer and key in hand, with somebody who also has no idea, and then proceed to make unintelligible noises at one another. Unless one partner is an operator with a good knowledge of how properly-sent Morse should sound, the whole business will take very much longer and will almost certainly mean that much will have to be unlearnt.

In the early stages, the CW station that you find on your receiver, sending repetition signals, is your partner, sending to you all the time perfect Morse over which your receiver, sending repetition signals, is your partner, sending to you all the time perfect Morse over which you can spend as long as you like in the copying, and from which you will learn rhythm.

It is true to say that most of the Morse you can hear on the amateur bands is pretty poor and does not begin to approach the standard at which the perfectionists aim. The perfectionists stand out because their transmissions are the easiest to copy, irrespective almost of sending speed and receiving conditions.

AMENDMENTS AND CORRECTIONS

On pp.414-415 of our September issue, there were references to a resistor R9, 47K, ¼-w. This should have been shown connected in parallel with C2 in the circuit on p.415.

In the article p.416 on the 70 Cm. RF amplifier, it is suggested that the screen resistor R7 in Fig. 1 be shorted out when the PA has been finally set up, to ensure full modulating capability.

The caption under the picture on p.337, August, is not correct. We were given totally misleading information by the Club concerned. The lady does not hold a callsign and it was Mike Yates, G3UIQ, beside the microphone.
VXO FOR TWO METRES
PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT DESIGN

G. P. ADAMS (G8FVN)

The purpose of the VXO described in this article is to suggest a practical and inexpensive means of varying one's frequency over a wide range of the two-metre band, so that only one crystal is needed. Such a circuit obviously needs to have good stability.

The oscillator itself was built in a small diecast aluminium box, with C1 and C2 bolted to the lid. It was constructed on a small printed circuit board bolted next to C1 and C2 and connected to them via two short lengths of 16g. tinned copper wire. This gives a very rigid construction, which is of course essential for good stability. Before mounting both capacitors were thoroughly cleaned with carbon tetrachloride. (Care must be exercised here as the vapour from carbon tetrachloride is poisonous). A screened lead carried the output to the buffer, built in an aluminium chassis with a screw-on base inside which the diecast box was securely fixed.

This arrangement provides excellent screening between VXO and buffer, preventing any interaction.

The capacitors connected to two slow-motion drives mounted on the front of the chassis by flexible couplings and two lengths of insulated rod. Power supplies to both oscillator and buffer were well decoupled and fed via screened leads.

Circuit Description

The crystal used is an 8 MHz HC-6U type. Frequency variation is achieved by L1 and C1, C2. With C1 at minimum the crystal realises only the small series capacitance. As C1 is increased towards maximum, the coil is effectively brought into series with the xtal while at the same time the crystal parallel capacitance (via C4) is increased, causing the crystal to be pulled on to a lower frequency. The degree of "pull" can be adjusted by adjusting the value of L1.

In the prototype, L1 was 40 turns of 32g. enamelled wire wound on a ½ in. slug-tuned former securely mounted in the diecast box. A slug with a low coefficient of expansion should be used, for best temperature stability. To ensure a high impedance to the oscillator, and thus minimise loading, an FET is used in the buffer.

Output is fed via C10, C11 and S1 to the coax output socket. S1 enables the output of the VXO to be removed when netting or when on receive, as harmonic radiation could be too great if it were left connected to the rest of the transmitter. This enables the VXO to be left on continuously during operating sessions, eliminating problems due to switch-on drift.

The oscillator supply voltage is stabilised at 6-1 volts by a Zener diode. This low voltage was chosen to improve thermal stability. Similarly, the buffer HT is stabilised at 9 volts by series regulator Tr3 and D2.

Table of Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>25 µF, var.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>365 µF, var.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, C4</td>
<td>200 µF, s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5, C6, C9, C13</td>
<td>0.1 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14, C15</td>
<td>0.1 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7, C12</td>
<td>10 µF, 12v. elect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>50 µµF, s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10, C11</td>
<td>100 µµF, s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>1,000 ohms, 1w., wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2, R4</td>
<td>100,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>220 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>680 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>2,200 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>4,700 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC1</td>
<td>2.5 mH RF choke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtal</td>
<td>5 MHz, HC-6U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>see text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>6.1v. zener, OAZ203 or similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>9.1v. zener, OAZ227 or similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr1</td>
<td>2N706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr2</td>
<td>2N3819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr3</td>
<td>BC108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Circuit of the VXO

---

Fig. 1. Circuit of the VXO by G8FVN — see text.
The unit can be run from a supply between 10 and 18 volts.

Results
The results obtained from this circuit were very pleasing. A stable swing of 40 kHz to the LF side at the xtal fundamental frequency was obtained with values for C3 and C4 of 200 µF each. Silver mica capacitors must be used for C3 and C4. Small adjustment of their value may prove necessary for optimum performance.

Taking a swing in excess of 44 kHz drift increases sharply, but a swing of 40 kHz represents 720 kHz after multiplication to two metres, and this should cover all the frequencies needed by most operators!

The prototype gave a swing from 144.6-145.32 MHz, which proved very satisfactory.

Initial drift after switching on with a 75% maximum pull was about 4-5 kHz in the first ten minutes, after which the VXO settled down and a further drift of only 2-5 kHz occurred during the next eight hours. (These drifts are at the final two-metre frequency).

Extra amplification will be needed to drive a valved transmitter and a suitable circuit for this is shown in Fig. 2.

MAGAZINE CLUB CONTEST
This well-known annual event, the 27th in the series, no less, takes place over the week-end November 4-5, early evenings, on Top Band. The rules and conditions appear in the “Clubs” space in this issue. It is a fast-moving CW-only contest, by which Clubs are competing with others in their own Zone. However, individually-operated stations, not connected with any Club but merely on the air for the fun of it, can give the Clubs they work a scoring point. If you are interested in hot CW operating, come on and see what you can do. We will be very glad to have logs (which will be used for check purposes only) from any Top Band operator who cares to take part. All such logs will be credited and taken into the MCC Report to appear in the January issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. This is not a pot-hunting contest—it is for those interested in slick and efficient CW operating on Top Band.

EDDYSTONE SERIES 1000 RECEIVERS
This new range of quality receivers for specialised requirements—the 1000 for HF/MF, the 1001 for spot-frequency working, the 1002 with a wide frequency coverage, and the 1004 for marine reception—can be seen at the Eddystone Showroom, Imhofs Ltd., 112-116 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1 (Tel. 01-636 7878), where all details can be obtained. Ask for Mr. Roche.

COURSES IN ELECTRONICS
Some very interesting Courses for those aspiring to further study and advancement in the field of micro-electronics are being offered by the Enfield College of Technology during the Autumn session now commencing. These will be of particular importance to those concerned with the design and production of new equipment for consumer, professional or military applications. For details, send to The Director, Micro-Electronics Centre, Enfield College of Technology, Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex. (The “Herr Direktor” himself used to be well known to us as G3LAS, very active on the VHF bands.)

We are also advised that, as in previous years, Fred Barnes, G3AGP, is running an R.A.E. course at the de Beauvoir Evening Institute, Tottenham Road, off Balls Pond Road, Islington, London, N.1. Apply to him there if you are interested in joining. This makes the tenth R.A.E. course available in the London area alone—see SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE p.364 August and p.407 September for previous listings.
ON the particular subject of receiving FM transmissions, the problem of bandwidth again arises, in its practical aspects.

We have seen how an FM signal can occupy significantly less bandwidth than an AM transmission carrying the same modulation.

Whereas the calculation we did in this case was perfectly legitimate as far as the spectrum occupancy was concerned, i.e., how much of the band is used up, it does not apply to the receiver bandwidth. Let the author be accused of cheating, let us now make the important distinction between bandwidth occupied and bandwidth required.

We saw how an AM transmission of a 3 kHz tone can use 30 kHz of band space with even reasonable amounts of harmonic distortion present. However, this transmission can be received perfectly satisfactorily by a receiver with a bandwidth of only 6 kHz (and the distortion introduced by the transmitter would actually be removed—but don’t press this point too far). So although the bandwidth occupied is 30 kHz, that actually required is only one fifth of this. Because of the low distortion performance possible with FM, even without the feedback of the frequency locked loop already described, the bandwidth occupied is very nearly the same as the bandwidth required.

Another point we must bear in mind when designing receivers is that too narrow a bandwidth affects FM quite differently from the way it affects the corresponding AM.

In the latter case, a reduction of bandwidth results in the progressive loss of higher modulating frequencies, the reproduction becomes “woolly” and indistinct. If FM is passed through a narrow-band receiver, the signal will swing completely out of the passband on modulation peaks as the frequency moves away from its steady value and is lost. This obviously gives rise to severe distortion and bursts of noise at—or rather instead of—modulation peaks. The audible effect of this is similar to that of an over-modulated AM signal when the bandwidth is only slightly restricted, and is completely garbled when very restricted. It is important, therefore, to ensure that the receiver passband is adequate to accept all significant sidebands (down to —30 dB is quite satisfactory).

The RF and mixer stages of an FM receiver (see Fig. 12) are similar to those found in AM practice. In Amateur Radio service, the IF bandwidth needs to be wider than is the case for AM, as we have just seen. The actual value of the permitted bandwidth varies with the band in use (details given later). As the bandwidth widens, a higher intermediate frequency can be used for a given amount of complexity in IF filtering, and this feature, if wisely applied, can lead to improved second channel rejection in a single superhet. Another difference between AM and FM IF amplifiers is that enough gain must be provided in the FM case to operate the limiter on noise in the absence of a signal. If this is not done, maximum signal-to-noise ratio and AM rejection will suffer on weak signals.

As we progress through the receiver the differences become greater. The next stage, the limiter, has no counterpart in an AM receiver, but its presence is essential for satisfactory FM performance. It is not always present as a discrete “block” as is shown in the diagram, sometimes being combined with the frequency discriminator (as in the ratio detector). A self-limiting discriminator does not give the same performance as a separate limiting stage and a high performance receiver, while it may use a ratio detector, will always have such a stage or stages. The principle of the limiter and its purpose were described earlier. Suffice it to add that it must have sufficient sensitivity to operate on the noise present at the output of the IF amplifier and deliver enough output to ensure satisfactory operation of the frequency discriminator.

One complication of the use of a limiter is that the AGC control voltage cannot be derived after it; the signal at this point is completely independent of the amplitude, i.e., strength, of that at the aerial. The AGC must come from the input to the limiter, either via a diode detector as in AM or, in the case of some types of limiter, from a DC voltage which is generated by the limiter itself. In the case of a receiver in which the only limiting used is that due to a ratio detector, a voltage is generated within the discriminator which can be used for AGC.

We now come to what is probably the biggest difference between the two systems of communication, that circuit which actually recovers the modulation from the signal—the frequency discriminator. Several types are in common use, but only two will be discussed here, working in quite different ways.

**Foster-Seeley Discriminator**

This is the classical type of discriminator, very popular in high performance receivers and is sometimes
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Fig. 14 Derivation of the Foster-Seeley Discriminator
called a phase-detector because of the way in which it works. It relies on the phase change which occurs across a tuned circuit as the input frequency changes, taking the circuit through resonance. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 13, in which L2, C2 is the tuned circuit we are examining and therefore L1, C1 is assumed to be low-Q so that it does not affect the phase change associated with L2, C2—that is to say, L1, C1 is assumed to be resistive throughout. The coupling (magnetic) between the circuits is assumed to be loose.

As the frequency is swept from below resonance to above, the phase of V, the output of L2, C2 changes from nearly +90° to nearly -90° relative to some arbitrary phase; in this case the phase at resonance is chosen. For a single tuned circuit, the phase only actually reaches ±90° at DC and infinite frequency. The phase is changing most rapidly and most linearly at resonance, and the higher the Q the more rapid this change at resonance becomes.

It is now necessary to introduce some vector diagrams, as it is extremely difficult to explain the phase detector without some assistance of this sort. At the same time, we shall start by examining a simple tuned AM type of detector circuit and, step by step, derive from this the full Foster-Seeley circuit. These steps are all illustrated in Fig. 14. The first step is Fig. 14a which shows a simple diode detector fed from a tuned circuit such as may be used for AM detection. The output voltage Vo is equal to the peak value (approximately) of the RF or IF voltage fed to the diode irrespective of phase. Suppose we now add a second source, Vg, in series with the tuned circuit, with the same frequency as the signal across L-C. Let us further suppose that the phase of Vg is at 90° to the phase of the tuned circuit voltage Vc, and does not change with frequency. Now, in order to find Vo we must add these two voltages—but because of the phase difference the addition needs to be vectorial. The vector diagram in Fig. 14b(i) shows this situation, the resultant Vr being the voltage which is rectified to produce Vo. This is now somewhat greater than in the first case. If the frequency now changes, the phase of Vc changes in accordance with Fig. 13b. This causes a change in Vr and hence Vo. The situation below resonance is shown in Fig. 14b(ii), and without the need to put in any numbers, it is clear that Vr has decreased. Conversely, Fig. 14b(iii) shows that Vr increases when the input signal is above the resonant frequency of LC as Vc swings its phase in the other direction.

So here we have the beginnings of our discriminator—a steady output voltage Vo, value of which changes with frequency. There is, however, a relatively large voltage present whatever the frequency, with the signal superimposed on it; furthermore, this standard voltage will change with incoming signal strength even when LC is at resonance. If, however, we connect two such circuits back to back as in Fig. 14c, we have a total output of zero when Vol = Vo2 (that is, at resonance) and we have cancelled the standing voltage. An AM signal on resonance will therefore produce no output even without a limiter. (This does not mean that this is a self-limiting detector, as the AM will be read when slightly off tune). Because the two diodes are fed with DC voltages in anti-phase, the vector diagram for the lower diode will have the opposite sense to that for the upper. As the frequency falls and Vol decreases, Vo2 increases and the output becomes positive at the lower terminal and negative on the upper. As the frequency rises through and above resonance, the total output falls to zero and then reverses.

*(To be concluded)*

---

**ITEMS OF INTEREST**

**USSR:** It seems that the Soviet authorities do not much care to have their AT-stations pictured or described in Amateur Radio magazines outside the USSR. In a recent instance, a Russian amateur was closed down for six months "as a disciplinary measure" because a photograph of his station, with the usual details, appeared in one of our American contemporaries—of course, entirely in good faith on the part of all concerned. It explains why we are never offered pictures from Russia, though we have a large "bogus circulation" in that country generated by their other such periodicals) is reproduced for sale, by the library, to local readers. This does not earn us a rouble!

* * *

**Vale:** It was a great grief to hear of the death, down in Pembrokeshire, of George Courtenay-Price, GW2OP, at the age of 80, formerly of Cheltenham, where he was first licensed as 20P in the early 20's. A keen radio amateur of the old school who always maintained a high level of activity, he was on the air within a few days of his death. He will be remembered as one of the contemporaries of the giants of Amateur Radio of the era 1920-1930, when so much progress was made in the development of HF communication, mainly by amateurs.

* * *

**RSGB:** In the September issue in this space, it was forecast (on the basis of their own previous statements, incidentally) that the RSGB was likely to show another loss on its operations for the current year. We now learn that, far from there being a loss, there should be a healthy surplus—good for them, and unhesitatingly we withdraw what might have been interpreted as a churlish comment.

* * *

**Illegal:** On p.435 of our September issue, in the New QTH listing, appeared the call "GW5RMA". Though this was queried at the time with the individual concerned he assured us that it was not a mistake and that all was in order. Within a day or two of the appearance of the September issue, we heard from the Ministry that the callsign was illegal and that a prosecution was pending against Milroy, the case having been set down for hearing on September 4. In all our years of publishing
new licence issues and changes of callsign/address, this is the first time such a thing has happened.

* * *

**RTTY:** According to the latest issue of the BARTG Newsletter, there were 87 entrants for the RTTY contest sponsored by the Italian journal *CQ Elettronica* in February last. Lead station was VK2FZ with 138,054 points; he had a multiplier of 42. British Isles stations listed are G3OZF, multiplier 24 for 15,600 pts., placed 36th and followed by G3RQY, G3LDI, G3J00, E15BH and G6JF. Coverage by the more successful stations was pretty well world-wide. This same issue of their Newsletter presents also the BARTG statement of accounts for the year, showing a balance to carry forward of £300.

* * *

**Mullard:** In connection with the BBC-50 celebrations, there is to be a two-month exhibition at Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, running from November 3rd to December 31st. There will be 33 talks, on a wide variety of radio/TV/Hi-Fi subjects, technical and general, which will have 63 presentations, also a number of film shows with titles like Colour Television, Electrons in Harness, the Post Office Tower, and such, in collaboration with the BBC and the Post Office. A detailed programme will be available after October 23rd, from Mullard House, Torrington Place, London, WC1E 7HD. We can say that Mullard's do this sort of thing very well, so those interested would be well advised to take advantage of the opportunity.

* * *

**Jamboree:** Reminder that the 15th Jamboree-on-The-Air, the big international Scout QSO Party, takes place over the weekend Saturday 21st—Sunday 22nd October, midnight to midnight local time, to give 48-hour world-coverage, as last year. This is an all-band non-contest type of event, with Scout stations—or those put on in the Scout interest—on the air all over the world. The "CQ Jamboree" calling frequencies are, for Phone: 3740, 7090, 14290, 21360, 28990 kHz (U.S.A. only also 3940, 7290 kHz); and for CW: 3590, 7030, 14070, 21140, 28190 kHz. These are calling frequencies, when looking for QSO's—on contact being effected stations should move over to leave the channel(s) clear. As in previous years, it is hoped that there will be plenty of support from U.K. AT-station operators offering hospitality to local Scout groups unable to run a station of their own. If you would like to help, get in touch with your neigbourhood Scout Leader or District Commissioner. We shall be glad to have reports, with photographs where possible, by November 3rd latest, for a write-up to appear in the December issue. To make a success of the event involves quite a lot of forward planning. The U.K. organiser (who also, in fact, gave birth to the whole idea) is Leslie Mitchell, G3BHK, 28 Darwall Drive, Ascot, Berks.

---

**SPECIALY ON THE AIR**

A few more yet to be activated—and refer to the note on p.408, September, on the always-urgent matter of QSL's.

**GB3SAF, October 7:** Put on as a demonstration station for the 62nd Leicester Scouts annual Autumn Fair. It is hoped that operation will be on 160-80-20-2m. simultaneously, with SSB. Special QSL cards are being produced.—D. Pick, G3YXM, 9A Long Lane, Biddlesdon, Leicester.

**GB3SF, till October 8:** Operated by the Saltash & District Radio Club for the local Saltash Festival, working all bands Top to two metres. Every contact will be confirmed by a special QSL card.—C. Squires, G3XCS, 5 Frith Road, Saltash (1982), Cornwall.

**GB3SA, October 21-22:** Operated for the Leyland Scout & Guide Group in support of the 15th J-O-T-A, at their Hq., running AM/CW/SSB on all bands as equipment and operators allow, with three bands going at any one time.—R. Banister, G4BEE, 215 Chorley Old Road, Whittle-le-Woods, Chorley, Lancs., PR6 7NP.

**GB3TEL, Nov. 3-4:** At the Sheffield Telecommunications Exhibition, Yewlands School, Creswick Lane, Grenoside, working all bands, with a special QSL card offered for contacts.—P. Avill, G3TPX, 7 Moorland Crescent, Mapplewell, Barnsley, S75 6NS, Yorkshire.

---

**INTERNATIONAL AERADIO AT FARNBOROUGH**

International Aeradio Ltd.—the British firm which provides equipment for air traffic control services, aeronautical telecommunications and navigational aids on a world wide scale—were showing at the SBAC exhibition at Farnborough several new products including two kinds of VHF receiver. The receivers, which are manufactured by IAL Group member Park Air Electronics Ltd., are the 16W/SS "Channel Scan" monitor and the 1000R ground station Rx.

"Channel Scan" continuously monitors up to eight VHF channel frequencies, scanning stopping automatically on the receipt of a traffic call and then resuming after the reply. The 1000R receiver is designed to handle the extremely crowded signal conditions encountered at large international airports, and for this reason has particularly good inter- and cross-modulation characteristics whilst retaining the sensitivity required for long range communication.

---

**MARCONI TV TRANSMITTERS IN ITALY**

Radiotelevisione Italiana has ordered ten of the latest modular VHF-TV transmitters from Marconi Communications Systems, Ltd., to extend and improve its service. They will be installed at sites throughout Italy and will cover the power ranges from 1 kW to 10 kW in both Band I and Band III.
MEASURING EARTH RESISTANCE

PRACTICAL METHOD OF CALCULATION

It is sometimes necessary, and is of some interest, to know the resistance of the station earthing system. If the resistance of the earth point rises, loss of radiated power can result. The earth is usually taken for granted, and until one measures its resistance it is often assumed to be a much lower value than it is in practice.

If a low-reading ohmmeter or a bridge megger is available a simple test can be made to find the resistance of an earthing system to a fair degree of accuracy. A bridge megger is to be preferred since it is possible to measure down to 0.01 ohm with it. Values of this order can be read off a meter arranged for shunt-type resistance measurements, provided that a sensitive instrument is used with a low-value shunt and a relatively high voltage. In such circumstances, however, some difficulty may be encountered in obtaining a steady reading. The same condition can arise with a bridge megger if the handle is turned quickly, so it is best to keep the generator turning slowly, that is, well below the clutch slip-speed.

Referring to Fig. 1, Ra is the resistance of the earthing system E it is desired to measure. Two other earth resistances Rb and Rc are necessary for the test, and are provided temporarily by suitable earth spikes driven in the ground. If three measurements are made between pairs of resistances, the three relationships below can be written down:

\[ R_1 = R_a + R_b \]  
\[ R_2 = R_a + R_c \]  
\[ R_3 = R_b + R_c \]

Adding (1) and (2),
\[ R_1 + R_2 = 2R_a + R_b + R_c \]  
Subtracting (3) from (4),
\[ R_1 + R_2 - R_3 = 2R_a \]

Therefore, \( R_a = \frac{R_1 + R_2 - R_3}{2} \)  

However, this formula does not take into account the resistance of the leads used to connect the measuring instrument to the earth points. An inaccurate result will be obtained if the resistance of the leads is not very small compared with the lowest earth resistance in the triangle. So, if the test leads have an appreciable value of resistance, which can be denoted by Rt, this value will be added to those measured for R1, R2 and R3. To obtain a more accurate idea of the resistance of the earthing system E, the resistance of the test leads Rt should be measured before taking any other measurements. The value for Rt can then be included in the relationships, as below:

\[ R_1 = R_a + R_b + R_t \]  
\[ R_2 = R_a + R_c + R_t \]  
\[ R_3 = R_b + R_c + R_t \]

Adding (6) and (7),
\[ R_1 + R_2 = 2R_a + R_b + R_c + 2R_t \]  
Subtracting (8) from (9),
\[ R_1 + R_2 - R_3 = 2R_a + R_t \]

Some examples will show the effect of the lead resistance Rt.

**Example 1.** Resistances R1, R2 and R3 measure 8, 7 and 11 ohms respectively. The resistance of the test leads is very small, and is ignored. Formula (5) can be safely used, so,
\[ R_a = \frac{R_1 + R_2 - R_3}{2} = \frac{8 + 7 - 11}{2} = 2 \text{ ohms} \]

**Example 2.** The same earth system is measured with test leads having a resistance of 2 ohms, thus giving readings for R1, R2 and R3 or 10, 9 and 13 ohms respectively. Formula (5) is applied, with the following result:
\[ R_a = \frac{R_1 + R_2 - R_3}{2} = \frac{10 + 9 - 13}{2} = 3 \text{ ohms, which is wrong.} \]

**Example 3.** The same readings are obtained as in Example 2, but this time the correct formula (10) is used:
\[ R_a = \frac{R_1 + R_2 - R_3 - R_t}{2} = \frac{10 + 9 - 13 - 2}{2} = 2 \text{ ohms} \]

When it is required to make a measurement of earth resistance by the method described here, the temporary earth spikes should be so sited that a large triangle is formed, and if possible with sides of roughly equal length. The three earth points should be widely spaced out to reduce the effect of overlapping resistance areas.
around them.

It is possible to find the resistance of the other earth points by re-arranging the formulae to solve for either $R_b$ or $R_c$. Thus, re-arranging formula (10),

$$R_b = \frac{(R_1 + R_3 - R_2 - R_t)}{2} \text{ ohms}$$

or

$$R_c = \frac{(R_2 + R_3 - R_1 - R_t)}{2} \text{ ohms}$$

If these formulae are now considered in conjunction with Fig. 1, a simple rule for solving any one of the three earth resistances becomes apparent. It is, to find the resistance of one electrode, add the resistances of the two sides enclosing the angle at that point, subtract the resistance of the side opposite the angle, and divide the result by 2.

This also suggests a possible means of finding the point of lowest resistance in an area, thus locating the best place to sink a good earth system. Exploratory measurements with three spikes should result in an optimum point being found, and may well be worth the time spent in making them. And when a good low-resistance earth has been made, use a really heavy conductor to connect to it!

---

### ABOUT DIODE PRODUCT DETECTORS

**NOTES AND CIRCUITS**

**R. A. PENFOLD**

While a diode detector is often used for the demodulation of AM signals, diode product detectors are a comparative rarity. A product detector is a mixing device, rather similar in operation to the mixer in a superhet receiver. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram illustrating the method by which a product detector produces an audio output when used as a CW detector. The audio signal is produced by heterodyning the 455 kHz IF signal to an audio frequency, which in this case is one kHz. The other frequencies at the output of the product detector are at RF and are easily removed by a suitable filter.

For the reception of SSB the CIO is tuned to the frequency of the suppressed carrier wave, the sidebands then being heterodyned to produce the required audio signal.

Fig. 1. Block diagram to show how an audio signal is derived from a product detector.

**Typical P.D. Circuits**

A good product detector will have a high AM signal rejection capability—that is to say, if the CIO is disconnected from the product detector, and an AM signal is fed to the IF input of the p.d., there should be no audio output, or it should be insignificantly low.

If a mixer of the sort normally found in the converter of a receiver were to be used, this would not be achieved. Instead circuits of the type shown in Fig. 2A (trans-
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Fig. 3. At (A), (B), (C) and (D) are various simple product detectors using diodes, for operation in low-impedance transistor circuits. Fig. 3 (E) is of a product detector for use in a high-impedance valve circuit.

Diode Detectors

Diodes can be used in simple but effective product detectors, which work equally well to the circuits of Fig. 2, although while these two circuits have a significant gain, a diode product detector will not have this. This is not really important, as it is not the purpose of the p.d. to add gain to the receiver.

Circuits of several diode product detectors are shown in Fig. 3. The first four are intended for use in low-impedance transistor circuits, while the fifth is really only suitable for the high impedances found in valve circuits. It requires a CIO injection of several volts. These circuits are in many ways similar to the balanced modulators found occasionally in SSB transmitters.

All the circuits work in basically the same way. We will take for example the circuit of Fig. 3A. The four diodes form a bridge circuit. Since D1 and D2 are connected with the same polarity, half the IF input voltage will appear at the junction of the two. The same follows for D3-D4. The bridge is therefore balanced, and there will be no output from it.

C1-C2 in effect form a centre tap on the IFT secondary, into which the CIO signal is injected. An
alternative to the two capacitors is to use a couple of low value resistors (about 560 ohms). Detailed operation of the circuit is very complex, but basically what will happen is that the CIO injection will bias the diodes, unbalancing the bridge in doing so. The extent to which the bridge is unbalanced will be proportional to the CIO voltage, and thus the output voltage will be proportional to both the CIO and IF voltages. A mixing action is therefore present, and the input, sum and difference signals will appear at the junction of D3-D4. L1, C3 filter the unwanted frequencies, leaving the required audio output.

Any small G.P. silicon or germanium diodes will function correctly in these circuits.

Balanced Product Detector

To obtain optimum AM signal rejection from a product detector it is necessary to use a circuit with a manual balance control. A circuit diagram of such a detector is shown in Fig. 4. This is very similar to the previous five, and only differs from them in that one side of the bridge is adjustable, in order to attain exact balancing.

While the balance control is being adjusted, the CIO should be disconnected. A modulated RF signal may then be applied to the IF amplifier, and the balance control adjusted for minimum audio output. Alternatively an unmodulated signal can be fed to the IF amplifier, and a VVM with RF probe, or an oscilloscope, used to adjust the balance control for minimum output.

With this circuit a high degree of AM signal rejection should be achieved.

HEAVENS ABOVE!

The huge solar storm, which occurred at the end of July and beginning of August last, has been described as the most intense for years. The cause was a 100,000 mile diameter group of spots on the surface of the Sun. The first hint of the impending storm, with the consequent disruption of the world's communication systems, came from Orbiting Solar Observatory No. 7 on July 28, two days before it became visible from Earth, and no fewer than ten spacecraft, of one type or another, measured this unusual activity. Warnings of interference to radio circuits were issued through the established agencies, and broadcasting authorities throughout the world advised listeners to short-wave transmissions that such services were likely to be interrupted. The 28 MHz, 21 MHz and 14 MHz amateur bands were quickly affected and were subject to almost complete blackout, except for very short skip contacts, by August 3.4. An auraora, most unusually visible in the South of England, coincided with the appearance of a radio Ar effects in the late evening of August 4, with both the 4m. and 2m. bands exhibiting “Tone A” conditions until 0400 on the morning of the 5th, a second phase occurring during the early afternoon. ESRO scientists describe the event as having established a record for the highest energy solar radiation ever recorded, and research teams at the University of New Hampshire calculate that, on August 7, the storm released as much energy in one hour as the whole of the United States would need to continue at its present rate for the next 108 years!

A second unusual event occurred over the weekend of September 2/3 (and this was not VHF/NFDI). A weak radio star in the constellation Cygnus, known to radio astronomers as CYG X-3, suddenly increased its radiation (on a wavelength of 2.8 cm) from 0-5 Flux Units to 22 Flux Units. (A Flux Unit gives a numerical indication of the radiation in the radio spectrum from such a star and is defined as equal to 10-24 watts per square metre per Hertz.) This event is unprecedented in radio astronomy, and is giving rise to speculation whether the phenomenon is due to the source, which is possibly a binary system, going nova, or even supernova. CYG X-3 has been known as a weak X-ray source for about a year, but some two months ago Brae and Miley in Holland and Hjelming and Wade in West Virginia, detected weak, variable, radio transmissions which measurements from the ground, supplemented by UHURU rocket observations, indicated could be linked with the X-ray star.

It must be confessed that it is extremely unlikely that this latter event will in any way affect Amateur Radio transmission, or that the transition of the source to the nova or super-nova state will be visible to the naked eye on Earth, although such phenomena have been observed previously, notably the super-novae of the early 13th and 15th centuries, recorded by the Chinese astronomers of those times.

A.H.D.

"AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES"

The new (fourth) edition of G3VA’s Amateur Radio Techniques is an invaluable volume on the shack bookshelf; ever since the first edition came out, years ago, Pat Hawker has been doing a unique service to Amateur Radio with what is, in effect, an abstract of all the best of the bright ideas which have appeared in the radio amateur magazines—and some of the professional ones, where the matter of the piece is relevant to our theme. Thus, you can glean the basic idea from this book, and take off from there on your own voyage of research and development; or you can note the reference from which the abstract was gleaned, and go to a suitable library for a copy of the original.

This is a book of ideas; the book to turn to when the pet project of the moment is stuck for want of an idea—how to put an aerial into a given space, how to tame a transistor oscillator, how to make a more stable VFO, a simpler keyer, how to etch your own printed circuit, or whatever—here you will find the inspiration you have been seeking. A book for any amateur who has a soldering iron in the shack toolkit, or an enquiring mind. As for “value for money” it is, relative to its present coverage, cheaper than the original edition, being three times the size, and many times as useful.

Amateur Radio Techniques, 4th Edn., price £1.80 post free, of the Publications Dept., SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH-OHF.

E.P.E.
define the limits of the SSB spread, and this is gone into in greater detail elsewhere in this piece.

A personal observation on propagation is that it was reasonable on all bands on the Saturday evening, was good on two metres and four metres early on Sunday morning, but a little below average on 70 cm., tailing off, on 4m. in particular, after lunch on Sunday, and then picked up again — with the Continentals coming through from F, ON, PA and DL — just before the end of the contest.

Thanks to all those readers who sent in reports of their activity. To give a general picture of events, extracts from some of them are given below.

G8FIH, operating with the G5BK/P team, noted that GDX were static at slightly above normal. They worked from Cheltenham GM8AGU/P (Ayr), GM8BCP/P (Wigtown), GM5DVP/D (Dumfries), GM3ZSX/P (Moffat), GD8DMA/P (Douglas), G18AYZ/P (Co. Antrim, who was an excellent signal throughout the contest), EI9ONE/P (Dublin) and a handful of F and ON. G3ONP/P on 4m., G3BH/P on 2m. and G3DX/P on 70 cm. were working as a group from Herefordshire and found conditions average and activity none too high. Best DX on 70 cm. was G3XPT/P at 302 km., out of a total of 78 stations worked on that band. They noted that there was a considerable reduction in fixed-stations operating during the contest, and comment also on that G4-/-P about 50 miles away who was radiating a very strong signal on 144 MHz when operating on 432 MHz, and that this seemed to confuse quite a few contest operators! The East Kent Radio Society, from near Folkestone on all four VHF bands, found conditions good on 2m. with best DX as GM4FX/P. Twenty-three centimetres produced a good contact with G2RD/P at 93 km. G3OHH (Mow Cop), who was having a go at the IARU contest on 2m. only, found conditions good and the log included GM8CMH/P, GM8AGU/P, GM8BCL/P and GW3BA/P.

Casual Comment

G3MED was heard on SSB on 2m. after a long time away from the band. G3HBW, now living in South Africa, was home for NFD and was operating G3EFX/P, his old club call. He says that 2m. activity is poor in South Africa but good in Rhodesia. When he and G2JF get together out there, we may see some improvement! Palm for the best operated CW station goes to G6UQ/P, who was heard consistently throughout the contest, and left nothing to be desired from the point of view of either style or procedure. Interesting to hear many OT calls on CW, not all of which are regular users of the band. Among those logged were G2UJ, G5VU, G6XX, G5DS, G5SK, G5OB, G6PG and, last but by no means least, Dud Charman, G6CJ, operating from Dorset where he has now made his home, and where, doubtless, he continues to gild the lily by polishing up his antenna lecture and adding modern refinements to what must be one of the most popular presentations on the Club circuit. He must have made about 30 CW contacts on this occasion.

The Reading Club were using the call G3ULT/P on 2m. which gave them 202 contacts, G8DOR/P on 70 cm. with 50 contacts, and G3LFX/P on 4m. which yielded 100 contacts. They found two metres to be by far the best band, and worked all the British prefixes, including four GM, as well as EI and F. They remark on the lack of Continental activity, but this was by no means a general experience.

Although contact numbers without the ranges and multipliers may not mean much, a few noted were:— G6UQ/P with 235 at 1525z; G3UES/P on 173 at 1210z; G3UHF/P with 153 at 1655z; G4ARN/P giving 161 at 1656z; G3SHK/P with 118 at 1755z; G3OHH, 142 at 1650z and, near the end of the contest, G3TN0/P with 163, G3PMH/P with 200 and GW3BA/P with over 250. The Continentals seem to have had better luck, since DC5XL/P, for example, passed 364 at 1740z and PA6BOJ/P had 296 a few minutes later.

Another enjoyable Field Day.

Contest Reports

Conditions during the four-metre affair on August 13 were reported as variable from many areas, with best DX coming on the Sunday morning. Both GM3WOJ/P and G13TLT/P...
were worked/logged in the South before midday. Activity tailed off considerably in the afternoon not, it is suggested, entirely due to the deterioration in propagation—the TVI menace must have played some part. Notable scores were:—G3OHH -055, G3RLE -053, G3JYP/P -075, G3TDH/P -070 and G3XUS/P -066. As should be expected on this band, operating standards were high and there was some notably good CW activity. No really poor signal was heard by, or reported to, your scribe.

The 2m. SSB event on August 20 was not just good fun as a contest, but also indicated the rise in the number of stations using this mode compared with similar occasions last year. There must be over 400 operators on SSB now—regrettably not all of it very good! The early morning start was characterised, as the punds will have anticipated, by good propagation conditions. The GW/portables, notably GW3BA in Welshpool and GW3FEC on Snowdon, were particularly strong in the South East. The two I.O.m. stations, GD2HDZ, a regular, and GD8FFXP (from GM) were also good signals for most of the day. To the East, DL, PA and ON were all workable without much difficulty. The timing of this event seems to have been popular and, apart from the nonsense of having to pass QTH and QTH Locator, was generally a success. One qualification must be made, however, and this concerns the use of the calling channel of 145-41 MHz. In the early days, when activity was low, there was some advantage in being able to go to a fixed frequency and put out a call with a fair chance of getting a reply. Now, with some 20-30 stations active around that channel every night, and many more during a contest, it is obvious that there must be some frequency spread. The question is—how much? With 1-8 MHz of two metres available, it might be thought that ± 50 kHz was not too much—or is it too little? Whatever the answer to that question, it is certain that something more than a single frequency is required, and equally certain that the limits of the band sub-section should be defined, if only to ease the blood-pressure of those unfortunate whose QSO's are ruined nightly by the intrusion of AM, and particularly FM (not always NBFM), within a few kHz of the International calling channel.

Results

Congratulations go to G3OHH who won the fixed station section of the June 70 MHz contest with a score of 401 points, and to GW4ABR/P winner, with 495 points, of the portable section. The microwave contest of June 24/25 brought success to the mid-Essex Group, operating under callsign G3LTF/A, who led by a comfortable margin over G3PE/P.

The results of the Ainsdale Radio Club contest in June last are now to hand, and the winner, for the third time running, is GD2HDZ, who was also top scorer in the 2m. section. Reporting the results, G2CUZ notes a gratifying increase in 70 cm. operation, but deplores the low entry on 4m. which he suggests may be due to TVI problems.

Coming Shortly

The Dunstable Downs Radio Club are running a 2m. contest on the lines of the Cumulatives, involving operation for one hour on each of seven days during October and November. This is open to non-members, and details may be obtained from the Hon. Sec., G8BPK, QTHR.

Other events in prospect are the IARU/RSGB UHF/SFH contest (432 MHz and above) running from 1800z on October 7 to 1800z on October 8; The Colchester A.R.C. VHF/UHF contest over October 14/15 (see p.428 last month for details) and the 144/432 MHz CW event between 2000z November 4, and 0800z November 5. The 70 MHz Cumulatives run from 1000 to 1200 clock on October 15 and 29th, November 12 and 26th, December 10 and January (1973) 14 to 28th.

The Scottish Scene

Two newcomers to the Edinburgh 2m. air are GM3DIE, who lays down a hefty signal using similar gear to that of GM3BQA, and GM8FM, who has returned to the band after a long interval; with a callSIGN like that, need one say that he is not using AM? GM4BHA, erstwhile GM9CGS, is waiting eagerly for his first aurora, but meanwhile is waiting eagerly for...
getting out well to the South and West from up on Corstorphine Hill. Contacts between stations in GM and the North of England were made fairly easily during the recent spell of above-average conditions, with G2AOB, G3ZRN, G3ZTZ, G3UPB, G3XK and, inevitably, G3BW, he being among the strongest signals heard regularly. GM3VKL/P on the summit of Ben Nevis was peeling off the G stations at the rate of knots during VHF/NFD. There cannot have been many, if any, operators with an antenna as high as his! GM3OXX has been missing from the bands recently due to an injury to his hand received while indulging in that brutal game of cricket, but hopes to be back in circulation again soon.

Tuesday night remain 70 cm. activity nights in the Edinburgh area, with the example of GM3FYB (Dunfermline) to act as a spur. GM8BJF and GM3BCD are to be heard regularly and have established skeds with GM8BEK in Bearsden (Glasgow). They hope to have SSB on the band shortly. GM8BJF was operating from Lowther Hill during VHF/NFD and made some pretty nice contacts with GW. He reports that he was hearing the Sutton Coldfield beacon at good strength throughout the period. GM6XL, now equipped for SSB with a G3BA-type transverter and a Microwave Modules converter on 2m., expects to be up on 70 cm. shortly. A suitable location for the 46-ele. beam is the immediate problem.

Students at the Kirkcaldy Technical College are fortunate in having G M 8 F V T, G M 8 F X Z and GM3MN on the staff and, with the excellent test gear at their disposal, have been completing modifications to Pye Rangers and base stations. They are now engaged in a study of aerial radiation patterns and some interesting experiments are afoot.

Finally, there seems to have been no 27-day repeat of the August 5 aurora in Scotland, much to the disappointment of many, both in the South and North of the U.K.

**DX-Peditions**

First, some notes about those expeditions already reported earlier as about to take place. GD8FFX and GD9ZBE (both GM's) had a successful visit to the Isle of Man, thanks in great measure to the excellent site found for them by GD3MBC. They had over 400 contacts on 2m. with the best DX as HB9XMJ/P, who must have been as happy as they were, and on 70 cm. they made it with F9FT. This looks like a couple of "Firsts". They were able to contact GM3EOJ in their home town of Aberdeen every night they were on the Island. During the trip, they also operated from Stirlingshire and Kincardineshire, and some 30 SSB operators on two metres made it with them at all three locations.

GM3ZVB had an entertaining time in the Shetlands recently. He took his 1-watt NBFM Tx with him and, borrowing a beam from a local, he was able to work into Yorkshire at 5 & 9. GB3DM was at about the same signal strength at the time. Not bad at a range of 500 miles or so! From the Lerwick Radio Club premises he had further contacts with the South and, in co-operation with GM4BBL (ex-G8CUW) was working northern stations at better strength than they were frequently in 4B8L's home town of Bradford. A noticeable feature of this particular opening, which only lasted for one evening, was the inordinately heavy dew, which confirms the hypothesis that the dew point is an important factor in the conditions necessary for extended propagation on the VHF bands.

For those still looking for Austria on 2m., there is a chance to work that country during October 1-21, when OE3WBA/3 will be operating at 1770 metres a.s.l. in QTH Locator HH25a with 300 watts output from a 4X150A and a ten-element Yagi. He has SSB, CW and AM available, VFO controlled. OEHJW/3 has the same power with a two by 10-element Yagi and will operate from a mountain at Locator H111f. He has no AM but is also VFO controlled. They will both tune 145.35-145.45 MHz for SSB contacts and the CW segment for telegraphy.

Did anyone work the Mont Blanc expedition on 2m. during VHF/NFD? No reports have come in as yet.

G3FDW seems to have had a fairly successful 4m. jaunt in northern G and GM at the beginning of August. His best DX was from Roxburgh whence he contacted G3OUF (Bucks.) and G5DF (Berks.) for a couple of good, long-haul ones. He was operating portable with G3JYP from Co. Durham for the 4m. contest and then moved on to Kirkcudbright, a site which yielded, inter alia, G5DF again and GI3TLT.

---

**VHFCC Awards**

First Award this month goes to G8EQQ. Steve Emlyn-Jones, Tunbridge Wells, who becomes the 160th member of the VHF Century Club. He first ventured on 2m. in March, 1971, with quite modest equipment, but has now upped the power to 90 watts input to a QKY06-40A with plate and screen modulation by a pair of KT88's. The microphone pre-amplifier includes a speech clipper. A dual-gate Mosfet converter feeds an HRO tuning 28-30 MHz, and the beam at the 375ft. a.s.l. site is a 10-ele. long Yagi at 45ft. QSL return rate is the usual 30% or so. Steve hopes to take the Morse test shortly but will not be deserting the VHF bands.

Certificate No. 161 goes to David Smith, G8ERM, Nuneaton, again for two metres. He uses a QVO03-10 in the final with 10 watts output to an 8-ele. Yagi at 30ft. on the 276ft. a.s.l. QTH. He would be interested to discuss Quad antennae for VHF with other amateurs who may have tried them. A Mosfet converter feeds an AR88 at 28-30 MHz for reception. QSL return rate is about 55% a bit up on the norm! A VFO-controlled rig is in course of construction.

Steve Ireland, G3ZZD of Southborough, Kent, gains Award No. 162, again for 2m. operation. He opened up in July, 1971, with a Tx borrowed from G3ZYP. This ran 18 watts input to a halo which also fed the valve converter. Eventually, he had to return the borrowed gear but was able to acquire a second Tx., this time from G8BYC— he says that he doesn't have much luck with those he builds himself—and with this set-up he got in enough cards for VHFCC membership. An interesting point about the claim is that nearly all the QSO's were made using the halo antenna and comparatively low power. At no time did the input to the PA exceed 35 watts, and most of the contacts were made using only half that power.
Shades of G3QG, who does so well from Luton Hoo with a turnstile!

Finally, Richard Russell, G4BAU (ex-G8ELI), of Gravesend, Kent, qualifies for Award No. 163. His 2m. station consists of a Pye Cambridge strip with a Sinclair Z30 amplifier as the modulator. The drive comes from a phase-locked-loop VFO operating at 24 MHz. The dual-gate Mosfet converter feeds a 4-valve, general coverage receiver and the antenna is a 10-ele. Skybeam.

A point which would-be members may wish to note is that there is no objection to a claim which involves two callsigns (as above), but all contacts must have been made from the one QTH.

Three-Band Annual Tables

With the end of the year a little over three months away and the competition getting fierce, we show again this month the breakdown of the results by bands. Both G5DF and G3OHH have got their half-centuries on 4m. with significant increases in the number of stations worked this month—obviously the 4m. contest helped here. Mediocre conditions have not helped the 70 cm. scores along very much, but the SSB contest on 2m. has had a significant effect—G3BW in particular having hoisted his score from 68 to 86—although one notices a large jump in the G3OHH total also (no SSB) from 29 to 60. Good to see that GM3ZYL of Edinburgh has joined his colleague, GM3ZVB, in the Tables. He runs a 2-watt solid state AM Tx or a 40-watt job with AM and CW and a QQV03-20A in the final. The G3HBB converter feeds 6-8 MHz into a CR-100. The beam is a slot-fed 8/8 at 40ft. He is well placed for contacts to the South, and would welcome CW skeds with operators in Lincs., Lancs., the Midlands and Wales at around 2000 BST most evenings.

Beacons and Repeaters

GB3CTC is off the air for an indefinite period but GB3GW, which shut down on August 19 after a catastrophic PSU failure which cost them a couple of IC's and several transistors, is once more serviceable. GB3DM is keying normally again, and GB3ANG is in full operation although the keying is very slow. GB3GEC, which appears to be low in frequency, has a slight ripple and keying abnormality on the figure "3", while GB3SC continues to radiate perfectly. GB3SU has seemed a bit down in signal strength recently, and GB3SX has been difficult copy for some time. HB9HB on 2m. has been off the air due to a lightning strike but is back on again. GB3GEC continues to operate up at 5,000ft. in the hills above Geneva. This is a wide-band job accepting all modes on 144.1 MHz ±25 kHz and re-radiating on 145.975 MHz ±25 kHz. This should be on for those who can copy the HB9 beacon. Incidentally, this beacon has been coming through at 5 & 9 with G8BCL (Halifax) and to prove it, he has a very convincing recording.

News Items

Overseas: There has been some very

This impressive UHF/VHF beam-serial system is that of G. Coleman, G3ZEE, 16 Kestrel Way, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex. It covers all bands two metres, 20 centimetres, 23 centimetres and includes a 4ft. dish for 13 cms. A four-metre beam (not shown here) fits on the arm protruding from the side of the tower. The point of particular interest about this array is that it is entirely home-constructed, including the tower, which puts the top dishes up to a maximum height of 5ft. with an electric winch, rotation of the main mast being by a cowl-gill motor. This is one of the finest amateur UHF/VHF aerial installations yet published in these pages—and remember, it is an entirely home-built job.
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G3VCV, recently returned from holiday in Switzerland, reports that HB9AGG now has a repeater operating up at 5,000ft. in the hills above Geneva. This is a wide-band job accepting all modes on 144-1 MHz ±25 kHz and re-radiating on 145-975 MHz ±25 kHz. This should be on for those who can copy the HB9 beacon. Incidentally, this beacon has been coming through at 5 & 9 with G8BCL (Halifax) and to prove it, he has a very convincing recording.
nice 2m. DX about for our Continental friends. ON5FF has worked OH0AA in the Aaland Islands (U70d); F9FT raised HB0XMQ, Liechtenstein, and PA0JMV worked GD2HDZ and UR2BU in Tartu, Estonia via the August aurora. There have been several good openings for the DL boys, the night of September 4 being particularly good for contacts into Wales. GW3ZTH worked 30 DL and 28 PA0 over September 4/5, and GW3MFY, GW3TMM and GW3FSP were also enjoying the EU/ DX. HB9MCN/P in DG56j worked GDBFFX/P on August 25 on 2m. but a try on 70 cm. didn’t come off. HB9XLY/P, HB9XOY/P and HB9XMG/P were also received in the U.K. on the morning of August 26. LA was heard in the Midlands, and G3BA was copying an HB9 on August 27.

Four Metres: On four metres, G3EKP (Blackburn, Lancs.) reports reception of the ZB3VHF beacon at 1130 BST on August 26. In their acknowledgement of the reception report, the lads out there say that they are running 5 watts at the present time, but hope to increase this to 50 watts by the end of August. They are still having keying trouble with the Tx on 70-26 MHz. G3PQF (Farnborough, Hants.) is now QRV on 4m., having been spurred on by the advent of VHF/NFD. G5DF has been knocking off some nice DX on the band with G3HCG worked during the August 4 aurora and G3FDW/P obliging with contacts from Berwick, Dumfries, Roxburgh, Kirkcudbright and Northumberland. G3OHH (Mow Cop), now heading the 4m. section of the Annual VHF Tables, also made it by aurora with the GI. To G5DF’s achievement add a string of GW/P worked during NFD and you can see why John heads the VHF Tables. He also raised GW3LTF/P in Brecon on 70 cm., which is more than G3BYV did since, although he could hear Peter on 23 cm., he couldn’t raise him on 70 cm. to set up the contact. Two Metres: G3NHE, Sheffield, found the 2m. band in good shape on September 4 when he was in SSB contact with DM2BZD near Berlin. He noted the slow progression of the opening from due East to E.N.E. After working a French station in QTH Locator BK, he had successive contacts in squares BL, DL, CM, EM, FM, GM, EN, FN and EO. G3KKR in Bristol had a good DX QSO with GM3DMZ/P on Lowther Hill on August 26, and another with GM3ZS/P on NFD. He was copying GWACG/P, GW8AHJ/P and GW8EQH/P on 70 cm. at the time, but could only raise ‘ACG. He is looking for 2m. skeds with Northumberland, Durham, Hunts. and Rutland. QTHR. G3DAO laments the dearth of CW on 2m. (See Editorial in the August issue). Although a dedicated CW man, he has worked no GI, no GD and only one GM using this mode, and wonders where they all get to. He has had some FB contacts recently (on the key, of course), with GC, GM, EI, HB9/LX, HB9 and EA, so the gear and the QTH, and the operator must be OK. There is surely a lesson to be learned here. G8CLC in Norfolk has a 5 & 6 contact with LA601Z during the July lift, and this with 40 watts of AM to a halo!

G8WKB (Anglesey) got in on the August aurora on 2m., having contacts with G8DJM (Staffs.), G8CXI (Kent), G8BNR (St. Albans), G8XYZ (Glam.) and G3ZYC (Derbysire). He also got busy during the lift on August 25/26 with six PA0, one F, one ON5 and HB9AOF/P to give him four new countries in two days. He followed this by working 12 German and three Dutch stations over September 4/5, best DX being with DM2BZD near Berlin. Although he has worked 204 stations for his VHFC Award, he has only 30 cards in reply to the 150 or so he has sent out direct! G3BW had the satisfaction of working DL and DK during the evening of September 4, which means that he can now claim to have worked all his Continental DX on tropo. Without assistance from an aurora, and can also claim to have a lead in the 2m. Tables over his friendly rival GD2HDZ. G2AXI (Basingstoke, Hants) used ar propagation to work GWWNNF in Anglesey on 2m., and although he was copying GW2HIIY at the time, he couldn’t raise him. He confirms that the aurora petered out at about 0345z on August 5. 70 Centimetres: G4BBB in Malvern has taken over the 70 cm. sked with G8CKX in Ambergate, Derby from G3NEO, Sheffield, and they have now had more than 70 consecutive QSO’s without a miss. G3NHE hopes to be back on 70 cm. soon—as soon, that is, as he solves the mystery of why the front end AF239 in the trough-line pre-amp blows...
What the Auroral Curtain can look like when viewed in northern parts. This picture, sent in by GM3ZVB, was taken off Scalloway, not far from Lerwick, Shetland Is. (the white blobs in the foreground are the town lights). The phenomenon of the Aurora Borealis, one of the most remarkable of natural manifestations, can have a profound effect on VHF propagation while the display, sometimes known as the Northern Lights, lasts.

up every time he switches the Tx on, even though the antenna is disconnected from it and the supply volts are off! G8EMS is now QRV from Leeds on this band with 12 watts to a QQV03-20A PA, Microwave Modules converter and a 46-ele. beam at 45ft. He is on most weekends. G3SMU (Manchester) is also on 70 cm. running 30 watts to a Multibeam. He copies GB3GEC at any time in spite of the intervening terrain, and the fact that he is less than 100ft. a.s.l.

* * *

G2DQ is having a bit of trouble with breakthrough on the electronic organ in the local Chapel. CQ and Hymns A. & M. don't mix too well! G3WMR had to leave his car behind in the Channel Islands, after his DX-expedition there, as it could not be transported during the recent dock strike. Understand he has it back now. G4ABR apologises to all those who called him in vain on August 13. His Rx was on the blink!

G8AGL would like to hear from any amateur holding a current pilot's licence who would be interested in attending an aeronautical rally. Write to him at The Hull Aero Club, Paull, East Yorkshire.

GW3ZTH draws attention to the fact that we should pass through the tail of the Giacobinids meteor shower during October 8/9. This shower has a 13-year period, but was deflected and missed the earth in 1959. The 1946 pass gave superlative DX conditions with a count rate of 400/Min., which is really stupendous, and the forecast for this one is that it might be just as good. If you do miss it, then the Leonids between November 14-18 and the Geminids over December 10-14 are likely to yield good results.

Deadline
Deadline for the next issue is October 6. The address for news, views, claims and comments remains “VHF Bands”, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM. Cheers for now and 73 de G3DAH.

Stop Press: Balloon Sonde N5 went up from Nancy at 1437z on Sunday, Sept. 17. The translater failed at 1514z, at a height of 5000 metres. The only known contacts were by F9FT (Reims) with some DL's; the operating procedure was “in-signal” on 70 cm., “out” on two metres, as explained in this space p.360, August and p.427, Sept.

No U.K. contacts have been reported and, so far as is known, none were made. Geography and wind direction suggest that QSO's from the U.K. would not have been very likely, anyway, unless the balloon had got much higher.

A.H.D.

COMPLETION OF GOONHILLY III

Marconi Communication Systems, Ltd. have just handed over to the GPO the third earth station at the massive satellite communication complex at Goonhilly Downs, Cornwall.

Working with an Intelstat IV satellite, the station has a total capacity of 1800 telephone channels and a colour TV channel. Features of the design of Goonhilly III include the use of microstrip receivers, four wideband transmitters each with a peak output power of 10 kW in the 6000 MHz frequency band, and a 978ft. dia. aerial. Automatic tracking of the satellite is attained, by an auxiliary mode feed system; this provides error signals at the satellite beacon frequency enabling a servo control system to drive the aerial in both elevation and azimuth until the error signals are reduced to zero, when the aerial is aligned with the satellite.

For this month's Small Advertisements, see pp.513-520
The Mobile Scene

More Rally Reports and Pictures — Last of the Season

The Rally Season is just about winding up, with only two more events to go—at Peterborough on October 1 and Sheffield on November 4. The latter, only just notified, is to be a two-day affair (Fri.-Sat.) and will combine with a Telecommunications Exhibition. As well as the usual Rally attractions, there will be displays and demonstrations by the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air Force—with their equipment—the West Yorkshire Police, the A.A. and "Radio Sheffield" (BBC). The University is also involved on the electronics side. This is an unusually enterprising, not to say ambitious, effort and though so late in the season and not on a Sunday, should be well supported.

Once again, the annual Derby Mobile Rally on August 13 was a great success, the total attendance being estimated at 5,000, with about twelve hundred cars in the parks. The 20 or so trade stands were accommodated in nine separate rooms, good support being given by a number of our regular advertisers, including Strumec of Walsall, necessarily outside with one of their towers. As always, a good programme had been arranged, the draw for the raffle probably being the main attraction. Two effective talk-in stations—G3ERD/A on 160m. and G2D/A on two metres—were kept busy with such a large /M attendance. Once again, the organising committee under the chairmanship of Tom Darn, G3FGY, put on a very good show for their 15th occasion. And, into the bargain, it was a beautiful day!

Also on August 13, the Torbay Amateur Radio...
For the Derby occasion in August, one of the 20 or so trade stands was that of Echelford Communications, of 11 The Broadway, Kingston Road, Staines, Middlesex.

Society held their Rally, again at the Newton Abbot Rugby Football Club ground. They had an attendance of about 400 in 125 cars, some 25 of which were fitted mobile; at least 100 holders of callsigns were present. One of their attractions was the successful (because of the Wx) demonstration of radio-controlled model aircraft flying by the Plymouth club. Talk-in was given on Top Band and two metres. The organisers feel that they scored a modest success, in that their visitors appeared to enjoy it all.

The East Kent Radio Society held their first-ever Rally in Canterbury on Sunday, August 20. Although only a small Club, the organisation indicated that a lot of work had been put into the venture, which included a limited number of trade stands and a raffle. Talk-in stations operated on 160m. and 2m., the latter having been particularly well thought out, with a general-coverage vertical antenna and a 45° Yagi beamed up the M2 Motorway to cope with either halo's or whips on the mobiles; both AM and NBFM facilities were available on the mobile calling channel. The attendance, while not numerically great, was enthusiastic.

The Thanet Radio Society Rally at King George Park, Ramsgate, on Sunday, September 10 was not as well attended as in previous years, probably due to the poor weather the day before which did not augur well for the morrow. As usual, talk-in was given on Top Band and two metres and it is estimated that some 25 or so mobiles turned up, together with a sprinkling of local visitors.

**FINAL RALLY CALENDAR**

**October 1:** Peterborough Radio and Electronic Society Rally, to be held at Walton School, Mountstevens Avenue, Peterborough, 11.0 a.m. till 5.0 p.m., with talk-in by G3QS on 1980 kHz and G8FFC on 145-00 MHz. Entrance fee of 10p will also cover price of raffle ticket.—A. H. Jackson, 57 Peterborough Road, Castor (333), Peterborough.

**November 3-4:** Friday-Saturday Rally at Yewlands School, Creswick Lane, Grenoside, Sheffield, S30 3NN, in connection with the local Telecommunications Exhibition, open daily 9.0 a.m. to 9.0 p.m., with talk-in on 160 metres and two metres, signing GB3TEL and G3YLS. All the usual attractions, plus many others. Details and further information from P. Avill, G3TPX, 7 Moorland Crescent, Mapplewell, Barnsley, S75 6NS, Yorkshire.
THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS

By “Club Secretary”

(Deadline for November issue: October 6)

(Please address all reports for this feature to "Club Secretary", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham.)

ONCE again we come round to the writing up of “Clubs”—this time, our preamble concerns the question of a name for the club. While most clubs do adopt a name which gives a clear indication of their “service area” there are some which do not give any clear indication of their whereabouts. One wonders whether such names are a good thing in the publicity context, if they result in a potential member not realising that X-club is near enough for him to attend. After all, every month there are several groups which for one reason or another do not give a venue, and in many cases the secretary lives miles from the club Hq.

Now to the matter of MCC. On pp. 503, 507 appear the rules in full for MCC, taking place over the weekend November 4-5, also the Club Identification List. Please check them carefully—particularly as to the preparation of log sheets and the rule about possible disqualification—and note also that your identification code may not be the same as it was last year.

Clubs wishing for additional ident. codes, for “B” and/or “C” stations, should write in straight away (with an s.a.e.) so that codes issued can be included in the Supplementary List to appear in the November issue, due out on October 27. This also applies, of course, to Clubs which may not be included in the present List.

South-East England

Our first port of call is at Maidstone YMCA, who must be one of the best-equipped, in terms of premises, Clubs in the country. October 13 sees a Junk Sale, and on October 20 it is a Beginners’ Theory and Morse Night. October 27 is set aside for the informal, G3CAR will be on the air, and on the 29th someone will be giving a talk on Television.

Chiltern are lucky enough to have Hq. at the Ernest Turner works canteen, Totteridge Road, High Wycombe, where they get together twice monthly. On October 10, at the informal, G3CAR will be on the air, and on the 29th someone will be giving a talk on Television.

Clubs wishing for additional ident. codes, for “B” and/or “C” stations, should write in straight away (with an s.a.e.) so that codes issued can be included in the Supplementary List to appear in the November issue, due out on October 27. This also applies, of course, to Clubs which may not be included in the present List.

South-East England

Our first port of call is at Maidstone YMCA, who must be one of the best-equipped, in terms of premises, Clubs in the country. October 13 sees a Junk Sale, and on October 20 it is a Beginners’ Theory and Morse Night. October 27 is set aside for the informal, G3CAR will be on the air, and on the 29th someone will be giving a talk on Television.

Weekly meetings of the Shefford crowd take place at the Church Hall in Ampthill Road. On October 5, the subject is Astronomy, and on the 12th G2DJGF talks about the Technology of Valves. October 19 is set aside for last-minute details for the annual dinner on the 21st to be cleared up, and on October 26 they have Dr. D. Tyte to discuss Lasers.

How nice to hear from a Club devoted to radio where the interest is really high—Bicester are very pleased with themselves because four of their members, including the hon. secretary, all went up to London to take and pass the Morse Test. What’s more, they say, one of the four was “a G8 who persevered!” You can find them any Friday evening—details from the Secretary at the address in the Panel, p.504.

At Edgware the gang seem quite happy in their new place, at Watling Community Centre, 145 Orange Hill Road, where they will go on October 12 for the lecture meeting and on the 26th for an Informal.

G8ENX for Burnham Beeches sent her letter in early this time, as she doubted whether it would be possible to get a letter off in the aftermath of VHF/NFD—one hopes it was not a catastrophe! Seriously, they meet at Hedgerley Scout Hut on October 5 for the Construction Contest, and October 19 for a Film Show.

Fiftieth Year

Not only is the Medway Club fifty years old, it is happy to be able to have one of the founder members, G6NU. Bill Nutton, as their president in this fiftieth year. It is interesting to notice that a formal meeting as early as 1925 could attract as many as sixty people! To celebrate, there is a dinner and dance to look forward to, some time in November. Meanwhile, the group foregathers every Friday evening at the Aurora Club in Gillingham, 7.30 p.m. onwards.

Not so far away, in Tunbridge Wells, is the Arts Centre, in Monson Road; this is the Hq. of the West Kent group, where they meet on alternate Fridays. October 6 is down for consideration of Audio, by G3TXZ and G3ZYP. As for October 20, they are having an Open Evening, to which the public are invited, at which they will have some short talks and demonstrations of what it is all about. A Good Idea, this one.

Over to Dunstable Downs, who have a place at Chews House, 77 High Street South, Dunstable every Friday evening. October 6 is called an “Idiot’s Construction Contest” and on the 20th they have a visit from G3GGK. The 13th and 27th are known as “between weeks,” when, presumably, the matter reigns supreme and the Tx is on the air.

Verulam have a change of venue to announce for the October date on Wednesday 18th. They will be entertaining Heathkit staff who are to talk and demonstrate
some of the kits, at the Civil Defence Hall, in the Chequer Street car-park, at 7.30 for 8.0 p.m.

"IARU and Region I" is the matter about which G2BVN is booked to speak to Cray Valley on October 5—IARU of course being the international organisation of Amateur Radio. This one is at the Congregational Church Hall, Court Road, Eitham, as is also the Natter on October 19.

On th Echelford where the lads get together on the second Monday and last Thursday of each month, at St. Martins Court, Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex. However, as we seem to be a bit out of phase with their publicity material we cannot tell you for certain what will happen in October, even though from past experience of writing this piece we can say something will be fixed up.

Acton, Brentford and Chiswick next, where the form is a once-monthly session at Chiswick Trades and Social Club, 88 High Road, Chiswick, the October one being on the 17th, when there will be a film show—a mixed selection to which all are invited.

Now that the autumn session has started the Brighton Technical College group will also be in full swing—all the details were to be settled between the writing of their letter and the appearance of the piece complete, so interested people should write to G2CMH at the address

| MCC—TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL TOP BAND CLUB TRANSMITTING CONTEST |
| RULES |
| 1. **Duration:** Saturday, November 4, and Sunday, November 5; on both days between the hours of 1700 and 2100 GMT (eight operating hours in all). |
| 2. **Frequency and Power:** All contacts to be made in the 1800-2000 kHz band, using CW, with a power input not exceeding ten watts to the final stage. |
| 3. **Call-Signs:** Where a Club has its own call-sign, that is to be used; if no club call-sign is held, the call of a nominated member may be used. |
| 4. **Scoring:** Other Club stations may be worked once in each session, the contacts counting three points each time. Non-club stations may be worked once in each session, to count for one point each time. |
| 5. **Contest Exchanges:** Inter-Club contacts will take the form of an exchange of RST plus the allocated Club Ident. Code. (See p.506.) Non-club contacts to be an exchange of RST and QTH. |
| 6. **Logs:** The contest logs are to be legibly set out as follows: One side only of quarto or foolscap sheets should be ruled into nine columns, with the Club name and call-sign on every sheet. Col. 1, Date and Time; Col. 2, Call of station worked; Col. 3, Outgoing exchange; Col. 4, Incoming exchange; Col. 5, Outgoing RST (non-club); Col. 6, Incoming RST (non-club); Col. 7, QTH of non-club station, Col. 8, QSO Points. Col. 9, points claimed after multiplier applied. |
| 7. **Final Tabulation:** To each Club contact, apply the correct Zone multiplier. To each non-club contact, regardless of distance, apply a multiplier of ten. Total the points claimed after multiplying to obtain final score. This, together with a declaration that the station was operated within the rules and spirit of the Contest, and comments on the Rules, equipment used, experiences, and so on, should be on the front sheet of the entry (Multiplier table on p.507). |
| 8. **Disqualification:** This is at the discretion of the invigilators, and reasons will be given. Typically, disqualification could result from a consistently rough signal, deliberate interference with other stations, over-driving of a transceiver producing strong key-clicks or a spread of spurious, unnecessarily long CQ calls or abbreviated call-signs. |
| 9. **Contest Call:** Call “CQ MCC” only. Shortened c/s must not be used. |
| 10. **Entries:** Logs, addressed to “Club Secretary”, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM, must be posted to arrive not later than Friday, November 17. Results will appear in the January 1973 issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, due out on December 29. The Editor’s decision is final on all matters affecting the Contest. |
in our Panel, below.

The secretary for Thames Valley writes to say that they have the first Wednesday in each month at the Three Pigeons, Portsmouth Road, Long Ditton, the October session being for G3BPM, who will be talking about Test Gear—not the super-duper sort but the stuff we have in our shack to do our tasks with.

Westeries

Places, not gales. Torbay have discontinued their Friday sessions for the winter season; in addition there are alterations going on at Hq. so that the R.A.E. class can sit in the erstwhile shack and get some peace and quiet for their studies. The venue is Bath Lane, rear of 94 Belgrave Road, Torquay, and the October speaker G3ABU. Further details from the hon. secretary—see Panel.

A quiet Summer Season is reported by the secretary of the North Devon gang, but attendances will, as ever, perk up once holidays and lawnmowers are out of the way. October 11 is for a Tape Lecture on VHF, and a ragchew is planned for October 25, both at Crinnis, High Wall, Sticklepeth, Barnstaple.

The Plymouth group seem to be livelier than for some time past, and of late have been up to all sorts of activities of a "summery" nature. The Club meets on the first and third Tuesday in the month, at Virginia House, Bretonside.

For anyone visiting Cornish this month, we have to refer you to hon. secretary—see Panel—as there is to be a change of meeting-place for this month only. The usual form is to go to the SWEB Clubroom, Pool, Camborne, on the due date, but on October 5, they will be somewhere else.

Thursdays at the Youth Centre, 31 The Park Yeovil is the place and time for meeting the locals. On October 26 there will be a tape lecture as an extra attraction.

GI, GM and The North

October 6 is the date for the next meeting of the Bangor, Co. Down, Club, when GI3YMY and GI3WUO

---

**Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue:**

**ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK:** W. G. Dyer, G3GEH, 188 Gunnersbury Avenue, London, W3-8LB.

**BANGOR:** E. R. Sands, GI2FHN, 25 Moira Park, Bangor, Co. Down, BT2-3BY.

**BASINGSTOKE:** P. Sterry, G3CBU, Ashley, Orchard Road, Salisbury Gardens, Basingstoke, Hants.

**BEDFORD:** J. Bennett, G3FWA, 47 Ibbet Close, Kempston (2427), Beds.

**BICESTER:** D. E. Williams, 2 Poundon, Bicester, Oxon.

**BRACKNELL:** S. Jewell, G8EMY, 3 Tenth Avenue, Garstons Park, City Road, Tilehurst, Reading.

**BRIGHTON:** (Tech. Coll.): R. J. Henley, G2CMH, 35 Wilmington Way, Brighton, BN1-8JH.

**BRITISH RAILWAYS:** L. C. Carter, G8B1-IE, 68 Max Road, Quinton, Birmingham, 32. (01-422 787.)

**BIRKENHEAD:** Mrs. M. Worbey, G3XVC, 13 Poundon, Birkenhead, Cheshire.

**BIRKHEAD:** Mrs. M. Longson, 4 Chester Road, Wold Road, Hull.

**BISKET:** J. McAllister, 13 St. James' Close, Oadby, Leics.

**BLOODSWORTH:** Mr. E. Masson, G3PSP, 62 Coldharbour Lane, Battersea, London, SW2-5JQ.

**BORDER:** H. Simmons, 343 Holyrood Crescent, Edinburgh, Edinburgh, EH13-1LF.

**BOWERS:** J. Hardingham, Woodbine Cottage, Dearham, Northumberland.

**BPUTEY:** D. L. McLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil, Somerset.

**BURY & ROSSENDALE:** F. S. Burnett, G3RSM, 13 Rhiwlas Road, Rossendale, Lancs.

**CABIN:** J. Hardingham, 48 Claringburn, 49 Fernleigh Avenue, Keyham, Plymouth.

**CABINET:** C. B. Seaman, G3ATF, 40 Park Road, Reading.

**CAMBRIDGE:** B. Muller, 2 Pembroke College, 18 Pembroke Street, Cambridge, CB2-1QY.

**CAMBERLEY:** J. S. T. Smith, G3PMS, 39 Oldlands Road, Camberley, Surrey.

**CAMPBELTOWN:** T. B. Campbell, G3PSS, 13 Albert Street, Campbeltown, Argyll, R41-4NR.

**CANTHAM:** R. E. B. T. Butler, 335 High Street, Beeston, Nottingham, NG9-6AA.

**CANTERBURY:** A. G. B. Helms, G4BCX, 94 Cotehele Avenue, Westdale Lane, Weston-super-Mare, North Somerset, BS25-6BH.

**CARTER:** L. C. Carter, G8B1-IE, 68 Max Road, Quinton, Birmingham, 32. (01-422 787.)

**CATHERINE:** J. G. Masson, G3PSP, 62 Coldharbour Lane, Battersea, London, SW2-5JQ.

**CENTRAL LONDON:** J. G. Masson, G3PSP, 62 Coldharbour Lane, Battersea, London, SW2-5JQ.

**CENTRAL SUSSEX:** J. G. Masson, G3PSP, 62 Coldharbour Lane, Battersea, London, SW2-5JQ.

**CROYDON:** P. L. C. Aitken, G3US, 132 High Street, Croydon, Surrey, CR0-4PH.

**CRYSTAL PALACE:** G. M. C. Stone, G3FLZ, 11 Liphook Crescent, London, SE2-3BN. (01-499 6940.)

**CUBBINGTON:** Mr. E. Masson, G3PSP, 62 Coldharbour Lane, Battersea, London, SW2-5JQ.

**CULVERING:** Mrs. M. Longson, 4 Chester Road, Wold Road, Hull.

**CUMBERLAND:** J. S. T. Smith, G3PMS, 39 Oldlands Road, Camberley, Surrey.

**CURASWELL:** J. E. Drakeley, 26 Carolina Avenue, Curaswell, Isle of Bute, PA39 6QH.

**CRAY VALLEY:** P. F. Vella, G3WPW, 78 Hurst Road, Sidcup, Kent.

**CRICKLEWOOD:** J. A. Rainbow, G8BOK, 14 Temple Road, Bishopthorpe, York, YO2-1QN.

**CRIPPLETON:** J. A. Rainbow, G8BOK, 14 Temple Road, Bishopthorpe, York, YO2-1QN.

**CRITHLING:** M. J. Connell, 38 White Close, High Wycombe, Bucks.

**CROYDON:** P. L. C. Aitken, G3US, 132 High Street, Croydon, Surrey, CR0-4PH.

**CRONKITH:** J. A. Rainbow, G8BOK, 14 Temple Road, Bishopthorpe, York, YO2-1QN.

**CROYDON:** P. L. C. Aitken, G3US, 132 High Street, Croydon, Surrey, CR0-4PH.

**CROYDON:** P. L. C. Aitken, G3US, 132 High Street, Croydon, Surrey, CR0-4PH.

**CROYDON:** P. L. C. Aitken, G3US, 132 High Street, Croydon, Surrey, CR0-4PH.
A group of Chester & District Amateur Radio Society members, very active in the North-West, on a recent field-day occasion, when they were signing G3GIZ (their own call) with the support of some 20 of their membership. Working all bands with a KW-2000 into an inverted-Vee, 251 contacts were made.

Will be showing how easy it is to make a printed circuit board—and, what is more, they have hopes that by the end of the talk the board will look right for an AF oscillator for the Morse classes! The main meeting is on the first Friday in each month, but they are also open for a natter every Wednesday, both types of activity being at the Borough Gymnasium, Hamilton Road.

Warrington's Hq. is at Alford Hall, Manchester Road, and they are there on October 3 for G4AUX to discuss the PSU for the Club station, and October 17 for a talk on Printed-Circuit making.

A most important meeting appears in the October schedule at Thornton Cleveleys, by way of the AGM on the 18th; before that, the October 4 session is down for a playing of the W1BB tape lecture. Venue is the St. John Ambulance Brigade Hq., off Fleetwood Road North, behind the Police Station.

The Annual General Meeting is also on the books at Wirral on October 18, at the Sports Centre—ex-Drill Hall, Grange Road West, Birkenhead; October 4 is presumably their Natter session.

Sad to say, the West of Scotland letter got hung up n the mails and so missed us last time out; but we note they have something going on every Friday evening, quite apart from their efforts in the way of the Scottish VHF Convention on October 1 at Shawlands Hotel, Glasgow.

Weekly meetings are also the thing at Hartlepool, theirs being on Mondays. October 2 is down for G8DKU and Mr. Whitworth to talk about Digital Frequency Measurement. This is followed on the 9th by a Bring-and-Buy Sale, and on the 16th the Club call, G3IDV, goes on Two. A talk, of some sort to be decided, comes up on October 23, and the month is rounded off by a discussion of the future club involvement in HF and VHF contests. With such a programme ahead then they should prosper, after a rather lean period over the past couple of years.

For October in Bury and Rossendale we look to the Newsletter, which tells us that there is a talk about the Oddities of TVI and BCI, to be given by G2IBTO, on October 9 at the George Hotel, Market Street, Bury.

An interesting variation in the usual theme pops up in the Hull letter this month. They have October 6, for Microwaves, by G8EAH, then on the 13th, G3SSA has the rostrum for his bit on Semiconductors; October 20 is an Open Night, and on the 27th there is the Photographic Club, and guest speaker Mr. Green. Since so many radio types take up photography as a second activity this is may be far from being as odd as it might seem.

The Thursday-evening get-togethers of the amateurs in and around Maryport continue as ever, under and Club name of Solway. The venue for these is the Educational Settlement, Castle Hill, Maryport.

Glenrothes assure us they are still going, and meeting on the 1st Sunday each month at the Old Nursery School Buildings, Dougal Road, Leslie. Their new hon. secretary is Andrew Givens, GM3YOR—of whom we seem to have heard in another connection!

**The Midlands**

Leicester make participation in exhibitions a big thing, and also do quite a bit in the way of portable and contest activity. They are lucky to have their own place, where they can meet on Sunday mornings or Monday evenings each week, at Gilroes Estate Farm Cottage, Groby Road, Leicester. At the time of writing the programme for the coming months was not finalised so for that we must refer you to their secretary, address as in Panel, opposite.

An informal in the Malt Shovel, High Street on October 3, is followed on October 17 by the all-important AGM, at 1930 sharp, to make up the month's activities at Solihull.

Worcester have just gone through their AGM, and so it is hardly likely they will be able to give us any detail on the doings at the session they have at the Crown Hotel on October 2.

We really are in a confusion over the date for the Midland October meeting, as two different dates are noted in the copy of the Newsletter which we have at hand! Perhaps the best thing under the circumstances is for a prospective member or visitor to contact G8BHE—see Panel. However, we can say with certainty that they get together, as they have done for so many years now, at the Birmingham and Midland Institute, in Margaret Street.

No mistaking it from the Slade letter, though;
IDENTIFICATION CODES FOR CLUBS IN "MCC"

**Zone A—Scotland**
- Aberdeen A2
- Ardeer A3
- Border A4
- Dundee (Tech. Coll.) A5
- Falkirk Group A6
- Glasgow University A7
- Glenrothes A9
- Greenock A9
- Heriot-Watt Univ. A22
- Inverness A23
- Lothians A24
- Mid-Lanarkshire Group A25
- Moray Firth A26
- Pentlands A27
- Radio Club of Scotland A28
- Spey Valley A29
- West of Scotland A32

**Zone B—Northern England**
- Ainsdale B2
-Billingham B3
- Bishops Rawsthorne B4
- Blackpool and Fylde B5
- Bolton B6
- Bradford B7
- Burn and Rossendale B8
- Carlisle B9
- Chorley B22
- Cleveland B23
- Cumbeth, Lancs. B24
- Cumberland B25
- Dial House, Salford B26
- Eccles B27
- Fulford B29
- Fylingdales B32
- Halifax B33
- Hallamshire B34
- Hartlepool B35
- Hull B36
- Leeds B36
- Leyland Hundred B38
- Lindholme R.A.F. B39
- Liverpool B42
- Liverpool (University) B43
- Manchester Group B44
- Manchester (University) B45
- Manchester (I.S. & T.) B46
- Mexborough B47
- Morpeth B48
- Newcastle-on-Tyne (University) B49
- Northern Heights B52
- North Liverpool B53
- Northumbria B54
- N.W. Durham B55
- Otley B57
- Preston B58
- Rotherham B59
- St. Helens B62
- Scarborough B63

**Zone C—Midlands**
- Sheffield B64
- Sheffield (University) B65
- Southport B66
- S. Shields B67
- Spen Valley B68
- Star, Leeds B69
- Sunderland B72
- Thornton Cleveleys, Lancs. B73
- Tynside B74
- Wakefield B75
- Westmorland B76
- West Riding Contest B77
- White Rose, Leeds B78
- York B79
- Durham Contest B82
- Northumbria Contest B83
- Catterick B84
- East Riding Group B85
- Manchester Contest B86

**Zone D—Eastern**
- Bury St. Edmunds D2
- Cambridge D3
- Cambridge University D4
- Digby R.A.F. D5
- Grimsby D6
- Gristhorpe (Wheatleaves) D7
- Havenhill D8
- Ipswich D9
- Lincoln D22
- Lowestoft D23
- Norfolk D24
- Pye, Cambridge D25
- Scunthorpe D26
- Skegness D27
- Spalding D28
- Stowmarket D29
- Wattisham R.A.F. D32
- Wyndham D33

**Zone F(L)—Southern**
- Acton, Brentford and Chiswick F3
- Addiscombe F3
- AEḤR Harwell F3
- Ampfield, Hants. F3
- Ariel (BBC) F6
- Axe Vale F7
- Baden-Powell House, London F8
- Banbury F9
- Basingstoke F23
- Bedford F24
- Bicester F25
- Bishops Stortford F26
- Bracknell F27
- Brighton F28
- Bristol (Coll. of Tech.) F29
- Bristol (Shirehampton) F33
- Bristol (University) F34
- Brunel University, London F35
- Burnham Beeches, Bucks. F36
- Burnham-on-Sea F37
- Chelmsford F38
- Cheltenham G.S. F39
- Cheltenham F42
- Cheltenham Group F43
- Chesham F44
- Cheshunt F45
- Chichester F46
- Chilurn F47
- Chippenham F48
- Clacton F49
- Clifton F52
- Colechester F53
- Crawley F54
- Cray Valley F55
- Crystal Palace F56
- Culham, Berks. F57
- Dartford Heath F58
- Dorking F59
- Dunstable Downs F62
- Dursley F63
- Ealing F64
- East Barnet F65
- East Kent F66
- Echelford, Middlesex F67
- Edgware F68
- Fareham, Hants. F69
- Fareham Group F72
- Fawley, Hants. F73
- Finchley F74
- Gosport F76
- Govt. Comm., Cheltenham F77
- Grafton F78
- Greenford F79
- Guildford F82
- Harlow F83
- Harrow F84
- Havering F85
- Henley Hampstead F86
- Henley G.S. F87
- High Wycombe F88
- Hillingdon F89
- Horsham F92
- Isle of Wight F93
- Kingston F94
- Leyton and Walthamstow F95
- Loughton F96
- Luton F97
- Maidenhead F98
- Maidstone YMCA F99
- Marconi Apprentices, Chelmsford L2
- Medway L3
- Mid-Herts. L4
- Mid-Sussex L5
- Minehead L6
- Nailsworth, Glos. L7
- Newbury L8
- Newham, London L9
- North Bucks. L22
- Northern Poly., London L23
- North Kent L24
- Oxford L25
- Paddington L26
- Purley L27
- Racial, Berks. L28
- Reading L29
- Redbridge, London L32
- Reigate L33
- R.M., Portsmouth L35
- R.N., Petersfield L36
- Royal Signals L37
Silver Wing (BEA) Silverthorn, Shefford R.A.F. Locking Zone J: All EI/GI/GD. Zone H: All GD Zones. Zone F Zone D: same for both stations (see Scoring Table). The Zones are as follows: Club is defined by the Zone letter sent and received, and will be the

St. Lawrence's, Isle of Purbeck, Adur, Sussex Yeovil Worthing Winchester Wimbledon Winchcombe Worcester Woodford Woodside, Isle of Wight Wiltshire Wimborne West Kent Wessex Winchester Worthing Yeovil Adur, Sussex Isle of Purbeck, Dorset

Zone H—All GW Counties

St. Lawrence’s, Bodmin Zone K—Channel Islands

St. Lawrence’s, Bodmin Zone G—South-Western

THE MCC ZONES

The Zone in which a Club is located is indicated by the initial letter of the Zone. Code: The multiplier for a contact with another Club is defined by the Zone letter sent and received, and will be the same for both stations (see Scoring Table). The Zones are as follows:

Zone A: All Scottish counties.

Zone B: Northern England—Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland and Westmorland, Lancashire and Yorkshire.


Zone D: Eastern—Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk and Lincolnshire.


Zone G: South-Western—Devon and Cornwall.

Zone H: Wales—All GW counties.

Zone J: All EI/GI/GD.

Zone K: Channel Isles.

The Zone in which a Club is located is indicated by the initial letter of the Zone. Code: The multiplier for a contact with another Club is defined by the Zone letter sent and received, and will be the same for both stations (see Scoring Table). The Zones are as follows:

Zone A: All Scottish counties.

Zone B: Northern England—Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland and Westmorland, Lancashire and Yorkshire.


Zone D: Eastern—Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk and Lincolnshire.


Zone G: South-Western—Devon and Cornwall.

Zone H: Wales—All GW counties.

Zone J: All EI/GI/GD.

Zone K: Channel Isles.
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MULTIPLIERS TO BE APPLIED TO CLUB CONTACTS.

Contact with own Zone, multiplier 10

Contact between Zones A and B(V) 11 Contact between Zones C(X) and H 11

A .. G(X) 13 C(X) .. J 13
A .. G 15 C(X) .. K 15
A .. D L7 13 D .. F(L) 11
A .. F(L) 15 D .. F(L) 11
A .. G 17 D .. G 15
A .. H 13 D .. H 12
A .. J 15 D .. J 15
A .. K 13 D .. K 15
B(V) .. C(X) 11 F(L) .. G 11
B(V) .. D 13 F(L) .. H 11
B(V) .. F(L) 13 F(L) .. J 15
B(V) .. G 15 F(L) .. K 15
B(V) .. H 13 G .. H 11
B(V) .. J 13 G .. J 15
B(V) .. K 20 G .. K 12
C(X) .. D 11 H .. J 11
C(X) .. F(L) 11 H .. K 12
C(X) .. G 12 J .. K 12

Contact with non-Club station, regardless of location, attracts multiplier of 10.

N.B. Letters (L), (V) and (X) to accommodate possible late-entry stations in B, C and F Zones, and Clubs wishing to run two or more stations. (Code to be applied for before October 10.)

EXAMPLES FOR OPERATING

Coventry works Derby and sends 579C9, receives 579C22: Aberdeen works Jersey and sends 559A2, receiving 549K3.

EXAMPLES FOR SCORING

Coventry works Derby. Each claims three points times multiplier of ten, equals thirty points.

Aberdeen works Jersey. Each station claims three points times multiplier of twenty, equals sixty points.

cont'd from p.505

October 6 for a display of members own equipment, and the 20th for a "Knight of the Round Table" evening, to which you are invited to bring your question, ideas and whatever.

It must be quite a time since last we heard from Sutton Coldfield, where on October 9 they have a talk on VHF Operating Techniques—and who can do such a talk better than G3BA? However, to get the details on the Hq. address, we have to refer you to G8AVU, as in Secretaries Panel.

Friday night is club-night at Coventry where the October 6 date is down for their AGM. Then comes a Night-on-the-Air on the 13th, followed by Beginners' Night on the 20th, the night being nicely finished off by a trip to the Enterprise Bakeries.

It is also a Fridays pattern at South Manchester, where October 6 sees G4AOK talking about the uses of an Oscilloscope, and October 13th the showing of three films. October 20 is for G3MT to talk about and demonstrate the building and use of a Grid Dip Oscillator, and October 27 is still at the time of writing not finalised. Then, for the keen types, there is the VHF group, who...
### SHORT CLUB NOTICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLUB NAME</th>
<th>HEADQUARTERS LOCATION</th>
<th>MEETING DAY MONTHLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basingstoke</td>
<td>Chineham House, Popley</td>
<td>October 7, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford</td>
<td>The Dolphin, Broadway, Bed ford</td>
<td>Thursdays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bracknell</td>
<td>Coopers Hill Centre</td>
<td>October 2, 16, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Palace</td>
<td>Emmanuel Church Hall, Barry Road, S.E.23</td>
<td>October 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartford</td>
<td>Broombill Road, Dartford</td>
<td>October 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsham</td>
<td>Guide Hall, Dene Road</td>
<td>October 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Heights</td>
<td>Peat Pitts Inn, Ogden, Halifax</td>
<td>Wednesdays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham</td>
<td>Sherwood Community Centre, Mansfield Road</td>
<td>Thursdays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>White Horse, Kidmore End Road, Emmer Green</td>
<td>October 10, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrey</td>
<td>Swan and Sugarloaf, Croydon</td>
<td>October 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyneside</td>
<td>Community Centre, Vine Street, Wallsend</td>
<td>Mondays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York</td>
<td>British Legion, 61 Micklegate, York</td>
<td>Thursdays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B.—In each case the Secretary's name and address appears in the Panel on p.504.

---

get together separately on Monday evenings. The Friday dates, incidentally are taken at Sale Moor Community Centre, Norris Road, Sale.

About once a year we hear from Melton Mowbray, with a notice for the AGM—but this year they sent it in too late for inclusion. However, enough is still valid for us to say they are still getting together at the St. John Ambulance Hall, Asfordby Hill. For further details we refer you to G3NVK, who will no doubt be pleased to give you the details.

**Another 50th Anniversary**

Wolverhampton have been very active and are now celebrating their 50th year of continuous existence, in connection with which a booklet *Wireless in Wolverhampton, 1922-1972* has been published. With their exhibition at the local Art Gallery & Museum and a station at the GKN Sankey Sports Ground at Telford, they have been brought in contact with "Radio Birmingham" of the BBC, which has brought them good over-the-air publicity. Their AGM is on Monday, October 2.

**The Nationals**

First in this pile are the Royal Navy whose Newsletter is always, for this writer anyway, worth a read and a chuckle, and sometimes has something quite serious to say. Anyone who has a connection with the Royal Navy will find it well worth joining—for details, find the secretary's name and address in the Panel.

R.A.I.B.C. and its newsletter, *Radial*, is as it has always been—a boon and a blessing to the handicapped members of the Amateur Radio fraternity, whether SWL or licensed, sighted or blind. However, such unfortunates usually need to be put in touch with the Club. And, of course, to achieve its “helping hand” the Club needs lots and lots of supporters who are game to help in whatever small way they can. Details, from the Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel.

Then we have British Rail, and for this reader at least, their Newsletter is made memorable by the letters which come in from WA5VFV, concerning railway activity and history in the States; details of the club can be obtained from the Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel.

**In Conclusion**

That's it for this time—except to remind you about MCC and also that the closing date for next "Month with The Clubs" is October 6, latest, reports to be addressed: "Club Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM. Keep the fire in till we meet again.

---

"CARE AND FEEDING OF POWER GRID TUBES"

**A Review**

First published in 1967 this Manual has had neither the publicity nor the distribution it deserves. Compiled as it is by the Eimac Division of Varian much of the data, and many of the worked examples of typical designs, relate to the 4CX series of Eimac valves, but as these are readily available in this country, usually under the same type numbers the information it contains will be of value to constructors in the U.K. who have high power linear amplifiers in prospect.

Opening with a description of the valves externally, succeeding chapters cover electrical design considerations in great detail, including practical worked examples of use in Class-C as well as linear modes. Special attention is paid to keying, AM modulation methods, power supply considerations and stabilisation. Included with the manual is a performance computer, with the aid of which optimum designs for all operating modes can be worked out very easily.

A complete chapter is devoted to the use of these valves in SSB service, and further sections deal with neutralising problems, excitation and loading, harmonic suppression, two-tone testing, drive power requirements and the special precautions to be observed in VHF/UHF applications.

The Care and Feeding of Power Grid Tubes, available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE at £1.60 post free. The valves themselves, 4CX250, 4X150, etc., are to be found on the surplus market in large quantities, but the bases are more difficult to come by, and are expensive. If you want new equipment, then EMI-Varian Ltd., Russell House, Molesey Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey are the people to contact.

This comprehensive manual is thoroughly to be recommended for novice and expert alike.

A.H.D.
### SOUND BARGAINS

**GIANT POWER WAVEBAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER**

TUNE INTO THE WORLD WITH THIS AMAZING COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.

A truly exceptional unit in performance and looks—leatherette with stainless steel trim. Looks good everywhere. Use either as a portable with standard batteries or plug it directly into 230-240 volt domestic mains supply. 14 Transistors: 9 diodes: 1 thermistor, internal ferrite rod antenna plus telescopic aerial. Separate tone, volume and tuning controls with push-button selectors for the 8 WAVEBANDS. Complete with Hi-Fi earphone for personal listening.

- OUR PRICE £28.95 + 50p P. & P.

**MARKTYME**

(Dept. SW6), 372 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

Tel. 01-723 0094

Callers welcome Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

**G3ACQ OFFERS; CRYSTALS.**

Fair range of frequencies in amateur bands 1.8 to 30 MHz. Also a fair range of frequencies in 6-9-16-17-35-36-70-80 MHz for V.H.F. TRIO in stock 9R59DS - JR500 -.1 R310 YAESU MUSEN. S.W.B.—GDO 24-hour digitals, many test meters up to 25 different types in stock.

**G3XKF MINITENNA COMMUNICATIONS**

BIGGEST BARGAIN EVER.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!

K.W. SWR Bridge
K.W. L.P. Filter
12’ World Globe, internal lighting with mag. lens. Retail at £15

ALL THESE ITEMS FREE WITH EVERY

KW Atlanta Mk. II and p.s.u. purchased at £210

OFFERED FOR LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

J. Sharratt
8 Pebblemoor Edlesborough, Dunstable Beds. Tel. EATON BRAY 220297
HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS

PRESELECTORS

P.M. IIA This is a preselector covering from 1-8 to 32 Mc/s, in six overlapping ranges. Having a built-in antenna coupler to tune the antenna followed by a pentode to boost the signal up to 25 db, before it reaches the Rx. With internal power supply, mains On/Off, indicator lamp and primary fuse. Price £9.20.

P.M. IIB This is a preselector with the same spec. as above, 1-8 to 32 Mc/s. and antenna coupler except it is solid state with an F.E.T. plus Bipolar. Price £8.25.

Both these preselectors are recommended for use only with communication receivers.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS

Get acquainted with our calibrators:

P.M. IV 1 Mc/s. with 1,000 c/s modulation.

P.M. V 1 Mc/s. and 100 kc/s with 1,000 c/s modulation.

P.M. VIII 1 Mc/s., 100 kc/s. and 10 kc/s. with 1,000 c/s modulation. This one has the ability to be tuned zero beat to a frequency standard transmission as M.S.F.

Both P.M. V and P.M. VIII have integrated decade counters, nothing to go out of adjustment.

All the units are battery powered and as such are quite portable.

All give beats up to at least 30 Mc/s.

Prices at £5.75, £7.75 and £11.75 respectively.

Postage and packing, 25p.

25 stamp for illustrated leaflets

29 CARLYLE ROAD, NORWICH

RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK

49th Edition - 1972

The only technical publication to appear in the American all-time non-fiction best-seller list—the ARRL Handbook has sold over four million copies since the first edition in 1926. Presents Amateur Radio theory and practice in terms of application—is constantly revised and brought up-to-date, with proven, practical designs covering the whole field of Amateur Radio activity.

New edition in 25 chapters, fully indexed, 700 pages, illustrated with diagrams and photographs on nearly every page.

Is a constant and reliable source of reference for all technical problems, ideas and constructional projects associated with Amateur Radio. Has been recognised as the standard text for radio amateurs for more than 40 years. Of interest both as a technical manual and recommended for easy bedside reading for anyone interested in Amateur Radio.

Available from stock at £2-85 (limp cover) or £3-65 in hard-back. Post free, immediate delivery, securely packed.

G. W. M. RADIO LTD.

TWO METRE Transmitter sub units. Contain 2 x 6516, 2 x 6064, QV04-7 and 7T15 valves, £2, post paid. REED RELAYS for GJFWC keyer. 4 reed, normally open, 300 ohm coil, 15p each, post for any number 10p. Reed inserts 1.85” long (body length 1-12”), diameter 14”. Gold clad contacts switch up to 500ma at up to 250v. DC, 83p per dozen, 45-75 per 100, 82-75 per 1,000, post paid.

CALIBRATOR FREQUENCY CT432. 110/250 AC 12” x 6” x 7½”, 100 kc/s., 1 mc/s, and 10 mc/s. outputs from internal crystals. Provision for external crystals in the range 100 kc/s. to 10 mc/s., 4 front panel sockets suit most types. R.F. sources may be fed in and calibrated by beating against desired crystal. Audio output to headphone socket.

In Ministry packing and as new condition, £12-50, carriage paid.

METERS. 500 microamp calibrated 0-1 kilowattars, by Ernest Turner. Ohmeng 1” x 1”. Also same make and specification but just over 3” square, either type £1-25 post paid. 3” round sealed 100 microamp, £1 post paid. Crystal calibrators No. 10 made for Army 62 set, £2-50 post paid. Hygrometers, wet and dry bulb type, £1-25 post paid.

PLESSEY PRT61. 24v. 6 Channel remote Transmitter/Receiver, 116-132 Mc/s. QV04/7 output. Size 6” x 8” x 11”. Weight: 16 lbs. Good clean condition and complete with circuit giving details of heater connections for 12v. operation, and suggested connection details for 24v. operation. £3.65 in hard-back or £2.135 (limp cover) or £2.95 post paid.

REED RELAYS for G3FCW keyer. Contain 2 x 6516, 2 x 6064, QV04-7 and 7T15 valves, £2, post paid.

METERS. 500 microamp calibrated 0-1 Kilowatts, by Ernest Turner. Ohmeng 1” x 1”. Also same make and specification but just over 3” square, either type £1-25 post paid. 3” round sealed 100 microamp, £1 post paid. Crystal calibrators No. 10 made for Army 62 set, £2-50 post paid. Hygrometers, wet and dry bulb type, £1-25 post paid.

PLESSEY PRT61. 24v. 3 Channel remote Transmitter/Receiver, 116-132 Mc/s. QV04/7 output. Size 6” x 8” x 11”. Weight: 16 lbs. Good clean condition and complete with circuit giving details of heater connections for 12v. operation, and suggested connection details for 24v. operation. £3.65 in hard-back or £2.135 (limp cover) or £2.95 post paid.

NIXIE tube bases, 13 pin, 6 for £3.25, post paid. Pocket Dosimeters, £1 each and complete. £8.25 post paid. £500 microamps calibrated 0-1,750, £12-50 post paid.

All receivers and test equipment are in working order at time of dispatch.

Terms: Cash with order

Early ordering Wednesday

40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX

SPACEMARK LTD.

THORNFIELD HOUSE, DELAMER ROAD, ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE.

(Tel.: 061-292 8458)

All goods post-paid UK. Send stamp for Catalogue SP5.
BIG CASH SAVINGS on Partridge equipment when you order TRIO—

BUY NOW BEFORE V.A.T. AND THE ADVANCING YEN PUT A PREMIUM ON YOUR PLEASURE!

PARTRIDGE PACKAGE No. 1

9R59DS receiver .......................... £49.50
Matching headphones .................................. FREE
JOYSTICK VFA 1972 model .................. FREE
JOYMATCH III or 111A ...................... £11.00
Bit. feeder insulators, P/P, Insurance ............ FREE

Complete Receiving Station .................. £60.50

PARTRIDGE PACKAGE No. 2

JR110 receiver ................................ £75.00
Matching headphones .................................... FREE
JOYSTICK VFA 1972 model .................. FREE
JOYMATCH III or 111A ...................... £12.00
Bit. feeder, insulators, P/P, Insurance ............ FREE

Complete Receiving Station .................. £82.00

PARTRIDGE PACKAGE No. 3

JR599 receiver .............................. £185.00
Matching headphones .................................... FREE
JOYSTICK VFA 1972 model .................. FREE
JOYMATCH III or 111A ...................... £15.00
Bit. feeder, insulators, P/P, Insurance ............ FREE

Complete Receiving Station .................. £185.00

PARTRIDGE PACKAGE No. 4

TS/PS 515 transceiver ................... £120.00
Matching headphones .................................... FREE
JOYSTICK VFA 1972 model .................. FREE
JOYMATCH LO-Z 500 ATU ......... £7.00
Bit. feeder, insulators, P/P, Insurance ............ FREE

Complete TX/RX Station .................. £120.00

*PACKAGE REDUCTIONS ON PARTRIDGE SYSTEMS

9R59DS plus high quality, lightweight matching headphones, £57.50 delivered.

Trio Linear TL911, £140.00; Matching Headphones, £24.00 (+20p);
Trio TR7/100 2M. Car Transceiver, £69.50; Trio TR2200 2M. Personal transceiver, £62.50; CW filter (for TS5/15), £6.00; 10A filter for (JR310), £3.10; 100 kHz (Calibration Crystal), £3.10; OA2 (Mains Stabiliser), £60; B1015L P.T.T. Hand Mic. (for TS5/15), £35.

PARTRIDGE JOYSTICK VFA's: 1972 model, £41.00 (+40p); 1971 model, £3.00 (+40p); Indoor model, £7.00 (+40p); JOYMATCH ATU's: 111 and 111A, £11.00 (+40p); LO-2500, £160.00 (+45p).

PARTRIDGE BUDGET LINE:

DUAL PURPOSE ARTIFICIAL EARTH/AERIAL BANDSWITCH (complete Aerial and ATU system, or Artificial Earth—your choice), £4.50 (+30p).
TRIPLE PURPOSE 6 BAND ATU IN KIT FORM (6 amateur and BC bands), £4.50 (+50p).
TRIPLE PURPOSE 6 BAND ATU ASSEMBLED, £5.50 (+50p).

Carriage and Insurance extra for overseas orders.

Send 3p stamp for full illustrated details of Partridge products.

Telesales on request.

BOX 4

Telephone: 0843 61535 — Cheap periods 0843 62839

For advice and COD orders.

HANDBOOK OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

By Allan Lytel

Here is a collection of more than 200 practical transistorised circuits for use in counters, power controls, timers, indicators, photoelectric devices, power regulators, stabilisers, oscillators, power converters, and other applications. Schematic diagrams, parts lists, and descriptions of operation are included for each circuit.

To be a supplement and companion volume to author Lytel's previous book, Transistor Circuit Manual, many of the circuits employ such specialised semiconductor devices as silicon-controlled rectifiers, photo-cells, zener diodes, and tunnel diodes, in addition to standard diodes and transistors.

This book is a handy source of information on the design, operation, and application of a wide variety of transistorised circuits. Engineers, technicians, students, and hobbyists will find the circuits of interest and the material of value in research, development, experiments, and general studies of circuitry.

£2.35 post free

PRACTICAL WIRELESS CIRCUITS

There are more than 50 different circuits detailed in this book. Transistor receivers, in all, range from an ultra-simple crystal diode circuit to a very sophisticated 10-transistor communications Rx. Valve receivers cover MW, SW and FM. Transistor and valve amplifiers include preamplifier, P.A. and output stages.

There is a chapter on transmitters and transceivers, and another on transmitter and receiver circuits for control. Circuit Notes are given an extensive range of Tegta Gear covering everything from a simple Transistor Transmitter to a Counter, Modulator, Meter, Preamplifier, increases in Pocket Signal Trace (RF, AF and IF), also FM, Square-Wave and Noise Generators.

Some of the special circuits are a recording level meter for tape recorders, an electronic photographic timer and a crystal cell receiver. The first few simple circuits are accompanied by step-by-step instructions to enable the absolute beginner to gain enough experience with circuitry building to tackle the more complicated work.

£1.34 post free

49 EASY TRANSISTOR PROJECTS

This book is for the electronic hobbyist who is interested in developing projects that can be fun as well as useful. Most projects can be constructed in one evening using only a few inexpensive parts. Many of the parts can be salvaged from old radio and television chassis.

Each project is presented in an easy-to-understand way, with a parts list and a schematic diagram. Many value substitutions can be made in resistors and capacitors without affecting the end result. Projects showing the proper transistors, coils, and transformers are included.

Projects in this book, which include an AM radio, an FM receiver, light relay controls, audio amplifiers, code practice oscillators and test equipment—each designed with only two transistor types.

£1.01 post free

110 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PROJECTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

Integrated circuits are the most important new transistor devices to have been developed within the past decade. They are compact, easy to use and less expensive than their discrete transistor-resistor equivalents. This volume gives an entirely practical introduction to these devices by describing one hundred and ten constructional projects in which they can be used.

The projects range from simple low-power devices to complex test equipment and include a number of hi-fi circuits and logic circuits. The integrated circuits are used in circuits ranging from a simple diode circuit to a very sophisticated 10-transistor communications Rx. Valve receivers cover MW, SW and FM. Transistor and valve amplifiers include preamplifier, P.A. and output stages.

There is a chapter on transmitters and transceivers, and another on transmitter and receiver circuits for control. Circuit Notes are given an extensive range of Tegta Gear covering everything from a simple Transistor Transmitter to a Counter, Modulator, Meter, Preamplifier, increases in Pocket Signal Trace (RF, AF and IF), also FM, Square-Wave and Noise Generators.

The book should prove to be of practical interest to the professional engineer, the student and the amateur electronics constructor.

£1.22 post free

110 SEMICONDUCTOR PROJECTS

Due to the rapid advances in semiconductor technology, many engineers and certainly most amateurs have found it impossible to keep track of the new devices that become available because of the volume of readable information. This book introduces the reader to such outstandingly useful new devices as the field-effect transistor, uni-junction transistors, silicon-controlled rectifiers, silicon, planar transistors and integrated circuits, giving their properties and methods of operation, with full constructional details of many exceptionally useful circuits.

Of particular interest to the amateur are simple amplifiers, lamp and relay driving circuits, electronic switches—operated by light, sound or contact with water—and delay circuits ranging from a fraction of a second to 35 minutes. Among the many circuits which will be of interest to the practising engineer are such specialised semi-conductor devices as silicon-controlled rectifiers, photo-cells, zener diodes, and tunnel diodes, in addition to standard diodes and transistors.

£1.37 post free

Some of the Books described here are American in origin

The above prices include postage & packing.

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept., 55 Victoria St., London S.W.1

For more information on the inflated prices of American titles, please refer to the American Titels from FOULSHAM-SAMS section.

By Allan Lytel

The HANDBOOK OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS contains a selection of more than 200 practical transistorised circuits suitable for use in counters, power controls, timers, indicators, photoelectric devices, power regulators, stabilisers, oscillators, power converters, and other applications. It is a valuable reference book for engineers, technicians, students, and hobbyists alike. The circuits are designed for simple, low-power devices to complex test equipment, covering a wide range of applications from AM radios and FM receivers to light relay controls, audio amplifiers, code practice oscillators, and test equipment. Each project is presented in an easy-to-understand way, with a parts list and a schematic diagram.

£2.35 post free

PRACTICAL WIRELESS CIRCUITS contains more than 50 different circuits, including transistor receivers, valve receivers, and test equipment. The circuits range from ultra-simple crystal diode circuits to very sophisticated 10-transistor communications receivers. The book includes a chapter on transmitters and transceivers, with circuit notes for a range of applications from a simple transponder to a counter, modulator, meter, and preamplifier. Projects using integrated circuits for FM, square-wave, and noise generators are also included.

£1.34 post free

49 EASY TRANSISTOR PROJECTS is designed for the electronic hobbyist who is interested in developing projects that can be fun as well as useful. The projects range from simple diode circuits to very sophisticated 10-transistor communications receivers. The circuits are constructed using only two transistors, making them accessible to beginners. Projects include an AM radio, an FM receiver, light relay controls, audio amplifiers, code practice oscillators, and test equipment.

£1.01 post free

110 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PROJECTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR introduces the reader to the properties and methods of operation of integrated circuits, which are the most important new transistor devices to have been developed within the past decade. The book covers the integrated circuits used in a wide range of applications, from simple diode circuits to very sophisticated 10-transistor communications receivers.

£1.22 post free

110 SEMICONDUCTOR PROJECTS provides an introduction to the properties and methods of operation of semiconductor devices, such as the field-effect transistor, uni-junction transistors, silicon-controlled rectifiers, silicon, planar transistors, and integrated circuits. It is suitable for professional engineers, students, and amateur electronics constructors.

£1.37 post free
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

"SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE"

5p per word, minimum charge £1.00. No series discount. All charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 50% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Box Numbers 12p extra. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH OIF.

TRADE

HEADPHONES: To match Trio 9R-9D9S Receivers and any type offering low-impedance output. Of Japanese manufacture, light-weight, high quality, adjustable and foam padded for real comfort. Price £2-60. Also offering Trio 9R-9D9S, with these matching headphones, at £57-50, carriage paid. — Partridge Electronics, Broadstairs, Kent.

QSL Cards: For Tx, G8/3 and SWL, one to 4-colour designs; good selection; large s.a.e. for samples.—Printon Printers (R/Rose), 105 Fleetwood Street, Preston, Lancs.

NEW Boxed RF Tuning unit, variable switched capacitance-inductance, price 14p, postage 6p, P.C. plus 5p for 10p, post 3p any quantity. Large s.a.e. for lists (good 1 only).—Fearn, 1 Newton Street, Ulverston, Lancs.

QSL Cards for Tx and SWL. Send s.a.e. for samples stating which type required.—Beaumant, G5XV, 8 Ashfield Avenue, Morley, Leeds, LS27-04/D.

NOVEMBER Issue: Due out October 27. Single-copy orders 30p, post free, to reach us by Wednesday, October 25, for posting on October 26.—Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH OIF.

QSL CARDS and G.P.O. approved Logs (hardback), prompt delivery. Send 4p stamp for catalogue.—Akins Bros. Printers, Looe, Cornwall, PL13-ILA.

YORK PHOTO-AUDIO CENTRE. Yaesu FT-200, FT-101, FT-400X, YC-305, etc., all available ex-stock. Trio TS-515 Transceiver, £235 (new models), TR-2360 two-metre portable transceiver, £99-95, TR-7100 two-metre car transceiver, £99-50, and all existing models available from stock. Codar A.T.5 Mk. II, £22-50; PSU, £11-50; CR-70A Mk. II receiver, £27-50. Hameg: The full range of Calibrators, Converters and Preselectors ex-stock. Credit terms are available on all equipment of value £25 or over, with little or no deposit and up to 24 months to pay. We are prepared to consider your Camera Equipment in Part Exchange and we will accept good quality Communications Gear in exchange for Cameras or Hi-Fi apparatus. We stock Nikon, Pentax, Rollei, Minolta, Zenith, Olympus, etc., etc. and in our Hi-Fi Dept. we have B. & O. Trio, Sanyo, Yamaha, Koss, Sinclair, etc., etc.—51 Fossgate, York, YO12TF. Tel: 56176, or York 25789 after hours.

Teleradio Electronics: Stockists of Trio transceivers, Mobile communication and Hi-Fi equipment. — Inquiries welcomed at 325-7 Fore Street, Edmonton, London, N.1. Tel: 81-907 (3179).

S-METERS suitable for R.C.A. AR88 D/LF receivers, 2in. diameter, 3 metres scale deflection, right-hand zero, complete with detailed fitting instructions, price £4-75 each post paid. Also available, spares for AR88 D/LF receivers, send s.a.e. for list.—A. J. Reynolds, 5 Headland Way, Lingfield, Surrey.

READERS ADVERTISEMENTS

24p per word, minimum charge 50p payable with order. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 15p extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, SWIH OIF.

READERS

FOR SALE: 36ft. tower in 4ft. sections, with bolts, plates and 5ft. centre pole, £50.—Skinner, 61 Dudley Road, Bedfont, Middx.

SALE: Pye F.27 2-metre AM base station, Tx has 6 switchable channels (one xtal fitted), QV06-40A in PA, and Rx is transistor and tunable, £25. Dashmounted transistor Ranger working on 2 metres, Rx tunable, £14. Parabeam 70-cm. Yagi, £5. Four-metre 4-ae Yagi, £5.—Axford, Dorfold House, Londermere, Thorpe-le-Soken, Clacton, Essex.

SELLING: Heathkit SB-203 Rx, as new, ready built and aligned, complete with SSB and AM crystal filters (kit cost £187), accept £140 for quick sale. Giving up hobby.—Ring Portch, Walton-on-Thames CR6 9GQ.

SELLING: American UHF Rx, 75 to 1,000 MHz, £120. American Panoramic receiver, £25. American CRT D/F Rx, £8. Twin CRT unit, £5. £8 Set, £27. Seven UHF valves, £5. CRT unit Type 2, £25, CRT AC/PSU, £5, VHF Rx, 20 to 100 MHz, £15. AC/PSU Type 234, £5. Carriage extra, s.a.e. with enquiries please.—Hayward, Sunnyfields, Lighthouse Road, St. Margaret's Bay, Dover, Kent.

SALE: Lafayette D-A-600 Rx, new, few shop offers, £2-60. Buyer collects.—Bishop, G3ANK, Eagle House, High Street, Dovercourt, Essex.

FOR SALE: Two Mullard Valve Control units/amplifier, complete, £5-50. Bulk purchase offer for both. Carriage paid.—Elsworthy, 105 Fleetwood Street, Wisbech, Cambs.

FOR SALE: Pye Cambridge AM-10 High-Band R-T complete, £245.—Box No. 5099, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London SWIH OIF.


FOR SALE: Four-metre commercial gear (mobile transceivers and base stations), suitable for conversion to two-metre band. All units self-contained in good and unmodified condition. Genuine bargains. Why pay more? Hudson AM-105 transceivers, complete with xtal, £5. Also a few partly incomplete AM-105s suitable for spares, £2-50. PTT handsets (blue SGB), complete, built-in transistorised pre-amplifier, £1-50. PTT handsets (black), 50p. Crystals/Carriers/Components, adjustable, £1-25. Hudson AM-105 base station, Rx/Tx complete, £10. Matching desk mic., £1-50. Pye 7002 QRO base station, Rx/Tx complete, £15. RCUI/4 local/remote control units/amplifier, complete with power supply, speaker etc. — B.E. Farnell Ltd. Delivery guaranteed 24/48 hours via Securicor door-to-door at cost price. Smaller items plus postage. All enquiries answered, s.a.e. please.—Swindon, G3ANK, QTHR. (Tel: 01-907 6000).

FOR SALE: Two Mullard Valve Testers, with cards and bases, working and clean, £20 each or best offer for both. Carriage paid.—Elsworthy, 2a Steele House, High Street, Dovercourt, Essex.
GEIGER COUNTERS (For mains or portable battery use). Latest Home Office release and probably the last of this well known Contamination Meter No. 1. This very useful instrument is used for the measurement of Radio-Activity, indicated on an Internal Meter scale 0 to 10 milli Rontgen/Hour, a socket is also provided for additional sound Monitoring on Headphones. This instrument is housed in a strong light alloy case, placed in a carrying haversack with shoulder strap. Containing cable and hand held probe, Instruction card, plus the latest plug-in Vibrator Power Unit. Which uses current small transistor radio batteries (4 Mallory long life R12 or 4 Ever Ready H.P. or equivalent makes).

For Mobile use anywhere.

Meter Dose Rate Portable Trainer No. 1. This was used to train in the use of Geiger Counters. A very compact self-contained Geiger Counter, being very sensitive, radiation indicated on Internal Meter scales 0 to 3 Rontgen/Hour x 10–4. Unit contained in waterproof alloy case, which is hand held. Uses internal batteries (4 Ever Ready B105 and 1 U2 or equivalent makes). Not supplied. These have had little or practically no use, supplied as new in cartons. Few only, £59, carriage 50p.

SALE: Two-metre FET Converter, 28–30 MHz IF, new £8.50.—Bouthe, 3 Derwent Court, Thornbury, Bristol BS12 2BB (Tel: 752191) October, 1972.

SALE: R.C.A. AR88D receiver, £25.—Carr, G3VKA, 190 High Street, Uxbridge (358382), Middx.

SALE: Joystick indoor V.F.A., latest model (1972), 7ft. 6in. long, can be peaked at any frequency between 500 kHz and 30 MHz, £6. Also Joy-800A & 800B Aerial tuning unit, short-wave only, continuous coverage from 1 to 32 MHz £10; performance throughout this range. Both items brand new and in excellent condition. Callers.—Hale, 294 West Street, Dunstable, Beds.

SALE: 45A cooker unit, with 13 amp socket, modern, £1, 10mm "Skil" chuck, same thread as B. & D. but female, 50p. "Skil" bench grinder, £2. "Skil" orbital sander, £2. Transformer giving approx. 380-0-380v. 250mA, £2. Ditto with 6v. at about 5A, £3. Magnetophone hi-fi battery recorder, believed OK but case damaged by heat, £9. RELAYS: Four changeover contacts, good for at least 10A, coil 600 ohm 48v., 40p each, or 10 for £4. Assorted valves, mainly 6v, glass bases, believed good, common types, no guarantees, £2; would try to meet preferences.—Jarvis, GM8APX, QTH.

FOR SALE: Very good B.44, modified 70-26 MHz, together with R.220 Rx, modified 70-26 MHz. Both excellent, £20 the pair.—Ring Mellor, Shoreham-by-Sea 4107 (Sussex).

SALE: Swan 500CX with special separate CW filter unit, five hours' use only, £325 (cost £425). Also tunable 2m. IF, new, £30. Several other oddments available cheap.—Ring Goodbody, G3YQE, 01-662-7800 daytime; Romford 6119 evening.

SALE: Lafayette HA-350, amateur band receiver with manual, good condition. £55. WANTED: Circuit for R.209 receiver.—Hitchin, 259 Blackburn Road, Darwen, Lancs.

WANTED: Adcock-type HF D/F radiogoniometer, as used in R.A.F. D/F stations, ex-Hitler's War and since. Good price paid for a complete instrument with coax outlet connectors. State details and price expected. Appropriate operating manual also required.—Box No. 4332, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H-OHF.

FOR SALE: Creed Type 54N Teleprinter, £40. Terminal Unit 58E, working but not finished, £10. TDMS 5AB A.T.M., £20. GPO Type 66B PSU, 80-0-80v., £10—or £70 for The Lot. Also a m/n. Radio A.P.1003S in clean order £6.15; a.c. PSU £20; and a TCS-12 Rx, tuning 1-0 to 12 MHz, £8 Buyers to collect.—Lines, 3 Galmpton Court, Galmpton, Nr. Brixham, South Devon. (Tel: Churston 48791).

SELLING: Codar A.7.5 Tx. Mk.II, with PSU, £20. An HRO Rx, in clean working order, no PSU, £3.—Stapleton, 125 Gravesham Court, Gravesend (82824). Kent (Ring 821625).

SALE: Heathkit HW-17A two-metre Transceiver, with halo Ae. and DC/PSU, in mint condition. £50.—Healey, G3PFT, 39 Somerset Avenue, Rugley (2830), Staffs.

WANTED: Commando Tx T-18, ARC-5, for 2-1 to 3-0 MHz, must be in good working order. Details and price, please.—James, 13 Gwyn Road, Ramsay, Kent.

IN Their Own Interests, advertisers in these columns offering or requiring amateur-band Transmitting equipment are advised to mention their call-signs. There is no wordage charge for stating a call-sign.—Editorial Dept., Short Wave Magazine.


EXCHANGE OR SELL: Eddystone EC-10 Mk. II, with power pack and K.W. E-Zee Match ATU, both as new, £50. Or exchange for something covering 80-160m in audio and visual adjustment.—Blanchard, 7 Bowness Street, Stretford, Manchester N32 0EA.
FOR SALE: RSGB "Bulletin" Vols. 41-43, and "Short Wave Magazine" Vols. 20-26; all bound and in excellent condition, £1 each. — Levitt, Copse Lodge, Brighton Road, Burgh Heath, (55973), Surrey.

OFERING: Six unused ex-GPO valves type V241C/1K, AM Ref. No. 10CV/5049; all six or will divide. These are vintage types. — Butterfield, 2 Hertford Street, Ramsgate, Kent. (Tel: Thanet 54665).

SALE: Eddystone S.640 Rx, bandspread tuning, £20; Pye Ranger, working on 4m, tunable Rx £14; Marconi T.144 signal generator, £12. — Ring Downtown, G3ZQR. 01-330 1128.

WANTED: High-grade general coverage receiver, such as Racial R.217 or Redifon R.408, and receiver for LF such as Hammarlund SP-600VLF or Collins R.389. Also a good modern teleprinter. State price, please. — Passfield, 3 Greenleaf Close, Tulse Hill, London S.W.2. (Tel: 01-674 5825).

ECHANGE OR SELL: Mobile 12v. VHF radiotelephones: Murphy MR960 High-band/AM; Cossor CC14, Hudson FM200, G.E.C. BRIT156, all Low-band/FM; Hudson FM118 Low-band/FM base station, 240v. AC. Each at £20, or EXCHANGE for Pye Cambridge or Westminster mobiles. Carriage extra. — Austen, 28a Vechbridge Road, Burgess Hill (3409), Sussex.

WANTED: S-meter and manual for R.C.A. AR88D receiver; also valves type HL2/K or information on conversion of W.1191 wavemeter to modern use. — Herbert, Valebridge Road, Burgess Hill (3409), Sussex.

WANTED: Manual for Heathkit DX-40U transceiver; also valves type FIL2/K or information on conversion. — Passfield, 3 Greenleaf Close, Tulse Hill, London S.W.2. (Tel: 01-674 5825).


WANTED: To purchase, manual or circuit diagrams of Airmec Radivet 211. — Ring Butler, Leatherhead, 73906.

WANTED: Manual for Redifon R.50M general coverage receiver, purchase or loan. — Bell, 24 Park Lane, Guiseley (6444), Leeds, Yorkshire.

WANTED: Manual for Heathkit DX-40U transmitter, purchase or loan. — Palk, 14 Hillview Road, Minehead, Somerset.

WANTED: Manual for National HRO, loan or purchase. Assistance please. — Gale, 6 Wayland Road, Grove, Wantage (4943), Berks.

EXCHANGE: Wanted Drake 2B, KW-77/201, EA-12 or SB-301 FOR Telequipment Lab 'scope Type D.43, dual trace, 15 MHz, in good condition. — Lincoln, 29 Scotland Wood Road, Leeds 17, Yorks.

WANTED: Earlier and larger type all-valve American SSB Tx. with original manual. — Herbert, G6RF, QTHR. (Tel: Perranporth 2047).


WANTED: Codar AT.5 Mk. II transmitter and PSU. Details of condition and price, please. — Gibson, 3 Suffolk Road, Middlesbrough, Teeside.

EXCHANGE or SELL: R.C.A. AR88D receiver, with phones, speaker and manual, new purchase 18 months ago. Would consider Eddystone S.640 in part exchange. Call, or s.a.e. for details. — Newey, 23 Leathouse Road, Oldbury, Warley, Wores.
WANTED: Collins Type DL-1 dummy load; also any additional parts in the 75S-3S. State Collins number and bandwidth, please. — Barnett, PO Box 10, Evesham, Worcs.

SELL or EXCHANGE: Welding Plant, gas, complete in detail, particulars on request. — WH-Y, 235 Thorne Road, Wheatley Hills, Doncaster, DN2 5AR.

FOR SALE: Vibroplex “original” key, £8. Two advanced (different) Morse records, £3. Cedar PR-30 preselector, mains, £5. Small German straight key, £10. WANTED: The Vibroplex super de-luxe presentation key, jewel movement — Box No. 5101, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H-01HF.

WANTED: Hy-Gain TH-3 three-element beam aerial, and beam rotator. — Sturdy, 73 Rawcliffe Lane, York (27123), Yorkshire.

SELLING: Eddystone EC-10 Mk. II, battery operated, new 1970, slightly marked, £25. Amateur band transistorised battery operated Rx, coverage 10-80m., with double conversion (1600/455 kHz), product detectors and Q-multiplier; can be powered from 12V for mobile work, provision for connection to 2m. converter 2m. £60. Matching 80-watt AM/CW Tx, coverage 10-80m., complete with all plugs and connectors, £45. Both units in absolutely mint condition, with manuals and Mks. £25. Buyers collect all items. Mitcham area. Send for details. — Box No. 5100, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H-0HF.

EXCHANGE or SELL: 200 lb. 100 yd. Fly Line, £15.00 (27p). Cling Coat, £25.00 (50p). E50. — Mr. J. White, 22a Warwick Road, West Molesey, Surrey. Ferns, £27.50.

WANTED: Hy-Gain TH-3 three-element beam aerial, and beam rotator. — Sturdy, 73 Rawcliffe Lane, York (27123), Yorkshire.

SELLING: Eddystone EC-10 Mk. II, battery operated, new 1970, slightly marked, £25. Amateur band transistorised battery operated Rx, coverage 10-80m., with double conversion (1600/455 kHz), product detectors and Q-multiplier; can be powered from 12V for mobile work, provision for connection to 2m. converter 2m. £60. Matching 80-watt AM/CW Tx, coverage 10-80m., complete with all plugs and connectors, £45. Both units in absolutely mint condition, with manuals and Mks. £25. Buyers collect all items. Mitcham area. Send for details. — Box No. 5100, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H-0HF.

EXCHANGE or SELL: 200 lb. 100 yd. Fly Line, £15.00 (27p). Cling Coat, £25.00 (50p). E50. — Mr. J. White, 22a Warwick Road, West Molesey, Surrey. Ferns, £27.50.

WANTED: Hy-Gain TH-3 three-element beam aerial, and beam rotator. — Sturdy, 73 Rawcliffe Lane, York (27123), Yorkshire.

SELLING: Eddystone EC-10 Mk. II, battery operated, new 1970, slightly marked, £25. Amateur band transistorised battery operated Rx, coverage 10-80m., with double conversion (1600/455 kHz), product detectors and Q-multiplier; can be powered from 12V for mobile work, provision for connection to 2m. converter 2m. £60. Matching 80-watt AM/CW Tx, coverage 10-80m., complete with all plugs and connectors, £45. Both units in absolutely mint condition, with manuals and Mks. £25. Buyers collect all items. Mitcham area. Send for details. — Box No. 5100, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H-0HF.

EXCHANGE or SELL: 200 lb. 100 yd. Fly Line, £15.00 (27p). Cling Coat, £25.00 (50p). E50. — Mr. J. White, 22a Warwick Road, West Molesey, Surrey. Ferns, £27.50.
FOR SALE: CR-100 receiver, with S-meter, ANL, complete with set valves and handbook, in FB working order, £13. Also Heathkit DX-40U with VF, 1U, working well and no mods, £22 or offer. Would deliver reasonable distance.—Thomas, GW4BCD, 13 Northways, Porthcawl (3661), Glam., South Wales.

OFFERING: Strumech Versator, aged six months only, with AS-33 antenna, all as new, at giveaway price to first enquiry.—Hayward, Gloucester 236622.

WANTED: Low-power HF band transmitter, complete with PSU, suitable for a beginner.—Kelman, 2 Bailieswells Crescent, Bieldside, Aberdeen (48202), AB1 9BD, Scotland.

GIVING UP! Have for disposal in mint condition a National HRO-W, unmodified and complete with four coil packs, original PSU and speaker, £35. Also Emasc two-metre converter with its PSU, IF tuning 28 to 30 MHz, and a 6-over-6 J-Beam, £12.—or The Lot for £45.—Till, 114 Green Lane, Castle Cottage, Wonersh, Guildford (6645), Surrey.

FOR SALE: Kw-1000 linear amplifier, as new, £95. —or The Lot for £45.—Till, 114 Green Lane, Castle Cottage, Wonersh, Guildford (6645), Surrey.

FOR SALE: Heathkit DX-40U with VF, 1U, working well and no mods, £22 or offer. Would deliver reasonable distance.—Thomas, GW4BCD, 13 Northways, Porthcawl (3661), Glam., South Wales.

WANTED: Low-power HF band transmitter, complete with PSU, suitable for a beginner.—Kelman, 2 Bailieswells Crescent, Bieldside, Aberdeen (48202), AB1 9BD, Scotland.

GIVING UP! Have for disposal in mint condition a National HRO-W, unmodified and complete with four coil packs, original PSU and speaker, £35. Also Emasc two-metre converter with its PSU, IF tuning 28 to 30 MHz, and a 6-over-6 J-Beam, £12.—or The Lot for £45.—Till, 114 Green Lane, Castle Cottage, Wonersh, Guildford (6645), Surrey.

FOR SALE: Kw-1000 linear amplifier, as new, £95. —or The Lot for £45.—Till, 114 Green Lane, Castle Cottage, Wonersh, Guildford (6645), Surrey.

FOR SALE: Heathkit DX-40U with VF, 1U, working well and no mods, £22 or offer. Would deliver reasonable distance.—Thomas, GW4BCD, 13 Northways, Porthcawl (3661), Glam., South Wales.

WANTED: Low-power HF band transmitter, complete with PSU, suitable for a beginner.—Kelman, 2 Bailieswells Crescent, Bieldside, Aberdeen (48202), AB1 9BD, Scotland.

GIVING UP! Have for disposal in mint condition a National HRO-W, unmodified and complete with four coil packs, original PSU and speaker, £35. Also Emasc two-metre converter with its PSU, IF tuning 28 to 30 MHz, and a 6-over-6 J-Beam, £12.—or The Lot for £45.—Till, 114 Green Lane, Castle Cottage, Wonersh, Guildford (6645), Surrey.

FOR SALE: Kw-1000 linear amplifier, as new, £95. —or The Lot for £45.—Till, 114 Green Lane, Castle Cottage, Wonersh, Guildford (6645), Surrey.

FOR SALE: Heathkit DX-40U with VF, 1U, working well and no mods, £22 or offer. Would deliver reasonable distance.—Thomas, GW4BCD, 13 Northways, Porthcawl (3661), Glam., South Wales.

WANTED: Low-power HF band transmitter, complete with PSU, suitable for a beginner.—Kelman, 2 Bailieswells Crescent, Bieldside, Aberdeen (48202), AB1 9BD, Scotland.
CATON'S LATEST, THE "52A"—A beautiful 24 hour Mini Digital
Clock with alarm buzzer in Black, White, Red and Yellow. Size : 5½" x
2½" x 2½". (See May '72 S.W. Mag. for photograph.)

ERIE FILTER SOLDER-IN FEED THRO's 1000 +1000pf type CFT
ISKRA SUB-MINIATURE PRE-SET POTENTIOMETERS type
ZERO VOLTAGE SWITCHES type 424 at 20p, 6p for data sheets.
270pf 4.8K v.w. DISC CERAMICS at 15p doz.
AF 106 220 MHz FT. PNP RF Amplifier at 15p.
400 PIV 10 amp (S.C.R's) Thyristors at 50p.
TRANSISTOR PLASTIC SUB-MINI SOLID TANTALUM 4.7uf 35v.w., Sp each.
JAP 47uf 16v.w. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS at 50p.
PN 118 2K, 2.5K, 50K, 100K, Type PN 108, 5K. Morganite type 200ohm, 200K, I Meg. All 5p each. Any 6 for 20p.
100 2 Watt untested Zeners at 50p.
15p each.
3 x I.F., 2 x V.O.G., 2 x AGC, 1 x R.F., 1 x IF, 2 x VOGAD, 2 x AGC, 1 x Headphone Amp, 2 x double balanced Modulators, 1 x x Mixer. £12 each with data. Separate I.C's at 25p each.
300 MHz, DIVIDE BY 3 COUNTERS, 60p each with data.
2GHz DUAL TRANSISTORS untested 2 for 50p.
COMMUNICATION SERIES OF I.C's containing 1 x R.F., 1 x I.F., 2 x VOGAD, 2 x AGC, 1 x Headphone Amp, 2 x double balanced Modulators, 1 x x Mixer. The 12 untested I.C's for £25 each with data.
J. BIRKETT
Radio Component Supplies
25 THE STRAIT,
LINCOLN, LN2 1JF
Telephone: 20767

IS YOUR STATION COMPLETE ? ? ?
NOT WITHOUT A DIGITAL CLOCK IT ISN'T!!

THIS FABULOUS "52A" IS YOURS FOR ONLY £6-65
Made by Copal, the world's largest manufacturer of Digital Clocks, it is absolutely reliable and accurate. mains powered (negligible con-
sumption) with 24 hour read out and built in diffused lighting. Available in White, Chocolate and Coffee Purple. Size : 5½" x 2½" x 2½".
We sell the complete range of Copal Clocks, at all rock bottom prices, and would specially recommend—

COPLAH'S LATEST, THE "52A"—A beautiful 24 hour Mini Digital
Clock with alarm buzzer in Black, White, Red and Yellow. Size : 5½" x
3½" x 2½". (See May '72 S.W. Mag. for a photograph.)

FREE : POST, PACKING AND INSURANCE
All OUR clocks 25 years of age and upwards, fully guaranteed for 12 months, and if you are not completely happy we give a full refund without question.

DON'T DELAY—SEND TODAY—FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

AERO & GENERAL SUPPLIES
NANAIMO HOUSE, 2 RINGWOOD AVENUE,
NANAIMO, B.C.
Telephone: 630568


WANTED: Eddystone EA-12, recently aligned electronically and mechanically by makers to new specifi-
cation, with manual, £125 or near offer. Squire Electronics two-metre converter, IF 4-6 MHz, little
used, £35. Sentinel two-metre pre-amplifier, little
used, £4-50.—Leighton, G5UKM, QTHR. (Tel: 061-439 5756).}

WANTED: Old radio equipment. bright emitter valves, any pre-1960 accessories, books, maga-
zines, correspondence from other collectors; also "spy" transceivers, suitcase sets B2 Type A, 2500 
"Polish", etc., etc. FOR SALE: B40, £18; Pye 125 
SSB transceiver £35; Garex 2m. transceiver, AM/FM, £95; Muirhead Decade oscillator, £17;
Solivan R/C oscillator, £14; pedal generator, 12v.,
40watt, £5; Cambridge Wheatstone Bridge, £12;
Ten-Tec PM-3A, £18—White, G3SDD, 31, Dumble
Grove, East Croydon, Surrey (Tel: 01-680 3841).

WANTED: Star 550 amateur-band receiver, coverage 
6 to 600m., double conversion and all usual con-
nections, with standby. AM/SSB. RF tuning, fully
variable selectivity. crystal calibrator, almost new and
boxed, £30.—Ring Evans, Harpenden 12616, after 
6 p.m.

WANTED: Eddystone 770R, or other similar type 
VHF/UHF Rx, with coverage approx. 20-200 
MHz and AM/FM/CW; details and price, please.—
Clark, 2a St. Swithin Street, Aberdeen, Scotland.

COMPLETE SSB STATION for sale: National HRO
Rx, with bandspread coils, PSU, mounting rack.
£95,-Kanter, 6, L'Isle-aux-Coudres, Quebec City.
£200,-Kanter, 6, L'Isle-aux-Coudres, Quebec City.

WANTED: Eddystone 770R, or other similar type 
VHF/UHF Rx, with coverage approx. 20-200 
MHz and AM/FM/CW; details and price, please.—
Clark, 2a St. Swithin Street, Aberdeen, Scotland.
Selling: Murphy TV camera, £25/40 lines, with Vidicon and optics, £29; Teletype tape printer, £7; "The Short Wave Magazine" and RSGB "Bulletin" from 1946-51, £1 per 2365 postcard. Solatron regulated PSU. Type SRS-151A, 20-500V, DC, plus 6-3V at 3-amp twin, £9. Solatron 'scopes, Types CD711S2 and CD643B, £20; KW-2900B with mains PSU, as new £70; pair of mains intercom units, 200 kHz, £7; RTTY terminal unit for AR88D, £7; pair of CT-44 AF wattmeters, £5 each; Advance "Voltstat" constant voltage transformers, input 190-260V at 50 Hz, sine-wave output 200 Watts, green cradle case, brand new, £7; AR88 Rx in good condition, £2; TR-144G signal generator, 85 kHz to 25 MHz, £8; Lord, Newfield House, Moira, Burton-on-Trent. Staff. (Tel. Swadlincote 7357).

SHACK Clearance: HRO Rx, front end re-valved with miniatures, complete set bands and general coil packs, PSU, etc., £22. HP-band Tx, 10 to 80m. AM table topper, £15. Pye Ranger base station, two metres, with tunable Rx and AC/PSU, £12. Rack-mounted mobile 2m., tunable receiver, £11. H-band Ranger, unmodified, £8-50. Pye mobile Rx, transvertor front end on two metres, tunable, £5. Pye MOD-44, complete with bands and PSU, £25. Repair service for VHF/UHF transvertors and boards, all solid state, incorporating audio output of one watt and 10 mW, three settings of AGC, RF and AF modes, with four positions frequency in range set in seconds, stability better than one part in 100 million plus 10 kHz and 100 Hz, with vernier tuning knobs. Fitted with miniatures, complete set bands and general coil packs, PSU, etc., £25. H-band receiver, £3-50. Inverters: 24v. DC to 80v. AC. 750 mA, £5. Pye Reporter suitable for two metres, £4. Ranger 2M table-top, £15. Pye Ranger base station, general coil packs, PSU, etc., £22. HF-band Tx, 100 kHz to 148 MHz, well used, faulty or scrap. Will test and repair.

WANTED: VHF/UHF receiver or converter; Phase-locked loop synthesiser, 15 kHz to 31-0999 MHz (no gaps) in 32 bands, each covered in steps of 1 kHz and 100 Hz, with vernier tuning 0-100 cycles plus 10 kHz and 100 kHz controls (any spot frequency in range set in seconds), stability better than one part in 100 million per day drift, sensitivity better than 0-5 microvolt in A1, A3A, A3J modes, with four positions of crystal selectivity, transmitter settings of AGC, RF and AF level metering, audio output of one watt and 10 mW, on plug-in boards, all solid state, incorporating over 540 semiconductors and 18 integrated circuits. Best offer over £40.—Box No. 5064, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SWI-H01F.
CALL BOOKS

INTERNATIONAL:
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK
"DX Listings" .................. £2.95
"U.S. Listings" ................. £3.75
"G's" only 1972 ................. 60p

THE SHORT WAVE
(The above prices include postage and packing)

"G's" only 1972
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK
INTERNATIONAL:
Receiving Station Log
Log and VHF Contest Log
Standard Log (New Glossy Cover)

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA
State boundaries and prefixes, size 24" by 30", paper .......... 60p

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD
ATLAS
In booklet form, Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones and Prefixes .......... 85p

LOG BOOKS

Standard Log (New Glossy Cover) . 55p
Log and VHF Contest Log .......... 40p
Receiving Station Log ............. 45p

(The above prices include postage and packing).

MORSE COURSES

G3HSC Rhythm Method of Morse Tuition
*Complete Course with three 3 speed L.P. records with books £4.50
*Beginner's Course with two 3 speed L.P. records with book . £3.30
Single 12" L.P. Beginner's with book ................................ £2.75
Single, 12" L.P. Advanced with book ................................ £2.75
Three speed simulated GPO test.
7" d.s. E.P. record .................. 85p

Prices include postage, packing and insurance in U.K. only *Overseas orders + £1.00.

Available from
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H OHF . 01-222 5341

S ALE: Heathkit HW-12A, with PSU, microphone and speaker, professionally constructed, little used and in excellent condition, £60 or near offer.—Wilders, G3ZEO, QTHR, or ring Chelmsford 71754.

WANTED: Manual for Wireless Set Canadian No. 19, Mk. III. Original manual only required—no reprints, please. £5 offered for book in good condition.—Box No. 5106, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H-0HF.

FOR SALE: HRO Rx, with PSU and seven coil packs, £12.50; TCS receiver, £7.50; and a BC-348 Rx. Send s.a.e. with enquiries, please.—Bretherton, 9 Commercial Road, Chorley, Lancs., PR7-1EU.

GM3BQA — BARGAINS

Honda £40 230V, AC, £30; Petrol electric generator 12V. 1260W out., £30; new 10ft. triangular mast sections (U.S.A.), £7; new 60ft. tubular telescopic mast in crate (U.S.A.), £20; new 30ft. tubular sectional masts with guys, £15; Collins ATU (lovely job), £25; %Val-Radio PSU (transistorised) 24V, DC in 220V, AC and DC out. at 180W., £15; Marconi 35B Diversity RX type HR24 3-28 MHz 230V, AC crated untested, £60; VHF RX (U.S.A.) EK36/GR 225-400 MHz 230V. AC with circuit, very clean, £16; Marconi TX/RX low band mobile TVP 401 with PSU, cables, speaker, mic., £15; £10 Marconi AVO Multimotor in case, £8; Yostermans 0-3-100V. DC with leads in case, £11; new round plane ANT 100-150 MHz calibrated with radials, £15; Teleprinter 78 with AC PSU, £10; new boxed valves S.A.E. list i.e. 832 829B 4X 150A 4CX250B with leads in U.K. only *Overseas £1.00. £12.50.

FOR TH E R ADIO S HOP

THE RADIO SHOP
Dept. SWM, 16 Cherry Lane, Bristol BS1 3NG.
Tel.: Bristol 421916. STD Code 0272

2 METRE CONVERTER KIT.

2 METRE PRE-AMP.
Single FET. Pre-Amp. Neg. Earth gain app. 12db circuit. Instructions & Components. All you need is a transistor. Price £1.70 post paid.

Available from
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept., 55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H OHF . 01-222 5341

(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
(Nearest Station: St. James's Park)
(GIRO A/C No. 547 6151)

MORSE MADE EASY

FACT NOT FICTION.
If you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month. (Normal progress to be expected.)

Using scientifically prepared 3-speed records you automatically learn to recognize the code RHYTHM without translating. You can't help it, it's as easy as learning a tune.

MORSE 1127, 85.

91 MILTON ROAD WEST, EDINBURGH.
Telephone : 031-669 1416

THE RADIO SHOP
Dept. SWM, 16 Cherry Lane, Bristol BS1 3NG.
Tel.: Bristol 421916. STD Code 0272

2 METRE CONVERTER KIT.

2 METRE PRE-AMP.
Single FET. Pre-Amp. Neg. Earth gain app. 12db circuit. Instructions & Components. All you need is a transistor. Price £1.70 post paid.

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
October, 1972
AMERICAN TITLES FROM FOUHSAM-SAMS

HAM ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Besides full details on many useful and interesting types of aerials, Ham Antenna Construction Projects includes complete information on long-lasting construction methods, as well as how to position your antenna to achieve maximum distances with a given radiation pattern. In addition, much easy-to-understand technical information on tuning antennas and the use of test equipment is presented.

RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK
The opportunity has been taken of bringing this edition—the twelfth—right up-to-date and of incorporating extensive revisions. The book covers in detail the Post Office regulations governing the issue of transmitting licences.

The purpose of this Handbook is to provide all the information which the operator of a radio station may need about such matters as Country Prefixes, Call Signs Areas, Frequency Allocations, Standard Frequency Transmissions, Time Factors, Distance Tables, and so on.

For the newcomer, this manual enables him to find the basic answers and to obtain the maximum pleasure from his hobby.

SWL ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Two chapters cover the basic principles of antennas and the knowledge necessary for construction of the projects which are given in the following pages. The antenna projects themselves are divided into six classes. First are the dipole aerials such as segmented and inverted types. Following them are the vertical antenna, including array and beam types. Then horizontal beam systems (Yagis) are considered. Various low- and high-band and multiband triangle antennas are also discussed. The next section deals with long-wire antennas, such as vee beams and rhombics, for those SWL'ers with a sizeable plot of land available. For SWL'ers without land, indoor antennas, which are included in the final section, may be a solution. Three useful appendices are provided at the end of the book.

BUILDING YOUR AMATEUR RADIO NOVICE STATION
This book is the first "completely detailed" construction manual for building an amateur novice radio station. Nothing is overlooked in building the station, from scratch to the actual on-the-air operation. The transmitter and receiver are distinctly professional in performance quality and appearance.

The book is primarily directed to the novice radio ham, it contains many novel and valuable construction hints and tips for amateurs in any licence class. As a finished touch to the projects a complete "rollaway" ham shack for hams with limited space (apartment dwellers, etc.) is featured and fully described.

The Books described here are American in origin.

The above prices include postage & packing.

Delivery is from stock.

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept., 55 Victoria St., London S.W.1
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
(GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)
(Nearest Station: St. James's Park)
For some recommended titles, taken from our main list of publications in "Short Wave Magazine" every month and briefly described when space allows, see Oct. 71, page 472, Aug. 72, pages 374 & 384.

WORLD RADIO/TV HANDBOOK 1972

The World's only complete reference guide to International Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations. It includes: Frequencies, time schedules, announcements, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much more besides of value to the listener.

Lists all International short-wave stations, including frequencies, for each country; foreign broadcasts, long and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band), TV stations and domestic programmes. Long recognised as the established authority by broadcasters and listeners. It is the only publication that enables you to identify BC stations quickly and easily. Enables you to fill more pages in your log book on the SW BC bands and helps you add more BC-station QSL cards to your collection.

£2·80

(The above price includes postage and packing).

from:

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H OHF

CALLBOOK

The "Call Book" proper is now published only once a year, in December, in two parts, "U.S." and "DX Listings."

Supplements to both editions appear at quarterly intervals, obtainable by prior order direct from the publishers.

We supply the "Call Book" as an annual publication, as required at any time during the year. We shall not be handling the quarterly supplements. These will be available only direct from the publishers.

This comprehensive reference lists about 300,000 licensed radio amateurs in the United States Directory and 160,000 or more in the rest of the world (contained in the "DX Section"). In the U.S. Section, licence classifications are shown with revised listings of new licences, names and addresses. The CALLBOOK also includes much incidental DX information. Every amateur operator and SWL needs the CALLBOOK to get the most out of Amateur Radio.

DX Listings £2·95

U.S. Listings £3·75

The above prices include postage and packing.

Your order to:

Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, SW1H OHF
01-222 5341